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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. A. M. Kamarck December 20, 1966

From: Rosalind Gilmore

Subject: Some French Economists' Ideas on the Problems of Developing Nations

INTRODUCTION

1. On June 26, 1965, l'Institut de Recherche et de Formation en

vue du Developpement harmonise (IRFED) held a one-day conference of some

30 academics and national and international civil servants to review

the progress made in the year following the Geneva Trade and Development

Conference, and to recommend future courses of action. The conference

papers and conclusions were published in the IRFED review "Developpement

et Civilisations", No. 24, December 1965.

2. The following six papers were presented to the conference:

Professor Andre Philip: Developing countries' balance of

payments. (Facts, choices and equitable solutions.)

M. Henri Janton: The present state of affairs in the

commodity markets.

M. Paul Tran-van-Thinh: EEC proposals for a general

cereals agreement.

Unsigned article: Industrial Preferences.

M. Rene Debono: Developing countries imports pose as many

problems as their exports.

M. Giulio Fossi: Regional organizations and development.

3. The discussion on each of these papers, which was contributed

to by Messrs. A. Razafindrabe, M4. Bye, J. Durieux, R. Buron, H. Younes,

A. Marchal, E. Papanicolaou, J. Austruy, P. Schrumpf and A. Adjari, is

grouped into a series of short pieces at the end. There is also an introduc-

tion by H. E. Armand Razafindrabe (M41adagascan Ambassador to the EEC)
"The Outcast Nations", an editorial by Professor Austruy, two individual

studies (Professor M4aurice Bye on the Franco-Algerian oil agreements

and M. Henry Bazin on economic cooperation within the Tiers-Monde) and

a summary of conclusions by Andre Philip.

CONFERENCE RECOMMENDATIONS

4. To begin at the endl, Professor Philip concludes by isolating

seven lines of action to be followed in solving the problems of the devel-

oping world (Les imperatifs actuels, p. 81). They are these:
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(i) all excise taxes (as opposed to customs duties)

should either be removed from tropical products, or their

proceeds should be made over to the country of origin;

(ii) an International Insurance Fund should be provided
to compensate for decreases in export receipts;

(iii) in the medium term, markets for products or groups

of products should be organized, though without consolidating
out-of-date patterns and structures;

(iv) in the long term, a balance of consumption and

production must be sought by major categories of products;

(v) a preferential tariff system for the manufactured

exports of developing countries must be set up, tied to

multilateral or bilateral agreements for financial and

technical assistance to set up new industries;

(vi) develorment must be seen in the round by setting
up multipurpose publicly owned enterprises, taking in
production from the primary ingredients to delivery to

the consumer, and participated in by the selling and buying

states;

(vii) an International Development Plan ('Droit

International de Developpement") must be constructed

gradually, basing itself on successive precedents and

embodying a complex of joint decisions, taken co-operatively,

about siting industries and orienting world production.

TO STRATEGIES

5. Professor Philip's seven recommendations are presented as an

attempt to derive agreed conclusions from the conference; but the more

concrete recommendations come from his own paper and contributions, and
in the more general ones he has to try to harmonize two different ideas

about the best economic strategy for developing countries which run through

the papers and debate, and are not easily reconciled even when considered

as a short term and a long term solution. One school of thought sees

a fundamental need to change the present economic structure of the devel-

oping countries and make them more self sufficient, particularly by indus-

trialization. The other school is interested in building on existing

economic patterns, mainly by improving the prices paid for primary exports.

Representatives of the industrializing school are Messrs. Bye, Durieux,
Younes, Austruy, and Philip (the metropolitan Frenchmen); the others

are Messrs. Razafindrabe, Papanicolaou, Schrumpf, Adjari, Bazin, Janton
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and Tran-van-Thinh. Professor Philip reconciles the two in his conclu-

sions by regarding the second as an interim objective, subordinate to

the first as an ultimate goal, with whose attainment it must not be allowed

to interfere.

INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONS

Industrialization

6. Several of the speakers at the conference, notably Professors

Philip, Bye and Durieux, consider that the developing countries should

not try to improve their present economic structures, but radically to

alter those structures. Improvements within the framework of their exist-

ing patterns of production and trade may be undertaken as short term

palliatives, but only in so far as they do not prejudice a long term

reconstruction of the econcmy. They should not concentrate on better

production and better prices for primary commodities, but 
should diver-

sify out of their existing production. Above all, they should indus-

trialize. Only thus can they get away from the unreal economic pattern

imposed upon them by the colonial regimes.

7. It is recognized that the developing countries cannot hope

to create competitive industries on their own. Direct financial aid

to industrial development is, however, hardly mentioned. Instead two

other ways of encouraging their industrial efforts are considered; namely,

tariff nreferences for their manufactured exports, and a scheme for uniting

the governments of the producing and consuming countries in jointly owned,

jointly financed and jointly managed production and distribution 
enter-

prises.

(i) Tariff Preferences

8. Those members of the conference who dealt with the subject were

almost uniformly in favor of selective tariff preferences along the lines

proposed in the Brasseur Plan. An unsigned paper on the Australian decision

to give selected less developed countries preferential quotas on a limited

list of the products most important to them rejects both the American

view that tariff preferences will not greatly benefit the less devel-

oped countries, and the 77's own declared wish for global and unselec-

tive preferences coming into operation over a period of years. The Americans,

it is said, are too negative in their insistence on the value of the

most-favored-nation principles of GATT (which they have in any case them-

selves breached in the motor vehicle arrangements with Canada), and do

not understand that although a world of competition may increase trade,

in it the less developed countries' industries cannot survive. The rest

of the Anglo-Saxon countries rest on their acceptance of the principle

of general tariff preferences, subject to conditions (that the 
devel-

oping countries should agree to give up all other existing preferential



arrangements, and that all industrial countries should agree in the new
preferences) which in practice nullify it. By contrast with these atti-
tudes, the Australian decision is praised as a breakthrough.

9. Specifically, the proposal in this paper seems to be to estab-
lish a list of manufactured and semi-manufactured goods of actual or
potential importance in the export earnings of the less-developed coun-
tries, and for the industrial countries then to make bilateral arrange-
ments for the free entry of all or a part of these exports into their
own markets, discriminating however against exports which are already
competitive (e.g. Hong Kong textiles) and countries whose level of devel-
opment is already high enough to make them dangerous competitors of the
least developed countries. Such bilateral arrangements could gradually
be generalized into a comprehensive preferential tariff system, in which
countries might lose their favored position as one by one they became
competitive.

(ii) Cooperative Production

10. An article by Professor Bye analyzes in detail the agreements
between the French and Algerian governments on the exploitation of Algerian
petroleum. This agreement carries with it sufficient financial partici-
pation by each of the states to ensure, not a public monopoly, but public
international control of the principal export of the country of origin
and one of the key imports of the consuming country: moreover, although
private companies in France take part in the enterprise, and others may
be allowed to buy themselves in, they do so as delegates of the French
Government which remains responsible for the obligations undertaken in
the agreement. Although in this particular case the agreement deals
with the exploitation of a rather special natural resource, a general
conclusion about industrial and commercial enterprises in the developing
countries is drawn. It is suggested that agreements of this type, cutting
out not private company participation but private control of the funda-
mental production and marketing decisions, and uniting the consuming
and producing states in a cooperative enterprise which would be Jointly
managed from the initial stages of production to the consumption of the
finished product, would be the most satisfactory way to bring about the
necessary industrialization in the less developed countries. Such a
process is offered as an alternative either to increased direct finan-
cial aid or the expansion of the less developed countries' trade, to
both of which theoretical and practical objections are seen.

11. The underlying argument is that, in the technological world,
the developing countries will continue to fall behind if they retain
their role of primary producers supplying food and raw materials to the
industries and peoples of the developed world. Only by getting the growing
industries within their own frontiers will they achieve adequate growth
rates and secure their share in the economic benefits of technological
progress. They have not themselves, however, the financial resources
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to switch to industrial production, and the question is how to provide

and control the finance. For private enterprise to provide it is not

enough, since in that way the profits will be returned to the interna-

tional companies. This is already true of many agricultural tropical

products, where the price to the consumer is many times that of the selling

price in the country of origin. Moreover, in times of high prices the

extra profit goes to the merchants in the towns, while when prices fall

it is the peasant producer who suffers. Schemes of cooperative produc-

tion, on the lines of the Franco-Algerian Agreement, would secure the

finance necessary to create industries in the underdeveloped countries,

while ensuring reasonable prices both to producer and consumer by control-

ling all stages of the market between them. It would, of course, leave

a reasonable profit to the private capital involved, but also ensure

that a fair share of the benefits went to the producing state. Joint

enterprises of this sort should be a key to generating self-perpetuating

growth and development in the poorer countries.

Balance of Payments

12. The representatives of the developing countries, Messrs. Raza-

findrabe and Bazin, insist that although the introduction of manufacturing
industry may be a satisfactory long term solution, the immediate need

is to secure much better returns for the primary commodities which compose

90% of the less-developed countries' exports. They and Messrs. Philip,
Tran-van-Thinh and Janton discuss exports. All oppose the free play
of market forces and free trade, and suggest mechanisms to raise prices,
increase sales and stabilize markets. There is also a paper by M. Debono

considering the developing countries' imports.

(i) Compensatory Finance

13. There is little enthusiasm for compensatory or supplementary
finance, and M. Younes doubts their feasibility. Professor Philip accepts

that in the very short term such schemes may have a value in providing
the stability in external receipts necessary for planning. If accepted

in principle, then compensatory finance might be provided along the lines

of the International Insurance Association suggested by the United Nations,
with contributions from the industrialized countries applied to compen-
sate automatically and quickly for balance of trade deficits, and repay-
able in two or three years. But it would be a dangerous mistake to think

of this as an alternative to long term development aid designed to bring

about structural changes. Such aid cannot be automatic, nor tied to

the fact of balance of payments disequilibrium, since compensation for

a structural deficit merely consolidates the status quo, the market domina-

tion of international companies, and a pattern of production unadapted

to the evolution of local demand.

(ii) Access to Markets

14. Another solution almost wholly rejected is that of increas-

ing sales through greater access to markets arising from the suppres-

sion of consumption taxes, quantitative restrictions and tariffs (as
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discussed at Geneva). Only three ideas of this sort are suggested, and
two of those only in passing. These two are to channel surpluses into
food aid (mainly for temperate foodstuffs) and to increase consumption
(mainly of tropical products) in the Sino-Soviet Bloc (where it is sug-
gested that demand is much more elastic than in the west, provided these

countries can find from other trade the resources to finance such pur-
chases). The third idea is the suppression of all internal consumption
taxes in developed countries, especially those on tropical products such

as coffee, tea and cocoa. Professor Philip argues that all consumption
taxes should be removed immediately, both because it is unjust to finance
an industrial country's budget by a tax on producers in developing coun-
tries, and because these taxes restrain consumption. If the taxes cannot
be suppressed, at any rate their proceeds must be returned to the pro-
ducing countries. On the other hand, he argues that the proposal to
suppress tariffs and quantitative restrictions is a mistaken one. Indus-
trial countries cannot jeopardize their whole development plans by withdraw-
ing necessary protection from their own producers in favor of interna-
tional competition, and the only people to benefit from such a change
would be the big international companies who control the so-called free
market and the developing countries already strong enough to look after

themselves such as Australia, New Zealand and Argentina. It is mistaken,

he argues, to concentrate on selling more when what really matters to

the producers is price. Quacrtity may increase, and receipts continue
to fall; and anyway the producers should not increase the quantities
put out from their one or two product economies but develop their own
subsistence sector to nourish their population, diversify their export
sectors into new products more adapted to world demand, and begin their
industrialization by using their own minerals and raw materials.

(iii) Prices

15. All were agreed that the present prices paid to primary pro-
ducers are inadequate and unfair. But most considered that prices should
not be raised much above the level of the early 1950's, not only because
of the dangers of over-production but above all because of the danger
of encouraging the less developed countries to continue the pattern of
dependence on one or two products. In the long term the ideal should be
to seek an equilibrium between production and consumption, partly by
increasing consumption through the methods described above, partly through
production controls (insofar as these are unavoidable), but most of all
by the developing countries changing their present patterns of produc-
tion. In the medium term the right course is to revalue prices and stabil-
ize earnings through the organization of markets, including commodity
agreements and control of production plans and marketing from the producer
to the eventual consumer.

(iv) Organization of Markets

16. All were agreed that different products must be treated in
different ways: the underlying distinction drawn was largely that between
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goods produced in both developed and developing countries, and those
coming from the less developed countries alone. Professor Philip distin-
guishes:-

(a) temperate foodstuffs;

(b) tropical products;

(c) primary industrial materials and fuels, including
petroleum.

17. There is little difficulty about (c), and (b) may in part be
solvable through increases in consumption, especially in the east. Temper-
ate foodstuffs pose the real problem, since the industrial countries
protect their own producers and the world market is marginal and vola-
tile.

(a) Temperate Foodstuf's

18. Ambassador Razafindrabe argues for mechanisms (unspecified)
to restrict the pursuit of national interests by the developed countries.

19. M. Tran-van-Thinh discusses the EEC proposal, within the Kennedy
Round, for an agreement on wheat, maize, rye, millet, barley, oats and
wheat flour, aimed at achieving an equilibrium between world supply and
demand, establishing and stabilizing of world prices at an equitable
and remunerative level, increasing access to markets, and extending world
trade with particular attention to the interests of the developing countries.

20. Such an agreement would involve great changes. Initially supply
would be limited, and equitable and remunerative prices would be established
by a combined effort founded on buffer stocks and disciplined marketing
of surpluses. A world price of reference would be agreed, below which
a compensating tax would be imposed on imports. This price must be remunera-
tive, taking account of the need not to provoke new surpluses. A precondi-
tion of improving the market in this way would be an agreement on the
global effect of the different types of national support for agricul-
ture. Parties to any agreement should be ready to receive requests from
low revenue countries for food aid, and these countries should not be
required to enter into agreements about the level of support (the list
of such exempted countries would be determined in consultation with FAO).
Other types of concession might also be considered, such as returning
to producers the proceeds of any compensating tax levied by consuming
countries when prices fell below the international price of reference.
But if receipts of this type were returned to the developing countries
some mechanism would have to be devised to ensure that they were used
only for development. The brader question of import taxes being applied
in this way for the benefit of the less-developed countries was worth
further study.
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(b) Tropical Products

21. Most of the rest of the discussion of the organization of commod-

ity markets seems to be related mainly to tropical products, for which,

says Professor Philip, the need is to stabilize prices at a higher level

by increasing demand, giving away surpluses, and containing production.

22. Two specific proposals for study are made:-

(i) Price Mechanisms. Ambassador Razafindrabe suggests
a study of the price fixing mechanisms for tropical

products, since the price to the consumer seems

always to be many times greater than that paid to

the producer.

(ii) Buffer Stocks. M. Janton suggests a study of the

ways of financing the retention of commodities by

developing countries in the interests of market

stabilization, since, given long term equilibrium,
short term surpluses can be withheld if it is

possible to finance them.

23. Apart from these two proposals for study, there was general

discussion of organizing markets, not only through commodity agreements,

but also through new types of arrangement for marketing and even for

production.

(v) Commodity Agreements

24. M. Janton and Razafindrabe refer back to the 1961 Baumgartner-

Pisani Plan and elaborate on its advantages, especially the idea that

freedom of trade and access to markets should only be pursued within

an organization of markets, i.e. as a means within an overall plan instead

of as the final objective which is sometimes made of it. Such schemes

must be applied flexibly according to the different nature of each commod-

ity. It is important that commodity agreements should aim at equilib-

rium between production and demand in the long term, as well as elimi-

nating short term fluctuations (which should be done particularly by

increasing demand and extending the international market, restricting

sales and, if necessary, production only insofar as this is unavoidable).

Recent developments in the International Coffee Agreement are hopeful;

for instance, the ICO's decision to use quotas geared to prices and its

recognition that such a quota system is not enough and that the present

skeletal coffee agreement must be given flesh and blood. The cocoa and

sugar conferences to come might also take a wider view, and the cereals

negotiations in the GATT have produced a number of interesting ideas

(such as the United Kingdom proposal of a minimum price of entry system,

a tax being applied when suppliers' prices fell below an agreed level).
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25. While these all represent some progress, it is argued that

technical and theoretical disagreements have still to be resolved if
progress is to be made. The last twenty years have demonstrated the
force of the French view that prices respond very rapidly to small quanti-
tative changes, as had been particularly evident in the sugar market
during the Cuban crisis when a difference of 2 million tons either way
was decisive in a total world consumption of 60 million tons. Yet the
problem of equilibrium between production and consumption is still not
given enough priority. It should be resolved first by seeking to increase
the demand which could be financed, secondly by using food aid mechan-
isms to supply consumers who could not pay, and thirdly, if necessary,
through some limitation of production. Stabilization can only be achieved
over a long period, and not without sacrifices by both producers and
consumers prepared to subordinate short term preoccupations to long term
interests.

(vi) Production and Marketing

26. It was generally argued that even the most successful commod-
ity agreements carry their undesirable elements, imposing unreal restraints
on production and sales, and allowing international entrepreneurs to
take an unrestricted share of the profits. The ultimate goal must be
a structural transformation of world trade, as well as of the patterns
of production of the less developed countries. Structural change is
here seen quite differently from Dr. Prebisch's conception of a one-
way tariff wall protecting the developing countries, with a complementary
net of preferential tariff arrangements for them in the markets of the
industrialized countries. Successful structural change, in these papers,
calls for regional economic plans embracing several developing countries
and financed by a number of industrial countries, in particular through
cooperative production and distribution arrangements for both manufactured
and primary products. Rather than go on trying to free markets, one
should on the contrary think of creating public, or mixed public and
private, international enterprises, integrating all stages of produc-
tion and consumption, so that the producers do not continue to feel that
they have no control over the fate of their products.

(vii) Imports

27. M. Debono argues that the high prices which developing coun-
tries have to pay for their imports are responsible for at least as many
problems as the low prices of their exports. Development is impossible
while import prices are so out of phase with those of exports, and the
considerable amount of infrastructure aid which is given only makes matters
worse by creating new needs.

28. This is particularly true in the countries of West Africa,
whose terms of trade have been deteriorating, particularly since they
felt the effects of the 1958 French devaluation. The Francophone African
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countries naturally buy from France, but the prices they pay are often

twice the French domestic price and much higher than the prices of equiva-

lent foreign goods. Some easement has occurred since 1963 and 1964 from

purchases of rice, sugar and wheat outside the franc zone, but these

countries are still buying concentrated milk, margarine, other foodstuffs,

cotton and synthetics from France at prices which are as much as 58.4%
higher for foodstuffs and 17% higher for materials than the prices in

African ports of similar goods from cheaper sources such as India, Hong

Kong, Belgium, Britain and Italy. The CFA countries could, of course,

buy from outside the franc zone, but tradition and monetary constraint

are against it. Practically all their exports go to France, and though

their reserves are in theory freely convertible, such conversions would

have to go through Paris, as those of the sterling African countries

have to go through London, and can therefore always be subjected to control

or short-term restriction.

29. Many people suggest that bilateral trade treaties would solve

this problem. But the best bilateral treaties are those which regulate

existing trade patterns, and it is unlikely that the developing coun-

tries could find bilateral partners who would buy enough from them to

balance the imports which they need. Nor could they draw heavily upon

the convertibility of their own currency via francs without risking the

stability of their own monetary zone. It is within each African country

that the patterns of consumption must be changed. Some changes are already

taking place (since quotas were given to the EEC countries, under the

Convention of Yaounde, and for sterling and dollar imports), and this

process will be helped as the privileges and responsibilities of France

in these countries are shared with the whole of the EEC. But if this

happens the EEC must be liberal too, for EEC goods are often much dearer

than comparable products from Asia and the Middle East. Articles 19

and 35 of the GATT have allowed the exclusion from a great part of the

underdeveloped world of cheap goods from other developing countries.

30. The problem is one which can be solved by the importing coun-

tries. Their franc reserves are freely convertible, but they have not

yet developed a deliberate policy of seeking the cheapest sources for

their consumer imports. In this way they are themselves losing one of

the great advantages of belonging to the franc zone. But a contribu-

tion must be made by the developed countries also, within the whole context

of aid for development and in their own long term interest. At present

the consumers of the less developed world are being exploited. If world

opinion has at last taken account of the problem of their primary exports

it must also attack the obverse problem of imports, helping the devel-

oping countries to use profiably and successfully the tools provided

by the monetary systems to which most belong, and putting an end to closed

circuits of trade.
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Cooperation Among the Developing Countries

31. In tackling the problems of imports, exports and industrial
planning there was discussion of the efforts which the less developed
countries should make to organize among themselves, and so provide a

stronger base for a dialogue with the developed countries. In general
the conference saw this as a matter of increased cooperation to promote
trade and harmonize development plans within regional groupings. Measures

to promote trade throughout the whole of the underdeveloped world were
also advocated.

(i) Cooperation by Regional Groups

32. M. Fossi argues that cooperation must be sought first at the

regional level, because any attempt to unite the less developed coun-
tries must conform to the pattern of a "true and viable economic organiza-
tion," i.e. one in which there are not only common and immediate economic
aims to be served, but also a common desire for political integration:
geographical proximity is almost always a preconddition of this sort
of true organization. The European Economic Community, for instance,
is a real, viable and effective organization, while EFTA is not since

it lacks political instress. In Africa the League of Arab States is

a real organization, and in America the OAS may also prove to be one.
Political and economic organization can only begin on a base of real
and immediate interest.; and even then, only by undertaking specific projects

which promote successful cooperation, can African countries develop the

necessary political will to long term strategic cooperation and become
willing to harmonize their development plans and policies.

33. M. Fossi considers it the duty of aid donors to do everything
in their power to promote this co-operation. He suggests that studies
should be undertaken to determine all possible concrete lines of action
by both aid donors and developing countries which will promote unity,
and specifically proposes:-

(a) studies by sector and product across all the countries
of a geographical or economic area, to show the advantages
of coordinating production and marketing policies vis-a-vis
the outside world and to promote cooperation in agriculture,
export policy and mining (these would be designed to help
such decisions as the location of a new steel works and
the establishment of prouction objectives for important
commodities)

(b) the use of World Bank and European Development Fund
influence in favor of cooperation by their preferring to
finance projects which involve inter-country cooperation.

By consistent and specific action along these lines, states will ulti-
mately be brought to accept the political constraints necessary to bring
about fruitful economic cooperation.
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(ii) Cooperation Throughout the Third World

34. M,. Bazin deals with cooperation between all the less-devel-
oped countries of the world. He discusses both tariff preferences to

promote trade among themselves, and means of coordinating their economic

planning.

35. Preferences, he says, must be studied carefully, since if these

countries wish to develop they must industrialize and sell their indus-
trial products to each other as well as to the developed nations. But

unless adequate compensating arrangements are made, those developing
countries which already have preferential arrangements with industrial-

ized countries cannot afford to lose them. The disparity of development
among the less developed countries must also be borne in mind, so that

within a preferential system even the least developed is able to play
a part.

36. But it is not only existing tariff arrangements which hamper
trade between the less developed countries of the world. One of the

greatest obstacles is the lack of transport and communication, since

past communications systems have been designed, consciously or other-

wise, to foster north-south trade. Another impediment is the diversity
and very limited convertibility of developing countries' currencies.

Equally, the developing countries' export receipts must be mainly applied

to finance imports of capital equipment, consumer durables and sometimes
food, which can be got on easier terms from the industrialized countries
than from other developing countries. The first needs therefore are

to improve every form of communication between them, and to ensure that

they have their share of any new reserve unit created in the interna-

tional monetary system. Such cooperation would not replace the devel-

oping countries' relations with the industrial countries, but would be

a precondition of putting them onto the right basis through a structural

transformation of world trade.

37. As well as improving trade patterns, developing countries must

also harmonize their investment plans, to avoid so far as possible both
duplication and pure prestige investment. In short, trade, transport,
communication and industrial and agricultural investment must be coordi-

nated, and so far as possible payments agreements must be established.

Certain regional organizations are already striving towards these objec-
tives, but what is needed is a superstructure to coordinate their efforts.

A conference of heads of state or their representatives, with a perman-
ent secretariat, representing all countries of the developing world,
could give life to such economic cooperation. It would not duplicate
the work of the regional organizations, such as the OAU, OAS and the

League of Arab States. These5 would still have an important role, since

cooperation would gain from being organized first at the regional and

continental level - the only level at which plans can be made for comple-
mentary production. But the new organization could form a framework

for defining the principle objects of common concern, developing a strategy,
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and pooling the efforts of the third world by helping harmonize regional
development plans, intensifying trade, and exchanging experience in solving
development problems. At Geneva the less developed countries laid aside
their differences to reach a series of agreements on precise points:
the greatest danger now is to underestimate their ability to continue
this cooperation, difficult though it will be.

Problems of Information

38. In his covering editorial Professor Austruy suggests control
over the information media, so that the greater sophistication of the
developed countries is not allowed to distort the pattern of trade and
production in the world market. Biased trade, in which the goods and
services produced by the less developed countries are misvalued and unjusti-
fied surpluses and shortages are created because information is partial,
can only lead to an undesirable uniformity. Trade enriches so far as

there is diversity, and communication should increase this diversity,
not promote the transplantation of anachronistic industrial society to

the less developed countries, at the price of destroying certain actual
or potential resources which could provide the wealth and well-being
of the future. From this viewpoint aid should be seen neither as pure
generosity, nor as a selfish stratagem. Development should encourage
a flowering of many different aspects of life; but this cannot be ob-
tained unless each society is judged by its own inherent values. This
means that sufficient financial resources must be provided, and that
while the givers may judge the compatibility of projects with objectives,
these latter must be chosen by the responsible local powers, and repre-
sent an expression of the values of each individual society. The uni-
versal transmission of information should be controlled to avoid erosion
of independent judgment. But two sides are needed to communicate, and
a rigid censorship would be as dangerous as the present practical domina-
tion of one side.

GENERAL THEMES

39. The basic theme which seems most clearly to underlie the greater
part of this discussion is the need to move towards a world which would
be at once more fragmented and more regulated than at present.

(i) Regulation

40. Most papers look toward more economic control and management,
and stress the dangers of free market forces. It is implied that in
a managed world economy the developing countries will be more free than
without such regulation. In her introductory note Mlle. Trebous distin-
guishes as the leading principle to emerge from the conference the conclu-
sion that the age of free trade and free competition is over, and that
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each country must see itself as "the artificer of the concerted manage-
ment of the world for the greater well-being of every human".

(ii) Fragmentation

41. But such regulation is to be applied to fairly small units -
cooperation by developing cou-tries in subregional projects; harmonizing
their agricultural and industrialization plans by regions; control of

world trade by commodities; and regulation of the patterns not only of
trade but also of production through bilateral treaties. In general
the relations between developing countries are seen as regional, and
those between developed and developing as bilateral, or as between one

industrialized country and a group of developing countries.

42. Some of the concepts discussed are universal: the Interna-

tional Insurance Fund, the commodity stabilization schemes and to some

extent the idea of an International Development Plan. These are, however,
mainly seen as creating a loose framework for regulating economic rela-

tionships in smaller packages, in a world based on a network of related
but individual agreements. The unilateral and selective tariff concessions

of the Australians are approved and the arrangements between France and

the Francophone African countries are seen as models. The duty to promote

economic development is stressed, but it is assumed that the wealthier

countries will feel varying degrees of obligation towards the differ-

ent developing countries, which will be reflected in a series of special

measures and bilateral relationships.

(iii) Criticism of GATT and UNCTAD

43. This preference for regional or bilateral arrangements is accom-

panied by criticism of such organizations as GATT and UNCTAD for attempt-
ing to apply multilateral and universal patterns to international economic

relations. GATT is said to be opposed to a necessary transformation
in the structure of world trade, and UNCTAD is said to be mistaken in

advocating world-wide, non-selective preferences since they will work

against the weakest of the less developed countries. Preferences, as
an extension of the principle of protection of nascent industries, should

discriminate in favor of the newest and weakest of all.

(iv) The Role of France

44. Finally, a number of the participants, both from developing
and developed countries, expressed their hope that France would take

a new international initiative towards ensuring the application of these

solutions to the problems of developing nations, especially since most

of the high hopes generated at the first United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development had yet to be translated into practical action.

Economics Department
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December 19, 1966

D)ear M!r. nonga

Thank you for your note of cember iu
into our "Estimates of 7:ternal uinnci#l Need s.

W0 hve not as yet & docurnnt which we co-uld inake
avellable bt we shall be 1i.d to discuss these estimates

with you.

Mr. de Vries of the eonoui aepa trant ill be
try to pursue this further with you.

Yours sincerely,

irving S. Priedman
Th conomie Advisr to the President

~'r. Grunt rune o
Sternte cutive :re :966
Interna tional Bak for

~econstruction 7 oeelren+.
4shinton, '. C

BAdeVries true
December 19, 1966
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

1818 H Street, NW, Washington, D. C, 20433, U S.A

Ae Code 202 - Tephn - EXe.ti 3-6360 CAl Addr - INTBAFRAD

Alternate Executive Director

December 1L, 1966

Mr. Irving S. Friedman
Economic Adviser to The President
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Friedman,

With reference to your lecture on December 12th,

regarding "Estimates of External Financial Needs" of develop-

ing countries, if it is possible I would appreciate a copy of

the global study document on development needs in the fore-

seeable future, but the country by country estimate, I under-

stand, is to be treated with confidence. The global study

would be very useful for my own personal use.

Sincerely you

Chune .umi 'ong



WILLIAM R. HEWLETT
1501 PAGE MILL ROAD

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA 94304

December 13, 1966

Mr. Richard H. Demuth
Dir. Development Services Dept.
World Bank
718 18th Street-Rm. 845
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Demuth:

I would like to thank you, a little belatedly,
for the most enjoyable luncheon we had in
Washington on my recent visit. I found the
information which you were able to give me ex-
tremely helpful and valuable.

I am most appreciative.

Sincerely,

WRH:mfs
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Dea~r .d Meiser:

Many tanks for yurlette of Noeber23 V16,

enclosin r. Cape recent articl on deelopment aid

I adread t article witA rat it when itt a

the Frankfurter Allgemine Zitung; I apreciat your thought-

lulns of~ endin it to mwic enables me to pass it on to

0oa o y colleaueswho ar nerse in the ujet

aVt~ . (ind riar a

sincerely yours,

LvH/eh



December 5, 1966

Dear Arthur:

aMany thanks for your letter of November 30, reporting

on your tour of Germany. I have read it with great interest

and have sent a copy, together with a copy of the attachment,

to Mr. Woods and the members of the President's Council.

With kind regards,

Sincerely yours,

Richato. Demuth
Director

Development Services Department

Mr. Arthur Karasz
Deputy Special Representative

in Europe
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
4, avenue d'I4na
Paris 16e, France

k-key:tsb



Mr. Kamarck December 1, 1966

Michael L. Hoffman

Several times recently in Europe,I have been faced with the statement
that only 5 or 6% of development aid passes through multilateral channels.
When I have challenged this figure, using very rough arithmetic, I have
never been able to p n down its source except that oitseems to originate
with DAC. I can imagine ways in which such a figure might be produced
but I am sure it is an very misleading indication of the relative importance
of multilateral aRn bilateral aid in any true sense.

I would be v-ry grateful for an onportunit+, to oiscuss th s ,.;ith some-
one in your Denartment so that I can either sto- worrying about the : or 6
figure or have some reasonable basis for saivng that t is wrong.

MLHoffman/pnn
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CABLE AD)DRESs-INTBAFRAD

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
CABLE ADDREss-INDEVASINTERNATJONAL

BANK *
EUROPEAN OFFICE:

4, AVENUE D'IENA

PARIS (16E) - FRANCE

TELEPHONE: KLEBER 25-10

hionm;er J, .osoo

Xear Dick:

Oni mnly retorn frm awo -wek tour 9f Grmany I. would like to
report biefl~y.

. One of the Ourposes of my trip'wato meet with govermn

people in 1Germay who I had not seen fo som time. I ai viss toS

he Bude sank (r. Blessin.) , toothe Kianstalt (uth), as weil. as
the eusche Ban k(A s)

aso intende to expun Oanr prlm i leurs and .
gavse id n i s in a are o Belii the eas
and HamburKi el h i te noyt w vr sm y, thanks
to the exeln preparati.n KVn C wh acompanied me

on the ti

The audenesat th etrswr quite d es iid oen

ment peop le, scholars, as wei as ousinessmen and bankers. As yoou certan-
ly now, "development al'd" is a wideiy dlscussed mae n Gernoy and it
was very seful for rn. to mee with a number of influential piopie and

ndsnd it adnnistratie set-up (pri-vat anld official) in Gerlany.

An aston ishing nm _e r of people attended the lc , een
on Saturdays when one woul expec he t:o pref eri a fotball game to

deveopmenct aio.. - las meeting, a "seminar" in Hanlurg, was onl

Sa urday anid lased firom noon unL ( p.m....

2. Ito is: no secet I hink, that~ th gene ral attitduowards
deveopmrent aid is not ood 1ci Ge rnmy. The reasons for this are

manifold:

Mir. Richard H. DHemut
Di,. recto r
Deeomn erie>eprmn

Iiterna ional ank for. econstruction

ad Developent
Washingon , D.0.
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Mr. Richard H. Demuth N mr 3, 96

(a) Attacks against deaveopmean aid, such as he recent
article by P.T. Bauer, London. He talks about

"Dev.lopment Aid - A Singular Failure". The article
was inn a prominent place in the Frankfurter

AllEsmeine (translation enclosed).

(b) The domestic po.iical situation. Thur is no goiern-
ment and therefore no one to take decisions. A "Grand
CoaitIon" of Christian Democrats and Sociailsts, if
realized, will &ive a curious mixture of people. There
is talk of Mr. Strauss (Bavaria) being future Minister
of Finance; I do Lno think this would be very promisinL
for us. Schiller (candidate for Economy) is a very good
nan. Socialist, former Berlin Seaor for sconomy, he
has known the Bank for a long time. He visited with me
se vrai years ao in Bangkok and I also met him in Burlin

when h- was still Senator.

(W) The domestic economy is in )ad shape. Spending has oeen
too high driLng the "economic miracle" and there wili ue
a need for svre a austerity measures. I wonder, howaver,
whether a "Grand Coalition" would je able and willina to
star, with austerity measures? (Maye they should invite
Messrs. aldor and Balogh to give them advice!)

One of the reasons for the over-spendinL is to be found in the
fderal constitution of Germany. The Federal Governcient has no control
over the financial policies of the States and the cities and thes two
have 6ot into deat beyond all limits. The only dIffrenco oetween the
present period and 1929 is that at the moment most of the indentedness

is in domestic currency and not in foreign exchange (althou6h I am told
there are cities which have raised important amounts in dollars fror.
U.S. Aanks ... ).

To summariza: the Germans have always had a certain propensity ti
nervousness and uncertainty. Both are more pronounced now, and there
is Ittle osjcective hop for us in the German market.

Kind regards.

Sincerely yours,

Arthur Karasz
tnc.: (1)

S6ugested distrintion:
President and his Concil



Translation from "Frankfurter Allgemeine" of November 16/17, 1966.

DEAEMARNMT AID - A SINGULAR FAILURE.
by Professor P.T. Bauer, London

This essay by a liberal, British economist, who spoke on the
same subject at the last meeting of the Mont Pelerin Society in
Tokyo, attacks development policy as practised up to now with
particular vigour. His ideas will elicit anything but approval
from the politicians now in power. At any rate they are set down
with that unsparing sobriety which should mark all scientific
writing.- Editor's note.

In many parts of the underdeveloped world, and particularly
in India, development planning is the core of economic policy.
Since such a planning policy is widely considered a prerequisite
for economic progress, governments working in this direction, are
favoured where apportionment of foreign aid is concerned. They
are helping themselves, and therefore deserve aid, goes the argup-
ment. Comprehensive development planning signifies that it is the
government rather than individuals who determine what is to be
produced. Economic wealth, however, does not increase. There is
only a concentration of power. All-inclusive economic planning
paralyses economic progress rather than fostering it; for the
achievement of an economy is in the final analysis always determined
by the qualities, the mental attitudes and the motivations of human
beings. Where these factors are missing, the peoples of the under-
developed countries cannot count on working up to the high standard
of living of the West. Requirements for achieving it are diligence,
a spirit of economy and of enterprise and the ability to recognie
opportunities. The differences in economic efficiency nearly al-
ways hide a different social and institutional background, and the
latter has for thousands of years favoured the West rather than
Asia or Africa, primarily because the West was less authoritarian.

The contemporary concept that development depends mainly on
investment is to blame for the enormous waste in the underdeveloped
world. By terming all expenditure as investment the desire for
spending was stimulated. Other factors connected with development
were pushed into the background, such as the bringing out of econo-
mic qualities, the foundation of appropriate institutions, or pro-
gress in technical knowledge. The overemphasis put on Investment
neglects, for instance, the development of human potentialities
through education and teaching.

Another Justification given for economic planning is that
it is necessary for rapid industrialisation. However, even without
economic planning, massive industrialisation has taken place both
in rich and in poorer countries. Moreover, rapid industrialisation
is not indispensable for economic progress.
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It is rumoured that development countries are condemned to
stagnation without massive external aid, mainly because poverty
prevents the necessary formation of capital. This is considered
an example of the vicious circles Poverty itself is an obstacle
to overcoming poverty. This idea is obviously untenable; witness
the innumerable individuals and groups in the whole world - in
rich as well as in poor lands - who rose from poverty to riches.
The very existence of the already developed countries also proves
the fallacy of this idea; for they were all underdeveloped to begin
with. Besides a great many underdeveloped countries have made
considerable progress in the last half century. This is particular-
ly important in this connection.

It has to be made quite clear that in general foreign aid is
not an essential prerequisite to economic progress. This is to be
learned from the history of the already developed countries, who
achieved prosperity w)githout the help of foreign states. Even
after more than a decade, development aid has been unable to raise
the standard of living in poor countries. This is generally ad-
mitted in discussion. Emphasis is given to the continued low
standard of living in the aid-receiving countries and to the fact
that development aid at the present or even an increased volume
will have to continue indefinitely. India is perhaps the best
known example of this. Other countries which also have to struggle
with acute economic difficulties inspite prolonged foreign assistance
are Algeria, Burma, Ceylon, Ghana, Indonesia, and the United Arab
Republic. Granting of foreign aid, therefore, is not indispensable
for economic development; at any rate, in its present form, it
probably retards progress more than it helps it along. This con-
clusion seems paradoxical because foreign aid reinforces the economic
potential of the receiving country. This does, however, not mean
that the rate of development increases in these countries. The
rate of development depends much more on the influence aid has on
the factors which generally determine economic progress. Often the
reactions aid provokes are harmful to the developing countries,
and overshadow the advantages which an inflow of capital might
produce. This is why foreign aid, although it has sometimes
improved the economic situation of recipient countries, has in
general not encouraged their development.

The success of the Marshall-Plan in Europe is not a counter
argument. It is often cited as an example of the potential value
of external aid to poor countries. However, it must be considered
that the qopnomy of Western Europe merely needed to be restored,
whilelii oto be developed in todayas recipient countries. After
1945, Europe suffered chiefly from a lack of food and raw materials,
but it lacked neither qualified workers nor markets. Thus Western
Europe could quickly return to prosperity, and it was possible to
terminate the Marshall plan aid programme after only four years.
Practically all the aid consisted of food and raw materials. In
striking contrast stand India and many other aid-receiving countries,
who after more than four years of aid, are in dire economic need.
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A continuous and endless stream of aid helps to impoverish the
recipient countries. The indigent relies for his subsistence on
public support. The supposition, that material progress is tied
to foreign aid, resulte in the belief that the chief determinants
of development may be acquired for nothing. This supposition is
false. The influx of foreign funds moreover, increases the
government's role in the economy. Thus the concentration of power
increases in these countries, particularly because the donor countries
insist on economic planning for the recipient countries. Their
governments are encouraged or even forced to prepare comprehensive
development plans for as long a time ahead as possible. They are
encouraged to carry on inflationary policies which then bring about
balance of payments difficulties or crises. These again are an
excuse for renewed appeals for aid and for extensive economic
controls.

In my opimion, the defects of official external aid could
be removed, chiefly through radical changes in the criteria for
granting aid; these criteria should be more selective than here-
tofore. They should chiefly benefit governments which try to
fulfill the major tasks of goverment and at the same time keep
away from strict state control of the economy. Such criteria for
the distribution of aid would chiefly benefit relatively liberal
recipient countries.



Mr. A. M. Kamnarck November 29, 196

Vinod Xiobey

Protection of "Intellectual Property"

l. I attach a draft of a reply from MYr. Friedman to -r. erchant,
to the latters memo on prortection of "Intellectual Property". I have
discussed the matter with the Legal Department who are not aware any of-
initiative of tIe im ir this field. The have also checked the
accuracy of tha 3tments in the draft regarding the Convention on the
Settleent of Investment Dputes. You will see that paragraph 2 of
the draft refers o several national and international bodies that are
actively considerin the question, the imnlication being that there is
no specia3 need for the Bank to enter this field.

2. The rrolerof the attitudes of -overmrients of developing
countrie to the rights of the intellectual property" of foreign
nationals is however import-ant V-or the viwpoit of their economic
Growe and, there'oro, t a r consider rrre stu -f it. In
developed contries the recoantion of provate wnership rights on now
products and processes acts as an incentive to discovery and technolo-
gical progress. In the developing countries, however, where development
is o~a~ on technolog 'inported" £rm the developed :ountries, it is
often felt that .he existence of righ.ts to intellectual property
restricas the possibilities o. "initatir , an ;eref re harrpers their

thnoloa..cal pro ress. That there i s ethin r in this point of view
cannot be donied. Various suggestions iave been made over the years
about devic es to 4ilt rte a 1aption f mtoderz tec-moloy y
developing countries. ioratorium on copyrights and patents has
often been ,entioned in this connection. In the OECD at the Second

oestin o' the onal irectors of the Pilot Teams Project on Science
and Econoic Developent in 1%k the idea of Technological Bank, which
would act 1s a s torelaouse of tehnological know-how and make it available
freely to LJa was Ioot. X similar proposal .as m.ade Dr. o at
the recent Conference on Technolmy and Foreign Trade G eabnr .

There appears to be an essential weakness in this line of
argument. It implicitly assumes that the developing countries are in a
position to "exploit" modrn technology once the knowledge of patented
product63 ind processee is made freely availablo to der. Actually this
is not so. 0logical know-how can e r nf erred sccessfull ca
developing ountries only concomitantly with assistance in skill forma-
tAn. in iren n katerials, and in finance. Jonsequently, a more rapid
transfer of ecm logy t the developing countries would require a more
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r' treatrent by them of foreign intellectual property iin order
to provie nincentive to firms from overseas. In this connection it

a i r ls tn tMi ,oriet "ni last year ratified the T'aris
onventn - the J3 year old international agreement ,n patentv - in

order to enco'ra:e patentees i.n weetern counries to license their

prce e ine the iet r r." if-, ;.i irr 1f 1cenir id or trL7fer
no'S A n dev0;pS: c,-) u 0e i1ter - ite

niPce &; nerento dIata, Infortunately ~a Ir. M 0 poined iut
in hi me a r eon on the Revrse 41aws Drm ZDa l''eto er 1., 1966):

*The %n d e *f pyvrnts fr at provides oly for he reporting
of eopyrtibt andatent rr ies b te aca u report is seldor

V tht deta1; it is concealed inthe caten-aL1 ther serviese".
\coording to r. Mos ess, .:ents for covrint p atent rovitties

r: Es t U.i. atut ""; I31or olltrs ix lu .? oris
"rei rev e incrc p en~ a re2 2. o u1zblar.

I' ' ported + Th !)i: wori on - conetruction of a
technote i l" inl nce o payrento, Mt royal y pa3y-efts an recept
fo. T': G tr½;, te: - foer o t>re "~t-err oal Ztitical

e - wr. 7verr-en*. The, q a -'r lee t rowr
Sya ' t ntke ref tiv teorined of licen. *r n ppn ei to direct

r.ei t t eransfrof teca oT ad o9w-h te ~'..
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Walther Casper: "Lawyers shouldnat build Canals"

Article in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung of November 1, 1966
over Development Policy and Universities.

S y n o p s i s

Walther Casper developed as the nucleus of his address the

manifold relations between investigation and teaching in the

higher educational institutions and the duties of the development

policy. The solution of development problems demands on the one

hand scientific foundations and the personal engagement of

students and professors. On the other hand such initiative on

the part of the universities would in turn prove beneficial to

the universities, It would aid in overcoming the ever present

vestiges of provincialism and would breath a new strong intel-

lectual spirit into the universities as well as open new fields

of academic endeavor to future students.

Casper suggested that Germany in personal development aid - in

so far as the participation of persons from academic life is

concerned - lags far behind in comparison to its contribution

to capital aid, in which it stands in fourth place among the

western industrial nations. He emphasized the central role that

personnel plays in the different forms of development aid:

"A country is not a development nation only because it lacks in

capital and technical fundaments, but also because it lacks the

capability to utilize capital and technology."

Up to now the personnel for Germanyvs development aid have been

drawn in the main from technicians, largely by practitioners.

Therefore a strengthened participation of students and young

academicians must be brought forth. Casper calls upon the leaders

in politics, administration and the economy to help encourage

this development. Above all provision must be made that service

in a developing nation finds the deserved recognition in Germany.
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JURISTEN SOLLEN KEINE KANALE BAUEN
Wie die Entwicklungshilfe junger Akademiker wirksamer gemacht werden kann / Von Walther Casper

,Die deutsche Universitut ist herausgefordert, die Probleme der Entwicklungslunder und der Entwicklungs- anerikanischen Peace Corps" ins Leben gerufen hat, eine Sache des persunlichen, praktischen Engagements.

politik zun Gegenstand ihres Forschens und Lehrens zu machen." Dieser Satz umsthliet, was Dr. Walther Sie sollte aber - so meint er - nicht den Praktikern allein vorbehalten bleiben, wie es bisher in der

Casper, Vorsitzender des Verwaltungsrats des Deutschen Entwicklungsdienstes, in einem Vortrag an der, B-undesrepublik allzu sehr iblich geworde n sei. Casper, ein enger Vertrauter des Kreises urn den ermnordeten
I Unicersiut Mancin der akadenischen Jugend und ihren Lehrern ans Herz legen will. Casper, Erzhandels- acerikanischen Prusidenten Kennedy, hat mit seiner ehirenantlichen Titigkeit fur den Deutsdien Entwick-
exvpert e nod Vorstandsmitglied der Metallgesellschaft AG in Frankfurt, ist ein Mann von internationalemn lngsdienst gezeigt, was ein Privatmann in diese gropfe Aufgabe einbringen kann: Ideenreichtun und Un-

Weitb lick. Entwicklungshilfe ist fur ihn, der den ,,Deutsden Entwicklungsdienst" nach den Vorbild des ermniidlichkeit, und er sagt in seinem Vortrag , wie hier der Einsatz junger Akaderniker sinncoller werden kann.

Pisne zu ihrer Verwirklichung vor, die welcher Weise die Entwicklungspolitik gaben und der Struktur der Universitit ker und Bauhandwerker; die Kranken- oder Asien zieht, mag darin zu sehenWenn wir iber Entwicklungspolitik
sprechen, so braucht nicht ausgefilhrt zu den Bedijrfnissen moderner Forschung, zu einem vollgilltigen Gegenstand von auf die weltweiten Entwicklungstenden- schwester und Sozialhelferin. Nicht sin, daB3 er einfach nicht genilgend iber

werdenI, wMelche weltveiten und viel- den Anforderungen des heutigen Wirt- Forschung und Lehre werden kann. Las- zen unserer Zeit. Lehrtstigkeit wie beim Peace Corps, Aufgaben und M6glichkeiten der Ent-

schichtigen Probleme sich hinter die- schaftslebens und den Bedingungen un- sen Sie mich dbzu nur ein paar der m6g- Der akademischen Jugend warden sondern ,,Fachdienst" steht an erster wicklungspolitik informiert ist - aber

serer Gesellschaft gerecht zu werden lichen Initiativen skizzieren. Neue Stelle der deutschen personellen Ent- auch daruber, wia positiv sich seine Ta-
sem Begriff verbergen. Wir alle wissen, neue Bildungschancen erschlossen
daB es um soziale, politische und wirt- versuchen; man wagt bei der Errichtung Zum einen wsre winschenswert, daB Gesprichspartner austbersee, derKon- wicklungshilfe, die sich damit vorwie- tigkeit in einern Entwicklungsland auf

schaftliche Fragen allererster Ordnung neuer Hochschulen die ersten Experi- das Beispiel Bochum (ich meine die takt mit anderen Kulturen, vermehrte gend auf die ,,middle level manpower" seine kanftige wissenschaftliche und be-

geht. Von ihrer L6sung wird nicht nur mente. Ich denke an Bochum; besonders Schaffung eines Lehrstuhls far Ent- Auseinandersetzung mit einer von der sttitzt. rufliche Entwicklung auswirken kann.

das Wohl der im Aufbruch stehenden aber an Konstanz, wo die Fakultiten wicklungspolitik) an anderen Universi- europsischen sich abhebenden Geistig- Andererseits liegen die Grinde far Beim Jungakademiker dagegen, der

jungen Nationen abhungen, sondern nicht mehr autonome, in sich geschlos- then Schule macht. Es gentigt nicht, dali keit und mit uns fremden Denkansitzen die Zuriickhaltung der Studenten und sich nach vergleichsweise langer und

auch die Stellung der Industrienationen sene Forschungs-, Lehr- und Studien- am Lehrstuhl far Wirtschaftstheorie kdnnten nicht zuletzt wertvolle Impulse Akademiker in der Organisation des kostspieliger Ausbildung mit dem be-

in der Weltgemeinschaft der Volker. bereiche darstellen, sondern rein organi- die Frage des Wirtschaftswachstums, am ftr die Hochschulreform geben, Studiums und den Bedingungen der aka- standenen Examen endlich an der

satorische Einheiten geworden sind, um Lehrstuhl fIir Soziologie die Frage des demisehen Berufe. Man muli realistisch Schwelle seines beruflichen Lebens
Zwei Drittel aller Menschen leiden Ich verspreche mir aber nicht nur po- sieht, sprechen andere Gr nde dagegen,

unter dem Mangel am Notwendigsten das interdisziplinbre Forschen und Leh- sozialen Wandels und am Lehrstuhl far sitive Rtickwirkungen auf den akademi- genug sein, um zu verstehen, dali der
ren zu fdrdern. Es ist zu erwarten, daB Politik die Frage der Herrschaftsformen deutsche Student sein Studium kaum sich in der persunlichen Entwicklungs-

und haben kaum Aussicht, diesen Zu- schen Raum selbst, sondern auf die
stand zu `ndern. Ihre Bildungs- und im Verlauf dieses Wandlungsprozesses in Entwicklungsliindern je fnr sich er- Haltung der breiten Offentlichkeit zu far 1ingere Zeit unterbrechen kann, um hilfe zu verpflichten.

der deutschen Hochschule auch jener in ein Entwicklungsland zu gehen. Wir Er will den Anschlu an seine Kalle-
Berufsm6glichkeiten sind limitiert. Es Gehalt der traditionellen Idee der deut- der weltpolitiscben Situation unserer haben nicht - wie die angelsachsischen gen nicht verpassen und moglichst
fehlt ihnen an Kapital. an qualifizierten schen Universitst endgiiltig relativiert Zeit. Hochschulen - eine Zssur wshrend der schnell in seinem Beruf vorankommen.
Arbeits- und Fthrungskrsften. Wir wird, der den Riickzug aus allen gesell- vier bis sechs Jahre Studienzeit, die es Ob ein Einsatz in Asien Oder Afrika einkennen das Ringen zwischen Ost und
West urn die sogenannte ,,dritte Welt" schaftlichen Bindungen empfahl; und es Deutschland im Rickstand dem Studenten erlauben wtirde, nach ausreichendes Aquivalent an gewonne-

ist zu hoffen, daB ein Eingehen des For- dem vierten Oder finften Semester fir nen Erfahrungen fur die zwei ,,verlore-- die Anstrengungen. die China unter- 
schenden auf die konkreten Anforderun- Eine verstsrkte Mitarbeit der Univer- zwei oder drei Jahre eine Aufgabe in nen" Jahre bietet, bezweifelt er.

nirnmt, um die EntwicklungsliInder un- gen der Zeit nicht lunger als Bedrohung sitst als Institution an den Aufgaben einem Entwicklungsland zu nberneh- John White, ein Angeh origer des bri-
ter seiner Fhrung zu einer Front gegen
die industrialisierte Welt - einschlieB- der objektiven, zweckfreien Erkenntnis der Entwicklungspolitik muli begleitet men und danach wieder abergangsios tischen Oberseeministeriums, drickt
lich der Sowjetunion 

- zu 
einigen. Sie I bewertet wird. 

amesaegs 
werden von einem gr6Beren Engagement das Studium fortzusetzen Oder aber so- das in einer Analyse der deutschen

kennen die Empfindsamkeit und das Einsamkeit und Freiheit als Vorbe- der einzelnen Studenten und Jungaka- fort im Beruf tutig zu werden. Entwicklungspolitik treffend aus: ,,Fir

Mifltrauen, denen die westlichen Indu- dingung unvoreingenommener Erkennt- 'Il demiker. Neue Lehrsttihle, Vorlesungen Wer langer als ein Jahr sein Studium den deutschen Experten stellt sich ene

strie-. vor allem die frheren Kolonial- nis wird weiterhin ein Lebensprinzip ass und Seminare haben nur Sinn sofern unterbricht, verliert den Anschlui an langere Oberseetatigkeit wie eini 
der Universitst zur geistigen den Lehrstoff, die Studienkollegen, die Glaeksspiel dar; mehr sogar, es ist einstaaten, in den jungen Nationen begeg- des Wissenschaftlers bleiben mniissen - die Bnrger

nen. doch sollte immer mehr die Einsiiht Durchdringung dieser Probleme bei- Dozenten. Der Student muB in den me!- Glicksspiel, in dem die Gewinnchancen

Angesichts dieser Situation, die sich wachsen. daB die Universitst an den tragen und sich selbst fUr eine Thtigkeit sten Studienfschern das in den Anfangs- gegen ihn stehen; denn es scheint far

noch durch eine Reihe weiterer Bei- groBen Themen der Zeit nicht vorbei- in der personellen Entwicklungshilfe semestern erworbene Wissen bis zum ihn vollige Abgeschnittenheit von den
5,

spiele belegen liefle, wollen wir uns gehen darf, sondern sich auch als Diene- a.. verpflichten. Examen speichern. Er will bei seinen Quellen seines Wissens, von seinen
darauf beschrbnken zu fragen, was 

rin 
de r gegenwdrtigen Lebensfragen der 

, 
.5 Auch der massive Einsatz von Kapital Dozenten bekannt bleiben. Und er ist kiunftigen Vorgesetzten und von der

Universitut, Studenten und Akademiker menschlichen Gesellschaft verstehen N und technischer Hilfe muli verpufferi. 
haufig darauf angewiesen, seinen Platz Bhne seines beruflichen Ehrgeizes zu

in unserem Lande tun khnnen, um zur mul. Sie darf nicht nur Interpret der .5 sofern nicht gleichzeitig - Oder noch 
in Arbeitsgemeinschaften, die der Ex- bedeuten. Immer wieder wird als Argu-

L6sung der Entwicklungsprobleme in Vergangenheit und Anwalt der Zukunft VU I besser vorher - in den Empfingerlsin- amensvorbereitung dienen, zu behalten. ment gegen eine Oberseetstigkeit die
Afrika, Asien und Lateinamerika bei- sein - sie muli auch Helfer der Gegen- dern die Voraussetzungen geschaffen 

Ein weiterer Grund dafir, dali es den Bedrohung der eigenen Karriere ange-
zutragen. wart werden. werden, dali das Kapital richtig angelegt 

deutschen Studenten micht nach Afrika fihrt."
Humaniture Gesinnung und karitative Die Gegenwart von heute und morgen und die technische Ausrtistung optimal

Einzelaktionen sind zwar begribaens- aber wird mehr und mehr von dem Ge- eingesetzt wird. Das aber ist gerade die
wert, jedoch nicht ausreichend, das geniber der im Aufbruch stehenden Aufgabe der personellen Entwicklungs-
Dilemma der Entwicklungslander zwi- V61ker und der ,,alten" Staa- H In enger Beziehung zum Studienfach

,,jungen" hilfe.
schen politischer Selbstsndigkeit und ten der industrialisierten Welt geprhgt. .1. Haben wir nicht in unserem Lande das
wirtschaftlichem und sozialem Fort- Kann es die Universitit verantworten, beste Beispiel, was fachliches K6nnen, Aus der Betrachtung der Grinde, die Es fehlt in den Entwicklungslundern
schritt zu bewaltigen. die geistige Durchdringung dieser Fra- Erfindungsgabe und Schulung vermag? bisher einer Beteiligung von Studenten also keineswegs an Aufgaben, die von

Vielmehr mull sich zur humantaren gen und ihre praktische Bewaltigung Glauben Sie, daB der Marshallplan so und Jungakademikern in der personel- Studenten oder Jungakademikern auf-
Gesinnung ein HiichstmaB an Sach- allein der Politik, der Verwaltung und I ii 

grolen Erfolg gehabt hutte ohne diese len Entwicklungshilfe im Wege stehen, gegriffen werden k6nnten, ohne dali sie
gerechtigkeit und solidarisch-partner- Wirtschaft zu iberlassen? Voraussetzungen? Ein Land ist eben ergeben sich einige Forderungen ffr Art, von ihrem Fach abgelenkt wtirden. Im
schaftlicher Haltung gesellen; den kari- Die deutsche Universitht ist vielmehr 

U U I nicht vor allem dadurch ein Entwick- Dauer und Bedingungen des Einsatzes Gegenteil: Es gilt nur, das Angebot an
tativen Einzelaktionen aber haben eme herausgefordert, die Probleme der Ent- I I L'. 

lungsland, dali ihm Kapital und tech- akademischer Freiwilliger, fir die Vor- akademischen Krliften in Einklang zu
umfassende geistige Aufarbeitung des wicklungslander und der Entwicklungs- nische Ausrastung fehlen, sondern da- bereitung auf die Thtigkeit im Ent- bringen mit dem grolien Bedarf in der
Problems und eine wirksame Organisa- politik zum Gegenstand ihres Forsehens durch, dali ihm die Mdglichkeiten feh- wicklungsland und fir die Abstimmung Entwicklungswelt. Und dafir ist - ne-
tion gezielter und zur Selbsthilfe an- und Lehrens zu machen. Sie muli durch len, Kapital und Technik zu nutzen. des Einsatzes auf die jeweilige Studien- ben der Information der in Frage kom-
regender MaBinahmen zur Seite zu tre- eigene, personelle Beitrbge die staat- I I dec und Berufssituation. menden akademischen Kreise - eben
ten. lichen MaBnahmen der Ausbildungshilfe I Deutschland hat auf dem Gebiet 

Erstens: Die Projekte fAr Studenten Voraussetzung, dali die Arbeit des Stu-

und der personellen Hilfe f r die Ent- I personellen Entwicklungshilfe bishe 
und Jungakademiker milssen so aus- 

denten oder Jungakademikers in einemI relativ wenig gelaistet. Den 1357 deut-
lN eue Aufgaben wicklungslinder ergsnzen. I I 

schen Experten, die 1964 in Vbersee gew.hlt werden, daB die Thtigkeit im Entwicklungsland nach seer Rnickkehr
Wenn heute das Selbstverstsndnis der Entwicklungsland engen Bezug zum 

die ihr zukommende Anerkennung fin-
Dr. Walthser Casper thug waran (hiecie sind beceits ainga- det. Beim Studenten milite die in Ubec-

Der Universitit als Stitte von For- deutschen Universitlit neu durchdacht 
Frankfurt schlossen die Fraiwilligen des Deutschen Studienfach des Studenten Oder zum see varbrachta Zeit auf amae ducch danwird, so sollte das auf dem Hintergrund Foto Helding, Beruf des Jungakademikers hat. Derschung und Lehre stellen sich durch Entwicklungsdienstes und anderer Or- Studienplan vorgeschriebene Famulier-

das Erwachen der Entwicklungslunder gr6lierer Weltoffenheit und irn Hinblick 
ganisationen der personellen Hilfe), Freiwillige darf in seinem Studienfach 

Oder Praktikumszeit angerechnet wer-
ganz neue Aufgaben. Die schnell fort- auf die grolien Entwicklungslinien der forscht werden. Zu der Erforschung standen 44 194 franzusische, 12 699 eng- Oder Beruf gegeninber seinen Kommili- 

den. Der Einsatz im Entwicklungsland
schreitende Internationalisierung des menschlichen Gemeinschaft erfolgen. der Tellprobleme muB die Erkenntnis tonen zu Hause nicht in emen RBnck-lische 14 188 amerikanische und 29 000 sollte es ihn gestatten, nebenher Ma-
politischen und wirtschaftlichen Lebens, Eine Modifizierung der Forschungs- und der Gesamtzusammenhbnge treten. Ein Experten aus dem Ostblock gegeniber. 

stand kommen; vielmehr sollte rc bei terial fAr eine Diplomarbeit Oder Dis-
der kulturellen und sozialen Kommu- Lehrprogramme muB - wenn ich so Lehrstuhl fir Entwicklungspolitik k6nn- Diese Zahlen sprechen fUr sich. Steht 

und durch die Erfillung seiner Auf- 
sertation zu sammeln.nikation tritt in einer Zeit an uns heran, sagen darf - zu einer ,,Internationali- te Kristallisationspunkt des interdiszi- gabe neue Erkenntnisse und spezielles

da die Universitsten und Hochschulen sierung" der Fragestellungen ftihren. plinaren Gesprchs und Heimat der Er- Deutschland im Hinblick auf seine Ka- Wissen erwerben k6nnen, das ihm natz- Dem Jungakademiker dagegen, der
in eine Periode des Wandels eingetreten Und die Studienplsne mtissen den Stu- forschung des Gesamtphinomens wer- pitalhilfe an vierter Stelle der gro en lich ist, wenn er an seine Hochschule seinen Blick vorwsrts ins Berufsleben
sind. denten und spsteren Akademiker iber den. Industrielinder, so iegt es au d oder in seinen Beruf zurnelkkeart. Der richtet, sollte eine berufliche Auswer-

Man redet nicht mehr nur von Hoch- I jede Provinzialitst zu internationaler Gebiet der personellen Hilfe noch hinter Aufenthalt in Obersee muli ihn zu tung seiner entwicklungspolitischen Er-Der Erweiterung der Forschungststig- 
Italien, Israel und Jugoslawien. Die einem bewuBteren Weiterstudium und fahrungen ermbglicht werden.schul- und Studienreform, sondern legt Verantwortung fihren. keit mniBte eine Ausdehnung der Lehr-

tutigkeit auf diese Probleme entspre- Situation hat sich in der Bundesrepu- emer tieferen und umfassenderen
blik inzwischen gebessert. Immerhin Kenntnis seines Faches fthren. Es ware zu iberlegen, ob es moglich

chen. Die Vorlesungen und Serninare sind zur Zeit etwa 2500 deutsche Fach- ware, eine Beamtenlaufbahn fur Ent-ib;r Einzelproblema kinnten vermeprt Fidr den Einsatz amnes Studanten
Deutsche Hochschulen stehen abseits leute in Entwicklungslhndern, wobei wicklungsexperten zu schaffen, diewarden. Neban sie soliten ineardiszipli- 

hiervon etwa 600 durch den Deutschen 
denke ich etwa an folgende Mglich- 

nach Absolvierung ihres Fachstudiums
nere Lehrveranstaltungen und Arbeits- keiten. Zum einen k6nnte er fUr seine und nach Ablagung dec entsprechanden

Die Entwicklungspolitik als Gegen- menschen und das Gemeinwesen nicht gemeinschaften treten, in denen die For- Entwicklungsdienst entsandt wurden. Zulassungs- oder Diplomarbeit ein Examina als ,Entwickiungsreferendare"
stand von Forschung und Lehre ist an an der Grenze der eigenen Nation halt- schungsergebnisse der versehiedenen Ist der relative deutsche Anteil an Thema wihlen, das aus dern speziellen zwei Jahre in einem Entwicklungsland
den deutschen Hochschulen bisher fue machen dart, sondern weltweit orien- Fachrichtungen zusammen gesehen, dis- der personellen Entwicklungshilfe ins- Fragenkreis eines Entwicklungslandes arbeiten. Nach ihrer RUckkehr wsre ein
wenig bericksichtigt worden - im tiert sein muli. Dieser zentrale Gedanke kutiert und ausgewertet werden. gesamt schon gering, so ist der An- genommen ist: Der Mediziner unter- weiteres Referendarjahr vorzusehen,
Gegensatz etwa zu den Verhslinissen in aus dem Konzept der ,,New Frontier" Zum andern dirften sich auch bei uns tell der deutschen Studenten und Aka- sucht die hygienischen Gegebenheiten das in einer staatlichen oder halbstaat-

Prssident Kennedys wird bewuBt von die Hochschulen nicht scheuen, den demiker noch weit kleiner. Unter den im Kongo, der Volkswirt die AuBenhan-
den Vereinigten Staaten den Universitsten weitergetragen und Studenten auf eine spstere konkrete deutschen Freiwilligen, die heute in delssituation von Peru, der Jurist das lichen Organisation der deutschen Ent-

Dort besteht zwischen dem Peace einem Entwicklungsland arbeiten, fin- Stammesrecht in Botswana, der In- wicklungspolitik geleistet werden
vertieft. Tstigkeit in den Entwicklungslindern k6nnte. Das sich daran anschlielendeCorps, aber auch anderen Institutionen Zum anderen hat die Universitst ein vorzubereiten. Das k6nnte wiederum den sich kaum 5 Prozent Studenten genieur den Kanalbau in Syrien, der

der Entwicklungspolitik und zahlreichen psdagogisches Interesse an ihrer und durch Vorlesungen, Serninare und Ar- und Akademiker - wiederun im Soziologe die soziale Schichtung in Ar- Assessorexamen wtirde eine Tber-

Universitsteneine enge Verbindung. Viele Gegensatz zu dem Verhsltnis in den gentinien, der Psychologe Verhaltens- nahme in das h6here Beamtenverhslt-
der Studentenschaft Mitarbeit in der beitsgmeminschaften geschehen, die dem nis garantieren. Auf diese WeiseExperten der Agency for Internationai Entwicklungshilfe. Studenten innerhalb seines Faches eine kanadischen, englischen, franz6sischen, muster in Indien. Die M6glichkeiten ftir

Development - also jener Stelle, die die japanischen und amerikanischen Frei- Geographen, Ethnologen, Geologen und k6nnte sich allmiibhlich in der Bundes-
Gernessen am Engagement der ameri- zusstzliche - auf eines der Entwick- republik ein qualifizierter Stab von

gesamten staalichen EntwicklungsmqB- kanischen Hochschulen verhalten sich lungslhnder und -projekte ausgerich- willigenorganisationen. Biologen sind evident.
nahmen koordiniert rekrutieren sich viele deutsche Hochschulen gegeniber tete - Kenntnis und Befshigung ver- Von den Freiwilligen, die das Peace Zum anderen wire denkbar, dali der- 

Entwicklungsfachleuten bilden, der so-

aus dern akademischen Raum. Die Aus- den Aufgaben, die die Entwicklungs- mitteln. Corps bisher entsandt hat, haben 80 artige wissenschaftliche Arbeiten unter 
wohl fUr die Vorbereitung von Projek-
ten der Kapital- als auch der techni-

bildung der Entwicklungshelfer liegt politik stellt, eher abstinent. Erfreulich Die Universitit wilrde damit zu einem von 100 eine College- oder Universi- Anleitung eines bereits promovierten schen Hilfe und fdr deren Oberwachungfast ausschlieflich in den Handen der jedoch, daB bereits heute nicht der Zentren geistiger und personeller tutsausbildung, und ein grolier Prozent- Akademikers von einem unter Umst~n-ist es und Durchfihrung zur VerfgungUniversitsten; uber 100 Institutionen wenigeProfessoren, Dozenten und Stu- Entwicklungshilfe. Das 15s3t sich indes satz der Rackkehrer setzt zu Hause den mterdisziphinar zusammengesetzten stUnde.von Universitstsrang fijhren fur das denten auf diesem Gebiet aktiv sind. nur erreichen, sofern Rektorenkonfe- sein Studium fort. Team von Studenten auf Grund eines
Peace Corps seit 1961 Ausbildungspro- So begriienswert es ist, dali einzelne renz, Professoren- und Dozentenschaft Forschungsauftrages durchgefuhrt wer- Das bestehende Miliverhsltnis zwi-
gramme durch. Professoren und Dozenten die Initiative voll fir die Idee der Entwicklungshilfe den. Dabei k6nnte an eine Finanzie- schen dern Kapitaleinsatz und dem per-

Die Universititen arbeiten mit dam ergreifen, so sehr wsre zu wninschen, gewonnen werden, insbesondere auch Die Grunde rung aus den Forschungsmitteln des sonellen Engagement deutscher Fach-
Peace Corps auch bei der Rekrutierung dali diese Ansitze immer mehr zu einer von der wissenschaftlichen und psdago- Bundesministeriums f~r wirtschaftliche krafte bei den MaBnahmen der deut-
und Betreuung der Freiwilligen zusam- Veroflichtung der Hochschule als solcher gischen Relevanz einer Mitarbeit von Wo liegen nun die Ursachen dafr? Zusammenarbeit gedacht werden. Fer- schen Entwicklungshilfe sollte zu den-
men. Sie haben teil an der Planung und fnhrten. Soviel mir bekannt ist, geschah Akademikern in Entwicklungslandern Warum steht der deutsche Student und ner bestunde ftr hdhere Semester die ken geben, besonders angesichts der in

Auswertung des Emnsatzes von Freiwil- das bisher nur in zwei Fsllen: Die Uni- aberzeugt wirden. Jungakademiker abseits, wo die Ju- Mdglichkeit, sich einige Zeit als Assi- den letzten zwanzig Jahren gemachten
ligen und sind nach deren Rickkehr aus versitst K6ln hat einem leitenden Herrn Die Aufnahme von entwicklungstheo- gend aus aller Welt - akademisch oder stent an emer Hochschule in Afrika, Erfahrungen, daB eine finanzielle Hilfe
t'bersee an ihrer Wiedereingliederung des Bundesministeriums fUr wirtschaft- retischen und -politischen Fragestellun- nicht - sich in einem Gefdhl wirklicher Asien oder Lateinamerika zu verpflich- nur dann wirksam werden kann, wenn
in Studium oder Beruf beteiligt. Im liche Zusammenarbeit einen Lehrauf- gen in Forschung und Lehre sollte kei- Solidaritst verbindet und am Umbau ten. Schlielich konnte der Student die sie gleichzeitig von der partnerschaft-
ibrigen gewinnt die Eingliederung der trag verliehen, und zum Sommerseme- neswegs als ,,einseitiges Geben" der der uralten und doch sich erneuernden ohnehin erforderliche Praktikumszeit- lichen Beratung und tatkraftigen Mit-
Freiwilligenausbildung in den ordent- ster dieses Jahres wurde an der Bochu- Universitit an die jungen, im Aufbau Entwicklungswelt mitarbeitet? anstatt zu Hause - in einem Entwick- arbeit entsprechender Experten beglei-
lichen Lehrplan eme immer gr6dlere Be- mer Universitst der erste deutsche Lehr- begriffenen Nationen verstanden wer- Die Grtinde dafir sind einerseits darin lungsland absolvieren. Das wsre minde- tet wird.
deutung. stuhl fnr allgemeine Entwicklungspoli- den. Mit der notwendigen Hilfe far zu suchen, daB von deutscher Seite his- stens fur Mediziner, Wirtschaftler, So- 

Zweitens: Die Dauer eines Einsatzes
Die weitreichende Mitarbeit der ame- tik geschaffen. diese Valker verknipfen sich positive her vorwiegend Projekte aufgegriffen ziologen und Techiker denkbar. 

von Studenten und Jungakademikern
rikanischen Universitst an den Aufgaben Rlckwirkungen auf die Universitst wurden, die sich fr eine Mitarbeit von Fur den Einsatz eines Jungakademi- mui der konkreten Tstigkeit im Ent-
der Entwicklungspolitik hat vor allen selbst. Studenten und Akademikern wenig kers bietet sich ebenfalls eine Reihe von wicklungsland angepalit sein. Sie darf
zwei Grunde: Einmal identifiziert sie Beispiel Bochum Ich denke an die Oberwindung eines Oder gar nicht eignen. In den Projekten Aufgaben, die Bezug zu seiner beruf- nicht nach einen fr alle Freiwilligen
sich weitgehend mit dem geistigen da und dort noch fihlbaren Provinzia- des Deutschen Entwicklungsdienstes, lichen oder weiteren wissenschaftlichen gleichen Schema festgelegt werden.
Grundgehalt der Peace-Corps-Idee; sie Es wsire an der Zeit, daB auf allen lismus, an eine verstsrkte nbernatio- aber auch in denen anderer deutscher Arbeit haben. Er kann gleichfalls als Beirn Studenten sollte die Dauer seiner
untersttitzt die Forderung, daB die Ver- Ebenen des akademischen Raumes ein nale Offnung der akademischen Welt, Organisationen dominierten his heute Assistent tstig werden sowie Lehr- und
antwortung des einzelnen fMr den Mit- Gesprach darnber in Gang kommt, in an eine bewuBtere Hinordnung der Auf- die Praktiker: der Landwirt, Mechani- Forschungsauftrsge ausfahren. (Fortsetzung auf der folgenden Seite)
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KLOCKNER Juristen sollen keine Kanajle bauen
Handefspartner auf den Markten der Welt Fortsetzung von der vorigen Selte

Obersectstigkeit grundsdtzlich be- nehmer bereits mit soliden Kenntnissen Neben der wirkungsvollen Hilfe fdr auch bei der praktischen Anleitung von
schrankt sein. Ich glaube, dali eine Un- Uber die Probleme und Lebensverhult- das Entwicklungsland, der fachlichen Anfangssemestern und Hilfskrdften
terbrechung des Inlandstudiums von nisse in den Entwicklungslhndern be- Bereicherung des Freiwilligen und der mitwirken.
zwei Semestern das Aulierste darstellt, ginnen wirden. In dieser abschlieflenden beruflich verwertbaren Erfahrung kann Einen weiteren Ansatz fur die Einfih-
was vertretbar ist; denn es ist zu be- Vorbereitungszeit k6nnten dann spe- eine Verpflichtung in der personellen rung von Studenten in Probleme und
achten, daB ein Student, der sich an zielle Kenntnisse Uber das einzelne Land Entwicklungshilfe also auch Chance zur Aufgaben der Entwicklungspolitik bietet
seiner Hochschule fur zwei Semester und das besondere Arbeitsfeld vermit- Ausformung der eigenen Persbnlichkeit die Arbeit des ,,Studienkreises Konti-
beurlauben 1ilt, nicht nur diese zwei telt werden. werden. nente und Kontakte" in Hamburg. Die-

&Mc Semester ,,verliert", sondern zusdtzlich Um ein solches eigenstundiges Aus- ser Studienkreis entstand aus einem
vorher und nachher zur Vorbereitung bildungsprogramm fEr Studenten und Programm des Internationalen Studen-

L'U seiner Tutigkeit und Wiedereingliede- Jungakademiker zu schaffen, ist es un- Drei Institutionen tenbundes - des ISSF -, das 1960 auf
rung in den Studienbetrieb beansprucht umgsnglich, daB Professoren, Dozenten Grund einer studentischen Initiative
ist. und Universitstsassistenten sich an der Zum Schlu soll auf drei Institutio- entwickelt wurde.

Drittens: Der Student und Jungaka- Planung und DurchfUhrung der Aus- nen hingewiesen werden, in denen posi-
tive Ansutze fir eine Mitarbeit von F~r dieses Programm' werden jhrlich

M demiker darf keine nennenswerten fi- bildung der akademischen Freiwilligen 
Studenten und Jungakademikern ge- 70 bis 80 Studenten aus Bewerbern allerj we nanziellen Nachteile erleiden, wenn er beteiligen kinnen und wollen. Aulier- 
geben sind. Fakultaten ausgewlihlt. In sechsmona-I sich entschlietlt, sich fnr eine Aufgabe dem wirde es notwendig, die Ausbil- tiger Vorbereitung, die in engster Zu-

der personellen Entwicklungshilfe zu dungsseminare im Raum der Hochschule Zunachst mag der Deutsche Entwick-a -q lungsdienst in Bad Godesberg genannt sammenarbeit mit der Deutschen Stif-
verpflichten. Der Freiwillige soll zwar abzuhalten.

A 
IE

verdienen - ganz ohne Idealismus und grtindet wurde und im Sommer 1964 die fiihrt wird, werden die Studenten auf
i 

primdres Interesse an der Aufgabe geht Flexible Einsatzdauer ersten Freiwilligen nach Ubersee ent- ihren dreimonatigen Aufenthalt in
U es nun einmal nicht -, doch soll er ge- sandt hat. Inzwischen arbeiten fast 600 Obersee vorbereitet. Von diesen drei

gennber den Kommilitonen und Kolle- Ich bin Gberzeugt, daB das Interesse von ihnen in 20 Landern Afrikas, Asiens Monaten entfallen sechs Wochen auf(A gen zu Hause auch nicht ungebahrlich und die tatssichliche Mitarbeit von Stu- und Lateinamerikas, whhrend 165 Frei- 
einen Arbeitsaufenthalt, je drei Wochen

benachteiligt werden. denten und Jungakademikern an Ent- willige sich in den beiden Ausbildungs- 
auf einen Aufenthalt an einer Universi-
tit und eine Informationsfahrt. Nach der

Deshalb muiiite der Student im An- wicklungsprojekten in Obersee schnell sittten des DED in Berlin und WAchters- Rtickkehr wird der Aufenthalt an den
schlu.8 an seine Oberseetutigkeit fitr so ansteigen wirde, wenn die vier genann- bach auf die Ausreise Anfang Jui vor- Hochschulen in Arbeitsgruppen des
viele Semester eine Studienbeihilfe er- ten Grundforderungen erftillt wurden, bereiten. Ende dieses Jahres werden Studienkreises ausgewertet..1 nUmlich. es 1000, Ende 1967 voraussichtlich 2000halten, wie er durch diese Tatigkeit An diesem Programm des Studien-

OE E sein Studium unterbrochen hat. Wer 1. der studien- und fachbezogene Einsatz, Freiwillige sein, die im Rahmen des DED kreises nahmen bis jetzt etwa 380 Stu-
• 2. die flexible und studiengerechte Ein- in Ubensee arbeiten. Stiltzte sich denalso nach zwei Semestern Beurlaubung dentinnen und Studenten tell, von denenWI an seine Hochschule zurickkehrt, sollte satzdauer, DED bisher iberwiegend auf den Prak- die meisten nach Beendigung ihres Stu-j fur die folgenden zwei Semester auf sei- 3. die finanzielle Sicherung des akade- tiker, so werden doch seit einigen Mo-

diums im Aufgabenbereich der Ent-
-:9 NoeMY= nem Konto das Geld zu ihrer Finan- mischen Freiwilligen und schliefllich naten konkrete Schritte unternommen, wicklungspolitik tutig geworden sind -

.1 /A urn 

ad 

Pogam fur Studenten unda.. zierung vorfinden. Beim Jungakademi- 4. die eigenstundige und universitatsnahe sei es in Wirtschaft, Wissenschaft
&. ker muBte eine ihnliche Regelung ge- Ausbildung. 

Akademiker aufzubauen. oder Verwaltung.V 
troffen werden. Es wurde mit Universituten und wis-

Wir missen in nchster Zukunft kon- senschaftlichen Einrichtungen in Ost- Lassen Sie mich schlielllich noch das
Viertens: Fur die Vorbereitung des krete Schritte tun, um die Vorausset- afrika und Lateinamerika Kontakt auf- Deutsche Institut fur Entwicklungspo-

£ Studenten und Jungakademikers auf zungen dafar zu schaffen. Die Entwick- genommen, um zu prifen, in welchem litik in Berlin erwahnen, das unter der
i-I seine Arbeit in UObersee muB ein beson- lungspolitik kann auch in Deutschland Ma eine Mitarbeit von Studenten ge- Leitung zweier bewihrter Entwick-
g L. deres Ausbildungsprogramm geschaffen nicht langer auf das personelle und wis- wfnscht wird. Das Ergebnis dieser einen lungspraktiker steht. Dieses Institut be-
I werden. Dieses Programm sollte zum senschaftliche Potential der Akademi- Initiative war, dali etwa 60 Projekt- reitet jeweils etwa 30 Jungakademiker
I einen dem Niveau seiner Bildung an- ker- und Studentenschaft verzichten; pltze gefunden wurden, in denen Stu- der verschiedensten Fachrichtungen in

gemessen sein, zum anderen muB3 es or- vermittelt doch gerade die Wissenschaft denten h6herer Semester mit entspre- einjshrigen Spezialkursen auf die Ober-
£ ganisch in den Studienablauf eingepafit chender Qualifikation arbeiten kdnnen, nahme von Aufgaben in der Entwick-werden, damit der Freiwillige fur die 

in groliem Male jene intellektuellen 
lungspolitik vor.Tugenden, ohne die der Aufbau der und zwar in Kenia, Uganda, AthiopienF I' Vorbereitung aif seine Tutigkeit mcht

O Die Lehrgangsteilnehmer verbringena FY 7... industrialisierten Welt nicht zu bewalti- land, sowie in Bolivien, Brasilien und im Verlaufe des Kurses drei Monate in
'a Wird heute die Ausbildung fUr den gen ist: Sachlichkeit, NUchternheit und Chile. Ffr diese Llinder werden Natur- einem Entwicklungsland, wo sie in klei-

p. - Handwerker, den Techniker und die geistige Redlichkeit; Bereitschaft zur wissenschaftler Human- oder Veteri- nen, interdisziplindr zusammengesetzten09 V C h1! Krankenschwester in einem geschlosse- Selbstkritik und zum Dialog mit An- nirmediziner, Sportstudenten, Inge- Gruppen konkrete Forschungsauftri.ge
nen Zeitraum von drei bis sechs Mona- dersdenkenden; kritische Distanz gegen- nieure, Philologen mit pddagogischer bearbeiten. Die Ausbildung selbst um-I 

-
ten durchgefihrt, so mBflte ein Tell der Uber Vorurteilen und Ideologien. Befuhigung und , Musikstudenten ge- falit neben Vorlesungen in allen rele-~J.
Vorbereitung des Studenten 'und Jung- sucht. vanten Fachgebieten sogenannte Plan-
akademikers durch Selbststudium wsh- Im ubrigen mlssen wir uns bewuBt Aus dieser ersten Vbersicht ergab sich spiele, in denen eine angenommene Si-I rend der reguliren Studienzeit erfol- sein, daB bei einer Verpflichtung des ein konkreter Projektplan fUr die Ent- tuation - etwa eine imagingre Liba-

V1. gen. Das gilt vor allem fnr die sprach- Studenten und Jungakademikers in sendung von 17 Freiwilligen an das non-Krise oder eine Erziehungsreform
-. .~.- liche Ausbildung sowie die Aneignung Qbersee hinter dem Helfen das Lernen in Taiwan - nachvollzogen wird.

4 00 
University College Nairobi, das zu der

. *1 allgemeiner entwicklungspolitischer Pro- steht; ja, daB vor allem ftr den Studen- angesehenen University of East Africaa- bleme und grundlegender Ilnderkund- ten der Gewinnangeistiger, moralischer gehdrt. Dieser Plan ist insofern ein in- 
So sehr das Engagement des einzelnen

-
licher Kenntnisse. Die Vorschaltung und fachlicher Erfahrung die Investition teressantes Experiment, als Studenten 

in Aufgaben der Entwicklungspoiitik
-c und Entwicklungshife wnschenswert

eines Selbststudiums vor die eigentliche von Zeit und Kraft weit Ubersteigt. Wo der Ingenieurwissenschaften und der
* I ist, so bleibt doch als letztes Ziel derAusbildungszeit, in der die Freiwilligen findet sich in unserer Gesellsehaft mit Naturwissenschaften zusammen mit lebendige, der dauernde Dialog mit derzu Seminaren zusammengefailt werden ihren engbegrenzten Funktionsfeldern Handwerkern, Laboranten und Techni- Universitst und Hochschule selbst. Die
el l multen, hutte verschiedene Vorteile: ele ahnliche Chance fur den einzelnen, kern eingesetzt werden sollen. Wahrend Universitht soll nicht nur eines derL~j /. reme Ausbildungsperiode auf einen oder zu planen und zu arbeiten, Phantasie haben, die Dozenten bei der Ausbildung perten und Freiwillige sein - die Uni-*1 * a zwei Monate zu beschriinken, zum ande- zu entwickeln, alle seine KrAf te in Dienst der jungen afrikanischen Studenten zu versitdten und Hochschulen mllssen Ge-

ren wsren die abschlieBenden Vorberei- zu nehmen, seine Begabung voll aus- entlasten, sollen die Praktiker bei der spruchspartner in allen Fragen der Ent-
3 tungsseminare fruchtbarer, da die Tell- zusch6pfen? Pfiege und Reparatur von Gersten, aber wicklungspolitik werden.

p.-
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Politische Bicher statistik (worunter Angaben Ober Zei
tungen, Rundfunk, Kunstprehie und s Abriistung als Forschungsgegenstand

-. ihnliches verstanden werden). Daten
0 tiber Wirtschaft, Verkehr und Welthan-

M 
w Der Zeit auf den Fersen del folgen. Eine kurze Chronik der SECURITY IN DISARMAMENT. Edited dern auch selbst kontrolliert werden

S 
71 I L.77,A_54l DER FISCHER WELTALMANACH. Her- dert nach Staaten, zwischen die sich an net. Princeton University Press, Prince- msliig, Zwang eher gegen Individuen -I U ausgegeben und verfaft von Gustav der ihnen vom Alphabet zugewiesenen ton, 440 Seiten, 10,00 Dollar. Politiker, Beamte, Offiziere - als gegen

Fodder- Hauke, Fisder Baicherei GmbH, Stelle die grolien BUndnisse schieben, Die bisherigen Versuche, umfassende Regierungen auszunben, da er sich leich-
Frankfurt, 412 Seiten, 4,80 DM. schlielit das Werk ab. Eel den Skizzen AbrUstungsmafinahmen zu vereinbaren, ter durchsetzen liefe und nicht so sehrV den elnzelnen Staaten war man den
Wie bei manchen sogenannten hoch- Ereignissen hart auf den Fersen: das sind nicht gerade erfolgreich verlaufen. nationale Empfindlichkeiten verletzen

wertigen Gebrauchsgntern, findet sich seit dem 4. Oktober unter dem Namen Die bereits nach Hunderten zshlenden wirde. Letztlich dtirften Sanktionen
auch auf dem jetzt bereits vorliegenden Lesotho unabhangig gewordene frtihere Sitzungen der Achtzehn-Msichte-AbrU- stets nur die Ultimo ratio sein; sthrker
,,Fischer Weltalmanach" das ,Bau- Basutoland hat bereits seinen Platz in stungskonferenz in Genf finden in der wtirde wirken, wenn die Alrnrstung
jahr" 1967, obwohl die Herstellung auf der Reihe der Staaten zugewiesen be- Offentlichkeit kaum noch Beachtung. Es selbst einen solchen positiven Anreiz
den September 1966 datiert ist. Das kommen. Die Ereignisse nicht einholennutzliche Buch, mit dem schon vor einer konnte man bei der Nennung des Na- 

w~ire jedoch verhbngnisvoll, wenn der bieten ktnnte, daB Verst5le aus wohl-
Reihe von Jahren der Verlag dem mens des ,,Chefs des Bundeskanzler- 

bisherige geringe Fortschritt dazu fnh- verstandenem Eigeninteresse unterblei-
Taschenbuch die Sphure des ,,Staats- amts": hinter der Amtsbezeichnung ist ren wnrde, Bemuhungen urn Abrustung ben. Schlielich ist von Bedeutung, in
handbuchs" erschloB, enthUlt wie immer immerhin schon ein leerer Raum ge- 

von vornherein als utopisch oder sinlos welchem Male der Respekt fdr ein wei-Mirkte bedienen eine Obersicht iber die Staaten der lassen, den der Benutzer eines Tages abzutun. Es ist deshalb zu begrnifen, da terentwickeltes V51kerrecht zu einer
Erde mit den allerwichtigsten Angaben wird ausftiulen khnnen. Die Namen der in den USA, in geringerem MaBe auch in Selbstverstdndlichkeit in den zwischen-
und einen Kafalog der politischen Zu- FDP-Minister nimmt der Almanach mit Grolibritannien, Abristung zu einem
sammenschlUsse. Der Band 1967 nennt ins Jahr 1967, obwohl sie schon jetzt, Objekt breiter wissenschaftlicher For- staatlichen Beziehungen wird.Markte ersehliefien audi die grlBten Industrieunternehmen vor Ablauf des Jahrs davor, so, wie sie 

schung geworden ist. In der Bundesre- Die letzten Beitrge befassen sich mit
der Welt. Welter finden sich Daten aus dort verzeichnet sind, der Welt des publik ist es demgegeniber bei den er- Aspekten, die in der aktuellen Diskus-
der Sozial-, Kriminal- und Kultur- Vergangenen angeh6ren. fr. sten Ansatzen geblieben. sion kaum auftauchen. Sie betreffen das

Die Autoren des vorliegenden Sam- Endstadium einer abgerusteten Welt -di*eAufgabe von KkcknCLer melbandes beschtiftigen sich mit drei offensichtlich kein Zustand, der kurzgrolien Fragenkomplexen der AbrU-Skizze der Katastrophe stung. Der erste Teil ist den Fragen ge- bevorsteht. Jedoch sollten zumindest
widmet, die das Ingangkommen der Ab- die Verantwortlichen sich daruber klar
rnstung betreffen. In erster Linie geht sein, wie eine Welt ohne Armeen nber-

HELGA GREBING: Der Nationalsozialis- schaft regiert. Sollte man jetzt den um- es dabel um die Inspektion. Bei allen haupt aussehen kann und soll. Krieg ist
mus. Ursprung und Wesen Taschen- gekehrten Fehler machen, gegen das Verhandlungen hat sie eine zentrale, kein Naturereignis; es sollte nicht un-

Weitriumiges Denken und Handeln kennzeichnen seit eh und je buchreihe ,,Geschichte und Staat", Nr. Burgertum regieren und damit einen eine hemmende Rolle gespielt. Die Ver- mbglich sein, den Krieg durch friedliche
103, Ginter Olzog Verlag, Miinchen, linksorientierten Klassenstaat schaffen? fasser versuchen deshalb, Funktion und Mittel - Verhandlungen, Rechtspre-

dieHandelskaufleute in allerWelt.Gleichzeitig die Besonderheitender 106 Seiten, 2,90 DM. Freilich war es ein Verhungnis, dai, M6glichkeiten der Inspektion neu zu chung, Eingriffe einer internationalen
wie Helga Grebing erneut nachweist, durchdenken, ur. diesen Hemmblock zu Exekutivgewalt - zu ersetzen. Das wirdnationalen Mirkte zu kennen und an ihrerEntwicklung mitzuwirken, Hega Grebing erkllrt den Unsprung weite Knoise des Bijrgertums gegen die Ulbenwinden. Sic stellen fest, dali die aber nur gelingen, wenn man frnhzeitigund das Wesen diesen unheilvollen Be-

istdieAufgabeals Mittlerzwischen Produktion,BedarfundVerbrauch. demokratische Republik eingestellt und Inspektion manchmal fast vom Mittel erkennt, welche Mbglichikeiten bestehen,wegung in einer anschaulichen und
Uberzeugenden Sprache. Die Darstel- im autorituren Denken befangen waren. zum Zweck wurde. Sie bemtihen sich, urn die Dynamik der internationalen

Klockner ist ein Begriff in der Welt der Industrie, des Handels und lung, die sich auf zahlreiche zeitge- Vermutlich hitten sich aber diese Kreise sorgsam abgestufte Kontrollmalinahmen Politik in nue Bahnen zu lenken. Zwei
schichtliche Quellen sttitzt, ist knapp fruher oder spiter mit dem neuen Staat aufzustellen, die fortschreitend die ge- Grundmodelle bieten sich hier an: eine

Verkehrs. Seit 1906 eng mit Kohle und Stahl verbunden, steht und gerafft, dabei im aligemeinen kei- ausgesbhnt, wenn sie nicht durch eine wUnschte Sicherheit bieten, den kontrol- mit gesetzgebender und exekutiver
neswegs oberflchlich. Die Autorin tragische Verkettung von Umstuinden lierten Staaten andererseits keine zu Macht ausgestattete internationale Be-heute eine umfassende Vertriebsorganisation zur Verftigung, deren schildert die Anziehungskraft des Na- gegen das ,,System" getrieben worden schweren Eingriffe in ihre Souverni- hdrde. Das wUrde das Ende der souve-
tionalsozialismus in den letzten Jahren waren. Die durch Krieg und Inflation tutsrechte zumuten. Dabei sollten vor- runen Staaten und eine Art Weltregie-Geschiftstatigkeit von der Rohstoff-Versorgung bis zur Projek- 
des Staates von Weimar mit diesen entwurzelten Deutschen hatten kaum handene M6glichkeiten, etwa durch Mi- rung bedeuten; da diese Version jedochtierung und Erstellung vollstindiger Industrieanlagen reicht. Worten: ,,Zuletzt galt der National- Zeit gefunden, ihre Existenz neu aufzu- litirattach6s und technische Mittel, voll aus politischen und psychologischen
sozialismus als Allheilmittel gegen aile bauen, als die Weltwirtschaftskrise sie ausgenutzt werden. Eine wirksame Kon- Grtnden in absehbarer Zeit ausscheidet,

Die Vertriebs- und Handelsaufgaben wachsen weiter. Sie werden N~te und Schsden der Zeit. Je grauer mit der Gewalt einer Naturkatastrophe trolle dirfte danach in bestimmten Be- bleibt als Alternative der Versuch,
der Alltag wurde, desto dringender ver- Uberfiel. Vielleicht hitten sich aber die reichen auch ohne eine internationale durch Malinahmen der Rastungskon-

durch den ZusammenschluB groBer Wirtschaftsrnume geprigt und langten die Menschen nach der erhe- radikalen Bewegungen der zwanziger Behbrde m6glich sein. Die Kuba-Krise trolle, des Schiedsgerichtswesens, der
benden Befreiung durch die national- Jahre eines Tages totgelaufen oder ge- zeigte, dai unter bestimmten Umstunden Stuirkung der UN und ihrer Friedens-stellen die Hersteller, Lieferanten und Abnehmer vor standig neue sozialistische Bewegung und ihren FUh- genseitig zermarbt, wenn niebt - und tatsachiich eine einseitige Inspektion streitkraft kriegerische Auseinanderset-

Probleme. rer, der allen, die in ihrem persbnlichen hierin lag wohl das grole Verhdngnis - auch gegen~ber der Welt6ffentlichkeit zungen auszuschalten, ohne die Souve-
Leben die Sinnentleerung des Daseins ein ,,Trommler" alle Unzufriedenen, wirksam sein kann. Jedoch iblt sich die- rbnitst der Staaten zu beseitigen

Beratung, Planung und Kundendienst ergdnzen deshalb den Ver- so erschreckend erfuhren, eine radikale Unbesonnenen und Ungeduldigen hinter se Erfahrung nicht auf umfassende Ab-
Bereinigung aller ihrer Schwierigkeiten seiner Fahne gesammelt hutte. ,,Hitler rustungsveremnbarungen ubertragen. Der Sammelband hat eine groBe

kauf. Die Summe der Erfahrungen und M5glichkeiten, die K16ckner versprach und ihnen eine neue uber- war" - so schreibt Helga Grebing - - Hier dtirften in einem gemischten Spannweite. Die Themen reichen von
persdnliche Existenz in dem Mythos von ,,vielen Deutschen, den in ihrer Existenz System von nationaler und internatio- grundlegenden politischen Problemenim Rahmen seiner weltweiten Beziehungenzubietenhat,ist die Grund- der Volksgemeinschaft verhieB. Schon naler Kontrolle die meisten Vorteile und bis zu techniscben Details. Zahlreichebedrohten kleinen Gewerbetreibenden,

lage far das Vertrauen, das Kl6ckner von seinen Geschaftspartnern jetzt - inmitten einer v5lig haltlosen Kaufleuten, Handwerkern, Bauern, Be- Verwirklichungschancen liegen. Mdglichkeiten werden durchgespielt,
Zeit - schien der Nationalsozialismus amten, den stellungslosen Angestellten Inspektion ist nur der erste Schritt; 

wobei sich zeigt, dali die einfachen Mo-
entgegengebracht wird. eine neue, unerschitterlidie Wertwelt und Akademikern, den entlassenen Of- sio soll sicherstellen, daB die Verem- 

delle nicht immer fur die komplexe po-
aufzurichten." fizieren und Unteroffizieren der alten barungen eingehalten werden. Sic soll 

litische Realitut ausreichen. Die Verfas-
An einer Stelle des kleinen Buches ser sind Wissenschaftler, die sich bereits

wird - wie ibrigens auch in anderen Armee, den in ihren Erwartungen ent- abor auch die Informationen liefern, um in anderen Arbeiten mit Abrtistungs-
Studien iber die Weimarer Republik -

tauschten Jungen von Anfang an shn- bei Verst5len Sanktionen einleiten zu fragen befalt haben. Mehr oder we-
die Meinung geauiert, dali es die SPD lich genug, um von ihnen als ihr Stell- knnen. In einer Welt souversner Staa- niger intensiv befirworten sic Abrn-
nach 1918 verssumt habe, mit Hilfe der vertreter empfund-n zu werden, in ih- ten stellen Sanktionen ein besonders stungsvereinbarungen; gelegentlich lslt
Arbeiterschaft, des gemsfiigten Teiles ren Leiden ebenso wie in ihren Forde- dorniges Problem dar. Welcher Staat ist das den Eindruck entstehen, dali sic
der Rstebewegung und der auf Sozia- rungen nach Ansehen, Bedeutung und schon gern bereit, sich Anordnungen in ihrer Grundhaltung etwas zu opti-
lisierung drtingenden Krifte zur staats- Erfolg." zu unterwerfen, die seine nationale mistisch sind. Trotz der vielfhltigenStahl, Legierungen• Met-lle Geschichtliche Katastrophen sind nie Sicherheit berUhren kinnten? Die Ver-"0 Alteisen- Erze. Roheisen tragenden Partei zu werden und eine Hemmnisse und Schwierigkeiten, die dieK # 50N 
volksttimliche Republik zu schaffen. Es aus einer Ursache allein zu erklaren. fasser zeigen eine Reihe von M60glichkei- Verfasser nicht Ubersehen, halten sie9 2 Brennstoffe. Chemie spricht aber doch wohl fir die demo- Aber notleidende Massen sind immer ten auf, die AbrUstungsvereinbarungen verninftige und wirksame Abrnstungs-

Baustoffe . Baumaschinen kratische Gesinnung und staatsmsnni- und Uberall wunderglaubig. Wenn zun durchzusetzen. Daffir kommst die natio- malinahmen fir mdglich. Audi wer
Spedition -Schiffahrt scho Haltung Friedrich Eberts und sei- Zeitpunkt ihrer gruften M1 isere der rede- nale Strafgesetzgebung in Frage: wich- nicht allen Vorschlgen und Cberlegun-
Industrieanlagen - Leasing ner Mitarbeiter, dali sic von Anfang an gewaltige Wunderdoktor mit den All- tiger darfte jedoch die Tstigkeit einer gen folgt, mul anerkennen, dali hier

die btrgerlichen Schichten am Aufbau heilmittel auftritt, dann kann nur cin internationalen Polizei sein, Diese wirft wertvolle Anregungen und neue An-
der Republik beteiligten. Das kaiser- Wunder sic - vor seinen ,,Wunder- allerdings wieder neue Probleme aul, siitze fnr die Abristungsdiskussion er-

KLOCKNER & CO -DUISBURG - MULHEIMER STRASSE 54. KUOCKNERHAUS; liche Regime hatte gegen die Arbeiter- taten" retten. wILLI SCHICKLING I da sic nicht nur kontrollieren soll, son- arbeitet wurden. HANS KLUTH



M&MM interview

Ec Metallgesellschaft's Walther Casper
El

The market: A view
Mr. Casper, we have all been told that 1967 will be
an off year for Germany, as well as Great Britain.
How severe a downturn will there be in the German

A economy?
I would not use the word downturn, but rather slow-

L down. The economy had been expanding too fast so cer-
tain monetary steps have been taken to slow things down.C Specifically, the Bundesbank has raised the discount rate
to discourage borrowing for capital expansion.

0
Has there been any noticeable effect yet?

Yes, quite definitely. The rate of decline in the purchas-
ing power of the mark has been brought to a standstill
in the last few months.

Could we switch our attention to Geneva for a few
moments? Why has there been so little progress in
the Kennedy Round of tariff negotiations?

Well, there are many reasons that progress has been slow.
First, the EEC had to overcome its own difficulties be-
fore it could present its package. Actually, there has been
considerable progress within EEC during the last year,
especially in developing an agricultural policy. I think
the agricultural package that EEC finally presented at
Geneva was quite good. It called for reductions on $4.1-
billion-worth of products out of a total volume of $7.3-
billion. There were other difficulties contributing to the
slow progress as well. I might mention such US import
restrictions as quotas by way of example.

How do you think it will all turn out?
If I might dare make a prognosis, the Kennedy Round
will not end up as intended by the late President Ken-
nedy, xvith an over-all reduction in tariffs of 50;. I think
about half of this can be attained, which, all considered,
still constitutes great progress, in my opinion.

Getting down to the metals industry now, how has
Germany fared during the last few years of copper
shortage? First, how did the split price affect you?

Germany was among those countries hurt the most dur-
ing the time of dual and even triple prices because a much
smaller percentage of its copper intake was at the pro-
ducer price.

Was production actually curtailed because of the
scarcity?

Not to my knowledge. Fabricators could get the copper
they needed, but at a price.

Did this place German fabricators at a disadvantage
in the export market?

Definitely. The export position became extremely difficult.
In fact imports of copper products into Germany have
risen sharply in the past few years for this very reason.

How has copper's competitive position, especially
with aluminunm, been affected by the shortage?

There has been a distinct slowdown in the growth rate
of copper consumption in the Western World over the



How does a busy executive manage to handle all

of his heavy business responsibilities and at the

same time undertake a volunteer project like estab-

lishing a Peace Corps? Well, Walther Casper is the

man to ask, but if you do, you won't be given any

secret formula. Short of admitting that he has been

getting a little less sleep than he used to, "especially
at the beginning," Casper tends to shrug it off and

from Frankfu t Aget the conversation onto another subject.
The formula probably isn't too complicated, how-

ever-one part penchant for hard work, one part

good administrative talent, and two parts over-

last 18 months or so, while the growth rate of aluminum whelning desire. A lot of men have the first two

has continued at a steady and high level. It also ought to ingredients, the third is considerably more rare.

be stated that extremely high prices of L.E, or so-called Casper was born in Frankfurt am Main in 1915.

free copper, and the lhectic price movements have again He grew up in that city during the shaky days of

made copper, in the eyes of the public, a speculative the Weimar Republic and, at the age of 19, joined

metal. As a result, whoever can switch to aluminum or Metallgesellschaft. He worked his way into the in-

anotheiA substitute material haswing to ite an ternational ore trade, and this gave him the chance
anoter ubsitue mteral as been doing so. To cite an towransudaba-ptilryinheU

example, I should refer to the electrical cable industry. to work and study abroad particularly in the US

A fair percentage of this market will be lost to aluminum. and France. Casper traces many of his ideas for

And the wheel of history can't be turned back. However, the necessity for greater international cooperation

owing to its extraordinary qualities in electrical trans- n understanding to these years of living abroad.

mission, copper will always hold a major position in this In 1956 Casper was appointed to the board of

field. managing directors of Mctallgesellschaft and his
areas of responsibility were extended beyond the

In view of this growing threat to copper's markets ore trade. He was appointed to the central councils

froni aluminiin, has Metallgesellschaft taken any of two other Metallgesellschaft companies; "Berze-

steps to, shall we saii hedge its position as a metal lius"-Metallhutten-Gesellschaft in Duisburg, and

producer? Unterweser Reederei in Bremen. Metallgesell-

We have made an arrangement with Alusuisse combin- schaft's activities in the Common Market and the

ing our interests in certain fields and also contemplating developing countries were also put into his area.

a joint venture in the production of aluminum metal. So, Outside of the Metallgesellsehaft family, Casper

you can say we have taken care to protect our interests w.s elected to the co.trol council of the Dutch zinc

in the field, smelting firm, NV Kempensche Zinkmaatschappij,
and to the Dutch-German chamber of commerce.

There are reports that sone primary producers are During his years of dealing with the underdevel-

again considering a return to a stable producer oped nations of the world, a desire began to grow

pirice. What is /c >cacon? in Casper to help th ese countries move ahead. In-

It is a rather complex thing. As the past has shown, it is spired by the creation of the American Peace Corps,

diflicult to maintain a producer price if a substantial Casper began drumming up support for a similar

amount of metal is being dealt with outside of producer- German project.

price group. The laws of supply and demand simply can- His ideas came to fruition in June 1963, when,

not be ignored. Besides, the desires of the so-called de- during President Kennedy's visit to Germany, the

veloping nations also play an important role. They, of German Development Service was launched and

course. are being more and more tempted to try to get Casper was named Chairman of its Administrative

out of the market all that they can, especially when the Council. Casper is a great admirer of the late Pre-

spread between producer and open-market prices be- sident, a fact attested to by his membership on the

comes too pronounced. As we all know, some of these German Committee for the John F. Kennedy Mem-

countries rely on the income they get out of copper for orial Library in Boston.

their economic development. Casper does not contine his public service activi-

ties to the Development Service either. He is also

There has been a sharp increase in Western Euro- a member of the Development Policy Council of

pean sales of copper products, lead, and zinc in the the German government, the Board of Directors of

US. To what do you attribute this? First, copper Carl-Duisberg-Gesellschaft-which devotes itself to

and brass semifabricated products. the care of trainees from the developing countries

It is quite understandable. Fabricators in the EEC have in Germany-the German UNESCO Commission in

always been exporters, and with the urgent need for Cologne, and the Committee for the German Farm

these products in the US, it is no wonder imports have Youth Academy Klausenhof in Dingden.

increased. In June 1964, together with another Kennedy,
then-Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy, Casper

How about lead and zinc? was awarded an honorary Doctor of Laws degree

It is simply a matter of a stronger market. As recent by Marquette University for his service to the de-

statistics show, lead and zinc consumption in the US has veloping nations and his efforts to strengthen polit-

risen substantially again in the first six months of this ical, cultural, and economic relations with the US.

year, whereas in some other parts of the Western World When he's not traveling around the world for

it has come to a standstill or actually gone down. If you Metallgesellschaft or the German Development

take West Germany, for instance, there will be an esti- Service, Casper tries to spend as much time as he

mited decrease in zinc consumption of about 8% i during can with his wife and three children at their home

19616. This will be because of the deliberate slowing down in Koenigstein, outside of Frankfurt.

of the economic growth rate, as I mentioned earlier.
(Continued on p 13)
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Somte US producers may resent this market penie- 40; women. Most of the men) are blue collar workers

tration. with particular skills. Our projects are selected accord-

Let me say this without dealing specifically with lead ingly. The women are mostly social workers, nurses, and

and zine. As long ats we in the Western World believe in teachers.

the principles of free enterprise it is inadvisable to adapt
methods which resemble a directed economny. As the late Is this the size at which the Service will remtain?

President Kennedy said, "Problems are created by men, No, our goal is to have 2.000 in the field. We will reach

and, therefore, should be settled by men." The increas- 1,400 to 1,500 by the end of next year. Our plan is to move

ing complexity of the world situation in our industrial slowly and to take advantage of the experience being

age demands and challenges leadership in business as gained by the US Peace Corps-with which we are still

well as government. This means that our business lead- closely cooperating-and our- own volunteers who have

ers should more and more realize that we are a world- started to return in the second half of this year after com-

wide business community. Loss to one does not neces- pleting their two-year tour in the field.

sarily mecan gain to the other. We must try to solve our
problems together in a true sense of business statesman- Are there other Peace Corps inl Western Europe?

ship. yes, In thle last few year's at general mlovemnent has
emerged. France, Great Britain, the Netherlands, the

When we last spoke, about two-and-a-half years Scandinavian countries and even some developing coun-
ago, the Germnan Development Service-or as we tries have similar projects in action. Including the US
catl it, the German Peace Corps--was just getting Peace Corps, there are now about 30,000 volunteers serv-
rolling. How has it progressed? Ing around the world. And I think the Peace Corps idea

We now have 700 men and women serving in 20 countries will have long-range effeets on the internal social struc-
-11 in East and West Africa, five in Asia, and four in tures of our- countries when these volunteers return and
South America. Another 150 will follow in a few days, gradually move up into positions of responsibility in their
and a like number is currently in training. They will own countries. Traveling around the world and master-
leave in about three months, bringing the total serving ing difficult situations sometimes opens your eyes to the
in the field to 1,000. The breakdown is about 60%, men, problems that need solving in your own surroundings.

Alloy ingot prices~~~ ~~ ~~~~
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WILLIAM R. HEWLETT
1501 PAGE MILL ROAD

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA 94304

November 2, 1966

Mr. Richard H. Demuth
Director
Development Services Department
Int'l. Bank-Reconstruction & eopment
1818 H Street N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. Demuth:

y apologies for the tardiness of my acknowledgment
for the receipt of the materialwhich you so kindly
sent me on the subject of multilateral vs. bilateral
aid.

It has proven most helpful and I very much appreciate
your assistance.

Enclosed herewith ae the copies of the Clay report
and the Patel study which you requested.

Time permitting on one of my trips to Washington, I
would like to accept your kind invitation to lunch

and will drop you a line well in advance.

Sincerely,

WH:mfs
Enc.





Tam Dalyell, Esc., Y. P.
House of Conions
London 3.N.1, Eng'-nd

Dear Mr. Dalyell:

Mr. Schwe tzr hs sent e a cony o your interest ng; letter of

Seotomber 2 , 1 %, to oether with his reilv of recent date.

There certainly is a pri a facie case for trying to find ways
in which a comoaratively rich country with the combination of a bal-
ance of payent roblem nd some unus industrial Ca acity can
utilize some of that ca acity for producing needed goods for the de-
velo ing countri es. The idxture frecuently -nc udes also a difficult
budgetary situation.

I can see from your letter that you are fully aware of the diffi-
culti es created for reci piant countries by what is known as tied aid.
Of course, to mneet the particular kind of situation which faces your
constituency even aid tied in the ordinary manner to national procure-
lient would not do. It would have to be tied to those particular items
for which excess capacity exists within the country. This gets pretty
close to a d-in-k nd. As you vill read ly a -reci te, it would be cx-

tremiely difficult for multlateral develoDnnt finance agencies like

the Ban Groun of tnstitutonst contribute anything si nificant to
working out such a scheme.

While we have, therefore, no special eee on the basis of
which to offer rou uidance, we are aware o number cf bilateral,
and a few mult lateral rogras that do in ffect offer aid-in-a nd.
So far as I -now, these pro -as deal mainly th fung ble ccm cdi-
t es such as grains, dried nil, dicnes nd the like. Some of
then have been on a r I rge scae such as the U.S. bilateral food
aid program. Some are on a smaller scale such as a program organized
by the FAO for the su p o erti ers. There is also the World
Food Program which 4s a ultilateral anroach to supplying food as an
inut to suptort particular development schemes in various parts of

the world. I am advised that the overh ad cost of mobilizing, dis-
tributing and supervising the use of these various kinds of aid-in-
kind through a ultilateral agency is very high in relation to the
value of the in uts to the reci(ients. I imagine that this diffi-
culty would be vastly increased if one attempted to extend the
method to such items as true s or other manufactured products.



Tam Dalyell, Esq., M. P. -2- 4 0me 2, r

It may be, however, that on a national scale it would be possible
to identfy particular unused caacity situations which fitted exactly
into the requi rments oV a oarticular dv loping countr, as you sug-
gest in connection with Scottish trucks ano Indonesia. Thu problema

would then be to fin' a mns of a:in t ny a - rgr or brn in
the two together that tas efficient. I thin you are cartainly right
that in any event only , mall ''ract on of At cught to b flWing
out of the industrial countres as air, in the brood sense, could ever

be tied exclusively to unutilized industrial capacity. ly own vew,
which I vnow is fully shared by Mr. Schweitzer, is that it should be
possible for the industrial countries, part' cularly if they act in con-

cert, to find means of ex'andfng grat.I the flow ofW nvestment and de-
velopment assistance to the developing countries without any intoler-
able strains on either their balances of oayments or their budgetary
oositions. Some of y thin ing on this subject is contained in m
address to the recent Annual Meetings of our oarc ofA Governcrs whch
I see Mr. Schweitzer has kindly sent to you already.

fours sincerely,

(Signed!) George D. Woods

George D. Woods

MLHoffmarn/nn

cc: Mr. Fchweitze
Mr. Sturc

Mr. Kamarck



FORM No. 59
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CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: o

DATED: e 31, 1966

TO:

FROM:

FILED UNDER: Mi EG

SUMMARY: 1 "NN.L *TiS

ROLE OF BANK GROUP IN ECONOIC DEVELOPlENT

XL. (a) That the Bank take the lead in organizing a concerted development
effort of the industrialized countries and international lending agencies
(Turkey); (b) that the industrialized countries establish a new Marshall
Plan for the developing countries (Chad); (c) that the Bank take the initi-
ative in promoting a "crash" international program for economic assistance
(Israel); and (d) that consideration be given to such solutions as an inter-
national welfare community and the principle of international taxation as a
method of the international distribution of income, including international
income taxaton for worldwide welfare programs (Israel).

XLI. (a) That the Bank attempt to work out a plan for lessening the burden
of existing indebtedness on the developing countries (Yugoslavia); and (b)
that the Bank and Fund help to create a stable monetary climate that would
encourage a greater flow of capital to the developing countries at lower
rates of interest (Jamaica).

XLII. That the Bank join with FAO in carrying out a study of measures for
increasing food production in developing countries (Pakistan).

XLIII.That the Bank encourage diversification of economies dependent on
commodities in chronic oversupply (United States).

XLIV. (a) That the Bank act as advocate of the developing countries before
the wealthier nations (Jordan); (b) that international institutions
increasingly become the medium of development assistance (Korea); and (c)
that a careful evaluation be made of the results of past assistance to
developing countries (Turkey).

XLV. That te Pank invite and cooperate in an investigation of the inade-
quacy of i st.czature as a de-relopment institution, esjpecialy in view of
its cKolcte Mtles of Agrm&rnent and the insufficient level of its current
activities (United Arab Republic).



Hr. Stanley P. Johni m October Z7, 1966

?aolo Ion and AtilIA

Your proposal on e auiy ocial aspects of develoetnt

1. The proposal is a step toaeards a more comprehensive approach to
dvelent problem. mowever, it is possible to lose the beneficial
effects of adopting a nw viewpoint if attention is directed towards
too mre aspects. Tharefore, rather than forzng the various
social-economic relationhips indicated in Mr. Johnson's paper, it may
be mor fru.iul to concentrate on those relationshipe which becom
evident in our project work. The ank is in a unique position to spot
*am of these relationshipu.

2. :aasibility studies for major projects usuany pay only`' ALp
service to the social aspects of projects iunder consideration. A
systematic inventori is hardly ever carried out on the socio-econmic
structure of the regions where the projects are constructed. Also,
the social deelopmnts followin the establahmnt of a project,
and their effect on economic and financial aspects of the project
itself, are not assessed.

3. hat seem ncessary, if this type of aalysis is to be carried
out, is to have an abstract social-conanic model mane explicit
all the variables and their mtual relationships so as to arrive at a
detaleod U a r of all those social-aconomic aspects which may
interactL significantly with the estahnishmnt and the running of a
project. uch inventory must be piWdicant: i.e. it met hav a
bearing on the project. The experiene which can be gained by
co% riqthe abstract inventmr with actual cases, may give an
inSight§only of the social pwanona Per so, but also of the costs
and banarite - beyond the direct ons -i hh a project causes.
Thse ualses will reqsire a follow-up during the construction of
the project (particularly for big projects) and further studies after
the conpletion of the project.

4. -e do not agree with certain other ideas of your paper
(e.g. educational T1, etc.) min1 because the an has yet to ftul1
cover moe traditilnal inestant sectors (education proper, governmnt
awmed inhmtry, etc.). Unleas the developmental returns of the now
sector possibilities ar prved to be very high, sectors amon %&ih
to estabU * a priority are still the traditional ones.

cci Mossa. ,riedman
KQuarck'

pl/jb
ek



Mr. Irving I. Friedman October 21, 1966

D. S. Ballantine I)
Paper EC//66-160: \n :pproach to Social Problems and Economic Development

I am strongly in favor of ving the young professionals work
out in areas where they can bring forward the points of view of a new

generation. I am also sympathetic to the general point of view

expressed in this paper and would add th t some points h we been well
made.

However, I do not consider the paper to be a solid piece of work.

It alludes to number nf tudis, issues, m presumed facts without

going into any depth or further explanation and leaves me, at least,
with an uncomfortable feeling that this may all be "off tae top".
This feeling is reinforced by reference to two matters within my
inmedi te experience. On pages 6 and 7, Ir. Johnson states "If the

work program does not already exist - education by TV in developing
countries seems so far to have been only marginally discussed - there
seems no reason why the Bank, given its role as potential leader, should
not instigate and inspire it in some sister agency." A study of the
possibilities and cost factors of new educntional media, including TV,
is currently being conducted by the International Institute for Educa-
tional Planning in Paris. Eighteen country case studies have been made
and a general report is being prepared. This study is being directed

by Professor Wilbur Schramm, a recongized authority in this field. The
Bank did participate in the discussions leading up to this study at a
conference at Bellagio several years ago. I have discussed its progress
with the Director of the Institute last week in Paris. This Division
also attempts to be on the alert for other significant studies in this
field because we are quite confident that n the years to come financing
of hardware for educational 7may be an portant part of the Bank's
business. lowever, as most experts in this field insist hardware is the

simplest and perhaps the last problem to be solved before the use of
such new media is generally -pplic able.

On page 3, the paper refers to "the question of teacher incentives
in the Jamaica education project". I a not aware that there ever has

been such a "lqustion". Except for a very brief reference to teacher
salaries during the presentation of the J ]maic project to the Board,
I cannot imagine what might have inspired the inclusion of this so-
called question a:nong examples cited where the Bank has, willy-nilly,
become involved in human essments.

It is regrettable to find such evidence of superficiality in
the paper because it does deal with a tter of considerable importance

d I am sure that many of the social factors or questions referred to
deserve study. I would also be sympathetic to the employmwnt of several
"resident" sociologists in the Bank who could direct their attention to
the many important non-economic factors which influence economic
behavior.

DSBallantines ja
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ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

EC/0/66 - 160

October 19, 1966

An Approach to Social Problems and Economic Development

1. Attached hereto is a draft of a suggestion made by
Mr. Stanley Johnson who has been working with Mr. Friedman.

2. Mr. Friedman thought that this matter might be of
general interest to members of the Economic Committee. He has
asked for any reactions, including wAhether the suggestion was
worth a discussion by the Economic Comittee.

3. Any comments may be sent either to Mr. Friedman,
Mr. Johnson (extension 3437), or myself.

C. F. Owen
Secretary

Attachment

Secretary's Department

D IS T R I B U T IO N

Messrs. Friedman Bell Maiss
Kamarck Edelman McDiarmid
Adler Gilmartin Sacchetti
Avramovic King (B.B,.) Sadove
Rist Larsen Thompson
de Vries Lipkowitz Weiner
Collier Wright



DRAFT
SJohnson:ss

September 27, 1966

IBRD: A NEW PROPOSAL

"If better methods of cultivation are freely avail-

able, why do peasant farmers not adopt them? Why

does education contribute to urban unemployment, to

revolutionary rather than economic activity, to dis-

content rather than self-fulfillment? What are the

reasons for the excessive growth of towns and shanty

towns? Why has expenditure on health, birth control

and irrigation had so little impact on development?

Why does one cooperative succeed while another

fails? How should extension services be conducted

to get farmers to respond? What are the functions

of trade unions in developing societies? To many of

these questions we do not know the answers."

Paul Streeten, First Fellow of the Institute for

Development Studies, Sussex University, England.

1. It has long been realized - and publicly proclaimed - that

economic and social development go hand in hand. In recent months,

leaders in the field of development assistance such as Philippe de Seynes

have re-emphasized this. U Thant himself, in his introduction to his

annual report, stated on September 15, 1966:

"Perhaps as a result of this increased awareness of

the complexity and unity of the development process,

a larger concern for the interrelationships of the

economic and social questions is replacing the often
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invidious distinction previously drawn between

economic and social affairs."

This "larger concern" was abundantly reflected in the U.N. Social

Commission's report on the World Social Situation 1965. It is reflected

in the work of the UNDP and the U.N. Research Institute for Social

Development in Geneva. The question arises, though, is it yet reflected

or reflected systematically enough in the work of the Bank?

2. It is perhaps only in recent years - with the Bank's interest

in education and agriculture - that this systematic appreciation of the

interaction between the economic and the social has attained a critical

importance. Before, it could be argued - perhaps rightly - that the hard

core infrastructure projects, in electricity and transportation, etc. were

essentially technical, not human achievements. Much goodwill existed;

there was ready recognition of the importance of understanding human and

social factors in development, of the necessity for popular participation

and motivation. But there was, at the same time, a certain skepticism

about how all this related to the Bank's operational activities.

3. But the Bank has, willy-nilly, become involved in human

assessments. A handful of almost random recent examples makes the point:

Should the Bank take a sociologist along on the Gezira Study;

Mr. de Wilde's book on Tropical Agriculture and the separate study of

"Animation Rurale" in the Bouake region of the Ivory Coast; the Land

Reform project in Colombia; the agricultural cooperative operation in

Tunisia; the whole farmer-oriented emphasis of the Indus Basin Study; the

Projects Department's paper on "Conscript Labour" for road-building and
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this month's discussion by the Executive Directors of labor intensive

methods of construction; the question of teacher incentives in the

Jamaica education project; the question of habits and traditions in water

use in the Dacca and Chittagong water supply projects, or of managerial

limitations there.

4. Thus there has, in a piece-meal way, been informal recognition

of the need for research into this interaction of the social and the

economic. A case in point is the mandate given to the Institutional

and Quantitative Research Group in the Economics Department to consider,

inter alia, these "avant-garde" topics. Of particular interest is the

Bank's involvement, albeit remote, in the FAO Study of Financing of

Agrarian Reform in Latin America and the emphasis of that project on the

"social and indirect benefits which are particularly important, yet

often ignored in project evaluation."

5. This piece-meal recognition has perhaps an institutional as

well as an historical cause. Some area between the microeconomic project

studies and the macroeconomic country studies is left untouched. But

whatever the cause, the situation should be remedied. Piece-meal

recognition is no longer enough for an organization of the Bank's

standing. Because of the scale of its activities the Bank is in a

position to make a unique contribution to the literature and practice of

development. It is in a position to rescue this huge and vital

statement, "The economic and the social go hand in hand," from becoming

merely a cliche There exists in the files of the Bank - and, perhaps

more importantly, inside the heads of those intimately concerned - a

wealth of knowledge and experience of precisely this interaction.
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Mr. Chadenet's memo about the water in Dacca was an excellent example.

Synthesis and evaluation should be possible, and should result in a study

of immense value. The UNRISD has already attempted this in its Report

No. 2, Methods to Induce Change at the Local Level, (Geneva, November 1965).

UNRISD, in the course of its study, garnered the opinions of almost 400

national and foreign experts who had worked on local development projects

in ten countries of Latin America, sub-Saharan Africa and the Mediter-

ranean. The Bank would have wider experience of bigger projects to draw

upon. And perhaps its experts are more expert.

6. But, apart from the contribution to the literature of the

subject, there is the contribution to practice. The very act of enquiry,

of defining (or attempting to define) what the human and social

difficulties were in any loan or credit operation, what steps had to be

taken to overcome them; or, alternatively, what human and social factors

contributed to the success of any such operation - this act must

inevitably incalcate different attitudes to project appraisals and

country studies, which would be reflected in on-going and future work.

7. There might, for example, be an increased awareness of technical

assistance possibilities, a subject which has recently been reviewed in

the Bank (see Mr. Hoffman's memo of May 10 and the Economic Committee

report of June 27) and was the subject of comment at the Annual Meeting.

This could at the same time bring about in the Bank a far more comprehen-

sive knowledge of persons and institutions whose services could be used

in a technical assistance capacity in the same way, for example, as the

Bank already uses management consultants, universities, etc. This might

result, eventually, in a systematic computer-programed listing of human

resources available in both the developed and the developing world for
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development purposes. Particularly, perhaps, in the developing world - as

this year's Bank Annual Report recognizes in its review of the technical

assistance efforts of India, Israel, etc. There are already numerous

catalogs of this kind compiled both on a national and an international

basis (e.g. by the Overseas Development Institute, the International

Council of Voluntary Agencies, the Society for International Development,

etc.). The Bank catalog would, however, have the merit of being an

evaluative and critical document, rather than a merely exhaustive one.

8. It might also become apparent that there was a case for the

experimental recruitment of one or two resident sociologists whose advice,

direction and encouragement would be sought. This would be a reflection

not upon the broadminded and "generalist" qualities of existing staff, but

upon the heavy work load which they already bear.

9. The listing or other listings might ultimately be extended in

other directions. They might cover, also, Bank collaboration or

potential collaboration with business groups such as CED, IBEC, BCIU, or

H. J. Heinz II, and others outside the U.S.A. Thus an investment need of

a private enterprise character, e.g. the supply of seed or the organization

of marketing, would be met by a ready response. The time is ripe.

Work on SID and the Multilateral Investment Guarantee scheme has

progressed far enough. If the call for more private capital is to be more

than a formality, this sort of cooperation between business and the

international financial agencies has to come about in increasing measure.

IFC has, admittedly, had bad experiences with its attempts to interest

private concerns in feasibility studies which it has itself conducted.

But this approach is not rendered invalid by two or three failures. Nor
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is it the only possible approach.

10. It is possible that this study and any operational changes

that resulted from it would result in a net saving to the Bank of its

resources. It might become apparent that a small sum spent wisely on

social research (e.g. into the Ejido system in Mexico), would save much

larger sums from being wasted or misused.

11. These are the present implications of the proposal. The future

implications are, in many ways, far more dramatic. If we admit the

possibility, however long term, that the Bank will at some point consider

lending money for land reform, for population control, for health, for

education via television-satellite or other forms of TV-borne extension

work, or for as yet undefined labor intensive industrial projects, we

should also admit the prudence of knowing in advance about some of the

problems which might arise in this sort of operation.

12. This is the second half of the proposal. The Bank, having

hopefully been a contributor to knowledge, now draws upon that of other

people and other institutions. Mindful of the recent appeals by UNESCO,

WHO, ITU, etc. that it should in fact finance satellite-borne education,

health centers, and population control, the Bank should avail itself

formally and in some centralized way of the research and documentation on

these subjects which is already available or presently Leing undertaken

within the United Nations family. The FAO study, already mentioned, is

one example. Another, of great interest for the country economic work

of the Bank, is the study about to be undertaken by UNRISD on the

budgetary implications of population projection. If the work program does

not already exist - education by TV in developing countries seems so far
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to have been only marginally discussed - there seems no reason why the

Bank, given its role as potential lender, should not instigate and

inspire it in some sister agency.

13. This might conceivably involve the Bank in a wider or different

network of cooperative arrangements than it at present has. Each proposed

contact, e.g. with the Social Commission, UNRISD, ITU or UNOID would have

to be examined closely. But, given safeguards, this wider collaboration

should surely be fruitful. A deeper sense of kinship is being constantly

advocated by the other members of the U.N. family. The ECOSOC itself is

reviewing its whole role. Greater Bank collaboration within the U.N.

family is hardly out of keeping with the spirit of the age.

14. It would, furthermore, have an important budgetary implication

for the Bank. Avant-garde thinking and research on these topics would be

conducted largely outside the Bank, by agencies best qualified to conduct

it and with no danger of duplication. The Bank should, with little

difficulty, be able to make its own personality felt because it would

have a continuous involvement with the study. It would be able to

emphasize constantly that it is hard-headedly interested in social

questions only insofar as they affect the economic aspects of projects

in which it may be involved. Judging by the oft-stated desire of other

U.N. bodies to see paper output translated into practical achievement, this

distinctive Bank emphasis should be warmly welcomed.

15. Finally, there has on all sides - at DAC, at ECOSOC, at the

Annual Meeting - been a call for bold new proposals. At the same time,

the Bank has been congratulated as being in the vanguard of all develop-

ment thinking. Here then is one proposal - which perhaps contains in

itself the germs of many other proposals - which might both help the Bank
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to maintain that position and itself meet the demand for something new.



Mr. J. H. Collier October 18, 1966

A. Karaosmanoglu

List of Literature in the Field of International Aid

You have asked for a list of literature in the field of international

aid.

Attached are a few, relatively recent titles which you may find inter-

esting.

AK/G7
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Mr. Barend A. de Vries b 18, 1966

Paolo Leon

r M..A. Howe's Chapter on Trade and Aid (American Foreign Assistance

1. This is an exceedingly clear and balanced exposition of the
problem. although nothing new is said, the accent on the comparison
of trade with aid is very useful.

2. I really do not have cowmenta, except for tree suggestions.
(1) The author discusaes inter ala the relative merits of foreign
investment and aid, but omits discussing the fact that (loan) aid
carries fixed service payments obligations irrespective of the
circuwst lces of the economy, while foreign investment's transfer
of earnings follous the econom's cycle, and in this sense it is
superior, (2) A straight comparison of trade and aid should specify
that (loan) aid carries interest and repayments: the author gives
the impression of comparing net gains of trade with face amounts
of lending, which is unfair. Of course, this does not really affect
the substance of the author's conclusion only the degree of its
relevance. (3) Naybe the chapter should briefly describe the IRD's
supplemntary financial scheme as one of the compensatory aechanisms.

3. 1 wonder if the book will discusa terms of aid, and the need
for soft vs. hard assistance.

4. Could I circulate the draft in my GrLoup?

CC: Mr. G. Kalmanoff

PL/jb
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ASSOCIATION CORPORATION

Date
ROUTIlNG SLIP Sct. 28, 1966

Name Room No,

Mr. Hoffman 8h5

To Handle Note and File

Apnrooriate Disposition Note and Return
Aporoval Prepare Reply

Comment Per Our Conversation

Full Report Recommendation

Information Signature

Initial Send On
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Name Room No.

Mr. Knapp

To Handle Note and File

Apnropriate Disposition Note and Return
Aporoval Prepare Reply

.omment Per Our Conversation

FuII Report Recommendation

Information Signature

Initial Send On

Remarks

Reference Mr. Woods's talk with you at

this morning's President Council. As

I understand it, a reply will be coming

for Mr. Woods to send to Mr. Dalyell.

G.C. Wishart
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October 10, 1966

Thank yo yvery much for your kind letter
of September 30, with which you enclosed a copy
of your recent stateent to tLe Tutch Parliament
regarding assistance to the lesser developed
countrieS.

I read this staterent this veek-end with
a great deal of interest, and I compliment you
on the thorough way in whi c h tis very important
subject has been dealt with.

It was a great pleasure having dinner
with you when you wera in Washington not so long
ago, and I hope we can repeat this in the near
future either here in Washington or in The Pague.

(signd) I a'

S. Aldewereld

his Excellency
Mr. Th. K. Tot
Minister zonder Dortefeuille, helnqt met
de aangelegenieden betreffende de hulp aan
ontwikkCingslanden
PInC 23

en

SAldewereld:mc



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: October 6, 1966

FROM: Marinus van der fel

SUBJECT: Visit of M,1r. Glantz

I talked today to Mr. Glantz of the firm of Booz-Allen
Applied Research, Inc., which is making a study for the U.S.
Government on likely major economic trends in selected less de-
veloped countries during the next 20 years. The visit had been
arranged at the request of Mr. Zagorin, U.S. Alternate Executive

Director with the Bank. Mr. Glantz said that earlier in the day
he had seen Mr. Tolbert of the Asia Department. A colleague of

Mr. Glantz, Ir. Whitby, apparently had some interviews in the
Bank on the same subject for other countries.

Mr. Glantz explained that he was concentrating on the

Middle East and we discussed at some length the economic situation

and prospects of the countries for which this Department is re-
sponsible. Since I did not know beforehand which countries Mr.
Glantz wanted to cover and the discussion was quite general there
was no occasion or need to draw in other staff members of the

Department.

I got the impression that the study lacked focus. Ap-
parently it is intended to be more qualitative than quantitative.
Mr. Glantz was not able to indicate clearly which were the key

questions he wanted to concentrate on nor what would be the deg-
ree of detail and depth of study; he only said that time and
resources available for the project were quite limited. In short,
I was not much impressed by the visit.

cc: Mr. Cope/Hr. Fontein
Hr. Thompson
Hr. Bart/Pr. de Ait
Mr. Hornstein

Myanderkel:oe



October 4, 1966

Pear Mr. Hewlett:

The OECD Developraent Centre study by Goran Ohlin,

to which I referred in my letter of 3eptember 22, has

just come in from Paris. I enclose it, in the hope that

you vill find it of interest.

With kind regards,

Silcerly your3,

. Demut:.
Direc tor

3, wopneat Srvices Departmnct

PresL a nt
tti' Pcre Corpary

V,01 r'r-se il Road
Palo Alto CALIFORFTA

( Enclosure )

SEBoskey: tsb
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Mr. Th.H. Bot

's-Gravenhage, 30 september 1966.

Als "revanche" voor de Uwerzijds ontvangen
exemplaren van de door U tijdens Uw laatste be-
zoek aan Nederland gehouden lezingen, moge ik U
bijgaand een exemplaar van de onlangs door mij
aan de Nederlandse Staten-Generaal aangeboden
"Nota hulpverlening aan minder ontwikkelde landen"
doen toekomen.

Een Engelse vertaling wordt momenteel verzorgd;
wel is intussen een Engelse vertaling van inhouds-
opgave, inleiding en uitvoerige samenvatting (pp.5
t/m 6, 7 t/m 9 en 114 t/m 124) beschikbaar, waarvan
ik eveneens een exemplaar insluit.

Mr. S. Aldewereld,
Vice-President of the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433
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INTRWDUCTION

Tne first Memorandum on aid to developing countries was

Submitted to the Second Snamoer of the States-General in 195&

the inister for Foreign Affairs presented another more dc-

tailed Memorandum on the subject to Parliament in 1956 and

a third in 16'2.

Since then there have been many new developments in

develojment aid and there is now a different aroach to tne

pro olem ooLa internationally and in tne Neeterlands. One

point has occome aoundantly clear: that conditions in deve-

loping countries are idissolunily bound op with social,

economic and political development of the world at large.

Pursuing a Iolicy with regard to aia to develo; ing

couIItrieu Leans co-operating in solving a glooal pro ulem that

is actually the social and economic compleiment of poOt-war

political decolonization. Ultimately, the object is to inte-

crate by rapid and evolutionary means anout oO new states

that constitute the poorer two-third of the wvorld' s p, opula-

tion in to a system that is itself constantly involving as a

consequence of tie tremendous progress made since the war

in science and tecinology.

A strong, highly co-ordinated p olicy, soth national and

international, is essential if that is to oe acniieved.

Therefore the Government now considers it desirable to

submit to the States-General another Memorandum on develop-

ment policy and its background, aescrioing the position in

the middle of 1966.

I have endeavoured to avoid repeating what has oeen

said in previous emoranda and have concentrated mainly on

recent developments and on current problems and tasks. Dutch

policy catlined against tnis background is then seen in p roper

perspective.

For just as multilateral international co-operation is

becoming an ever more imp.ortant complement to "conventional"

- silateral foreign -
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bilateral foreign policy, so an analogous proces1s of multi-

lateralization in seen to oe going on at an accelera-ted rate

in the spnere of financial and technical aid to aeveloping

countrio. Here, too, the motive is cloarly the desire thuu

to increase tae efficacy of one;'s own contribution.

Needless to say, Holland's efforts constitute a rela-

tively modeot contribution towards trie solution of tis

immenje and complex problem. This makes it even more esoen-

tial that Holland's contribution oe given wi1th optimum

efficiency, whether it is a con trioution to international

opinion or factual aid.

Therefore development policy should oe inteerateds

completely as possiole with general national welfare Jolicies

and should be planned on a long-term basis.

Indeed, it in essn3ential tnat all who cai make some

contribution to this work snould co-operate clonely 2nd sys-

tematically. I am appy to note that co-operation of uiso

kind in this country is nteaUily becoming more effective and

t-at it has greatly facilitato. the pregraton of tam

Ldemoran dum.

It in not tne purpose .of tahis erorandur eitnier to give

an exhaustive account of developLmen t aid work or to ans

every question t.nt may ne asked on tne suoject. The matin

proolesn and the way n in which they affect one anotner nave

een dealt aith in a lucid manner to enable the reader to

ansenn the position au regards developnent aid in the VrU

at large and of Hiolland's aevelopmcnt aid policy.

Chapter I contains an outline of tne proble

and )f the various vievs on the suoject held hitierto.

In Chapter II some pointo of departure for aid :rojects

are deocrioed that are of importance when aeciding,- upon trie

the course Dutch policy -uld oteer.

In Chapter III attentin in g;iven to some of tneo asic

probioms with which developing countriesi are facea.

The reqluiremen t tnat an up-to-aate aid olicy must

>isfy are ontlin in Chapter IV an,_, the main sectorn of

- aid and -



aid ana international co-operation in development work arie

discussed in Chapter V.

Dutch aid p rojects are dealt with uroadly in Chapter VI

and nre followed by a rougn outline of the future moves3

that are deemed desiratle.

The programmes of a number of importait international

organizations concerned vith development aid for the immedi-

ate future are descrioed in annexes to enaile Holland's

policy to be jeaged also gainst tnat factual nackground.

Finally it shoulu be noted that I do not suggest tnIt

there is a common objective or ii ons3ensus as re ards the

metnods to oe adop ted in the cons tantly chnging field that

constitutes the subject of the fMemorandumur were .Ac do not

as yet exist. On the sontrary, oojective, factual inforation

has been colec ted on the purpose and the f snseuences (also

for the country providing tne aid) of a iynamic, up-to-date

aid lolicy in order to enable tihe suoj ect and tne resul to of

tue relevant long-term policy to De jeuded semocratically.

Deciding now far ,e are prere'd to go nIlen laIin our

concrete rIationial con trioution towar.s raising tue standard

of iving of the inhabitants of deve o ing coun tries is ulti-

maitely a pol tical, not an economic or tecnnical mitter;

it is at tn same time a decision a to tne kind of world

in whicn the next generation ill live.

July 1966

Tn.d. Bot,

vi nister without Portfoli c

respjontiile for aid to

ueveloping countries.
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S)UMV:IY /, JON&Cri or

The uianner in wAic peop le ' views on afnu their

apiroach to tne jrantin, of aid have evolved in tne last

few years anu now tnio form of internationai c-operation

nas ac uirdC neN enaracter i tico partly a a result of t:ece t

changeo are dejcrioed in Cnaijter I to IV. Hoiland'so antua

assistanc in tie Variow sectcrs of aiI is outline;d in

Chapte V and VI, rarticulr in tue latter. The intro-

duction con tains a Lo)rief Je-cription of tie iuroj cse of toe

Xemorandum.

A. Purpose an nature of Hol 'n' deveIoCmert policy

1. The object of Hoiland' :3 deveiopment oiicy i2 to ILOahe

tne m-oot effective contribution, in consuJttion and co-ole-

Iation witii ooth Jnra recijient couitries and inin tne

framewr0kx, of thne approj raate internatiorai organizations,

towards

a. the umatic oetterment of tue inuiviuai and co tive

weli-oeing of mne two-thirds of ta wvorld's inaoitante

that live in ueveloping countries;

b. t.e harmonioa sociaI and coonomic intera1o of tIe
apjroximiatewy ou ergo:%ent etates consti n tihe ig

developing i3outniern p art of our glooce into at world ,tt

hanging rapioly ViLng to ocientific anu techc 1v2u e-

ment.

2. Tne pro oloem jinierent in tine increairig Ji erence in

ta~uaard o1 living oaoughout tie woNrd unu 'ue solving of

taLt groolem comew . ,Itfin the framework of the foreign

policies of sovereign 6taten. Considerations of Uuman I-

rity an. tne common st 'itny of the nationo Ire just 1uZch

in evidence in tno 0 poiicies an economic intereto.

Devel-opment policieo uo not concern the admini trntion

of oo:rity, nor may they be mannly in' irea ny commercial

interest or power ol tics.
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Developrment aid is; granted olely in response to

aplicationo from or witi the oncurrene of tne governm ent s

of tie develo!il ,ooun tries concerneu, aria on tne oaoio of

iong-term development lan wnenever possibl.

B. Posi tion and ope o of ieveloiLment poliyin the

Ne therian do

1. Ti Lain uonuition muot be fulfilldO at national le vel

oefore the doubie 0ojectivecacribeo in .1. can ue attained;

fir t i, developimen t polic0y mlust oe inte`ateu it. an do

conted just as importaut as tte Utoer more conventional

onjIitdmenlt of the stat; econl.y, the losot puosiole o-

opeoration Lmust JOe ;uured in iiatter of ueveiopmeniL aid

between tne Govern mun t on tne one nan and omm11ieriai nj

ron-comm.erial .rivate organizations on tno otur.

2. To asouro continuity of aid it ij eosentili tiat on-

tor.m pro rar1.ere be ro n u ' or this ectuor of Covernrment

ac tivi t to supplemnt the ilon-teri lnz re uired of to

devloin co ntries. Po obligati on to eon tinue O to. ait

for a nuber of years in the attainment of tae objective

de Jr oed in. .1. turn tne sLum to oe 0pcnto, the Governme nt

on Jevelopment aid into one of tne fautoro deterning Dua t

1olicy arld rrelp_ to i ndi cate wNit ,rii ty shoul 1 e acoraed

to dcvelorment aidd witt repect to other fielde of Goverrnet

activity tnat have a ore immai ate oarn; 2n the n Lin'

own well -oeing.

The Government l.tenuo to oraw upf poogroes for

Hlleand' s 0 otii (.! riui ons to development ai a nn ualy fo

eriods of four year, vhienever posile .e I.o nctaul "(I;;

ue spent annually ln definitively fixed 0y law Prom yo to

ear on the baO of too Juuget propouale actually taol.

3. In view of 'toe still increasing differorecen m a tnnrra

of Ilivin o tne ne .nd aod toe over-ir inneeus na

upl lorlnitiesu for rendering asitance in th. evelopjing

oun trie0 on the oter, 'the volume of aid offered 0hould

rise teauily. T2erufore the 2abinet vegard0 it a desiraie

tia.t Lite iid fo rtom n from u l t Ze rna G overnen t
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Jhould e gradualiy extended. Accordingly the Government

believes that 1,/ of the na tional income is in itself a

desirable target figure for aid from public funds. The rate

at which the target should be reached is the subject of

a study the Cabinet is preparing on the develo.ment of

Government expenditure up to the end of 1970.

C. Pointers for Government policy

1. Acculturation problems

The Government is endeavouring to adapt tie metnoiUs

wnereoy the various forms of assistance are renderea auo clo-

sely as possible to circumstances in the uevelojing countrics

snu the regions in whiich they are located. Tnerefore ane

Government is giving much attention to tnie acculturation

proolems wita which many uevelopiing countries are faced

particularly when training utaff for wori in tnose countries.

2. Adjusting political and social structures

The accelerateu process of uevelopment going on in the
emergent states is ringing about a complete change in their

way of life and social 1 ttern. 'estern economic growth sche-

dules are hardly applicable if at all. Ltess than anywhere else

in t:1e world can the economic development of tie young states

be separated from the political and social developmento

that are also taking place in those countries. Any change

in the conomic sector not only affects the existing joliti-

cal arid social structures and the rate at vvhich they evolve,

out is itself conditioned oy those structures.

It is also for these reasons that the Government regards

it as essential that the authorities and the puolic in the

developing countries should co-opera te actively and systema-

tically. Accordingly, the Government is giving greater and

greater attention, both multilaterally and oilaterally, to

tae need for social, administrative and cultural aid.

Nevertheless, the Government is only too well aware,
that there are no clear-out syitems y wnich development aid

can oe given to optimum advantage, in view of the difficulty

of reaucing t: ese multi-dimensional re lations to a single
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denominator. Te Government Delieves, hwe ver, tnat in view

of the magynituide and importance of the task with whvich the

world is faced in tui regard, we should not iesitate to

strike into new roado even vlen it is not yet c ertain ot

they will lead us more effectively or more rapidly to aur

oojec tive.

At the same time the Government regards it as vital

to developing and industrialized countries alike that )pti-

mum use C mUde of me tnods, in telnltional iLnsttittion and

staOlishme'nts that have proved tneir worth for the social

and econoLic advancement of the world, a apting them vhiere

necesoary to the new tasks.

Accordingly, the Government alcso attaches great impor-

tance to the evaluation research beii carried out at ito

re juest into ttue procedures ann results of the various

met:ods of assistance.

3. International Develotment Jtrategy

The complexity ans manituae of the development proolem

make it es3cntial. that b: co-2perating as oroadly as

possiole North and 2outh drawv up an international development

strategy caiculated to raise tne stanaura of Living in jevo-

lojing ureas ana to reduce tne aifferences oetween living

tandarus, whichi have itUherto constan tly become lreater.

It is only by constant co-operation, also in the inter-

na twonal organizations involved, in every so2ial, econoic

and cultural sphere, tnat donor and recipient :ountries can
estaolish rational Ino ities for tee proLer, jostling for

immedia--te s3olution.

Accordingly, the Government vill cons3tantly tch the

interesto of the develo ing countries as it aetermines its

national, regional and international posicis; it )elieve

that the ueveloping,- countries shoaldc 1rel red to exert

tsemselves a n ma rat sacrifices in t e se s i rit for

their own accelerated development.

4. Charter !'or development co-oper ition
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In view of what is stated in 3 nd il view of tne aims

of the United Nations descri ned in Artic 1, paragraph 3,
in c on junc tion with Artoices 55 and 56, the Goverriment

regards it as essential that systematic effortn should be

m7ade to lay dawn as a uidc a numoer of commion avenues of

appruach and ruic of conduct for develolment co-op eration to

foster effective colauoration in tfi; sphere.

Thesc principle6 and practical ruies of conauct cold

0c mbodied in an "Internatioac Development Co-operation

Cnarter". The Government uel ievesa tney woulu then uerve as

a conc re te in ernational ;u for Memor I!tate , oath aiing

and aided countries, a. t :ey enideavour to co-operate in

development work and judge tie renults objectively and uner-

tionalily. The Government ia resolved to do what it can to

furtnier the elaboratiori of tni idea.

D. Implementation of development policy

1. ftepping up aid

In view of what in stated in B. 3. on the suuj-ct of tne

extent of Holland's aJid the Government wilil continue ener-

getically to p:ursue the policy idopted hitherto and will

without delay examine ary new mothods to dianover whetr

they would really help to iiprovC the effectiveness of Lid,

2. Kliaea i

Acnoruingly, the Government will agai ow ttAt it

rearua mul tiLtcral e-velopmen t work an of imary im tance

by radua Ily at c Iin ul partiojil tion in te vari o m l ti-

lateral aid programL! to wnich it in comlitted, citner a

treatie 01r volun tarily.

3. 3ilateral aid

a. F i n a n c i a aid

The Government wili continue to grant financiai nssia-

tance solely through the consortia una consuitative group

working; under the L uance of the Worlu Bank and the .C.D.,

which groups are reg:ardeu an particulaurly effective. The

Government regards it an a j;reat advantage that their work

lies between the oilateral and multilateral forma of
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assistance, ao it were.

The Government reg>ards the co-operation with tie

Inter-American Development Bank (I..D.B.), set uown in an
agreement in September 1965, in the spending of the sum

to be eariarked annually for aia to ±,atin-america as being
of a similar nature, and it considero participation in
otner regional devcloj ment oanko vital in view of t;e m.anner

in wnich it encourages developing countrieo to oe active

triemoeives.-

b. T e c n n i c a i a i d

A2 regards the variegated pci: ,-trum of ailateral tech-
nical aid wnich the Government aiso wislhes to continue to

further energeticaily after tne experience it has had of

tne work, the Governmen t would recommern greater geographica
concentration and the integration if possiole, of various

aid p rojects into larger, coherent projects. The Government

wh e to make the trarference of know-iow inherent in thio

formi of aid as efficacious au possioie oy emnoarking pre-

ferauly on projec to fo. wiich Holland ha6 "coulnterparts"

(inctitutes or organizationo) that will be able to arrange
for any desired guidance to be given or for an exchange

of experiences to take place in Le iore distant future.

C. pe c i a l i s t

In order to make wre a ecialists availa <le tne

Goverriment is resolvod

1. to (et up a pool (f scialists; the fa' t that tis will

involve iajor ad:initrative changeos and introduce an entire-

y new eeenat into laour rel§ations in tne livil Jervice

1 explainea under in Cha ter VI;

2. to broaUden te r'itor La detrminirnj the1 Oup port to )e
given to what is calledo the Combined Yionaring Programeac

(nee below: co-operation with rivate organizations, 4,b.)
in nuch a manner thnat projects accepted as ouch for com-

bined financing may be ioorated in the 3pecialits'

Fr ruinme i Encrtano ajjrcpriate casea.

. lystematically to ecourae universiti, - ther intitutes
of hiher education and acntii inAtituti to make
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2pecialiits temiorarily availale o-y asZisti, tne ormer

fioicia Lly if posible and Oy helping them to orgarnize the

. choliar ni p2 "f e l1 O w S"

It is the intention gLradually to matiKe it eaier in the

years anead to ootain :rants for otudying_ at educational and

ocientific eotabliiofmento ip developing countries, the op-

portunity for wnich was crcated in 1j66, witi out nowever

reducing the 35-odu courses ueing given in thio country, in

view of the rapidly rising demard for educa tion and sjecia li-

zation. ievertieleso, tne Government will adhere as ciosely

as possioie to the principle ti~at to ne admitted to these

curues applicants must have had a univeroity education arid

somc practical experience.

4. Co-operation with private org4nizations

The Governmient regiru it a6 eisentiai that co-operation

wita private organizations, ootii commercial arid norn-commer-

nial, aiould oecome cicoer if developlmernt aici projecto are

to produce the 3est jossible reoulta.

a. T r ia d e a n a i n d u t ry

Accordingly the Government is endeavouirig in tne first
place to increase the flow also of Dtch private capital to

developing countries to expand the volume of aid. It regards

tre ieedy setting up of a system. of multiliterai guarantees

for es tblishliments in developin countries an one of the mot

irportant conditions.

If a nultilateral investmient guarantee system of tnat

kind cannot De oet up soon, tihe Governmrent Ii; prepared to

introdu'ce at very short notice a Bill for the estaolisihment

of a national syotem. The Government is aLso studyin,; tne

p:ossibility of <rantinrg additional tax concessions on -ctain
conditi ons to firm setting up nranches i.n aeveloping coun-

tries. Finally, the G-overnment uelieves tVit the flow of

private capital will ou considera oly increased oy the

"impulse - projecta" introduced in 1J65. An i3 well known,
tney arie p-art cf tno hetnerlands Irojects iroramme and
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1ove to> removey 4 orn of "pr e-inveutm~ent" uosidi~res

barriers that v>oul oery ikely prevent outch enterprises

f iorm pet inirein cuocerned.

b, N n- m rc)i a l o r g a n i z a t i on s

The ooinafi n f rivate devclmrrent 1rijec
of- oi non-commerial organizati on up to 75% of tfh e eital

out ay Ii very aifatory oeating indeed. To make it
0 till more effective, tue Government intend also to taAe.
the f1 Gilities L n -thernm (Indaip ecial it P01rogue

aIVij I 0le in certain a a ses

C. Net e r n a V o l u n t e er F o u n d a-

t i o n

co-oeration betwe-r tie rauthori ti e' an ri va - c ate c r-
n t") el I- Lun te I tion formed in

Ju 1uz5L, in wvieb r0 ok of end0i o young i d
volII 'tee p parate oouies w- colied

in iloi tn r i eCominl cn d

t numbeir of vlunteer e atedy sent out Iu to OC ,At out
ti year and. the resulto in the field make it reasonabie to

auume that tne deinrlan Youti, Voi-unteers rogramr e nea
overcome itj teethLinh trouules and joni.stitutei a part o the
overail Jutch aid I rogjramme of ever-in creasing impocrteae;

tlne Du cn aia proramIe which i6 3o Vital oOth to tne
inhaoitan ts of developing countries and to thle trainino
the volunteers tInelOves. Oucusions with the Ministry

of D)efenlc to t ile the relat-Lon oetween national svice

anrd 0n mle volurlteer's contract are in pro>ress.

A 2 0 0 C i ' i 0 if E u a o a LI

The Goven-, t a r0J ris ta2e Assoiation for 7du,-
ti onalAid for evi 01 P iLg Countrie s et upr inO nune thi year

hich o; 3ti2 l furtr onsolidated co-operation betveien the
aunritesand -rivate boicnvre itn education, as

a mot u2efuI organia4ti The overnen uuiidiaoitel, -IacedL
certain subjc) ts calling for dice and a itce before the

a 0ocialtionl; advice nd' p 1oosiole assistance in the comila tior
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of too i iin DL 0 0 oure odut restirg on Od leo;ing Cu0ntries

an0 ny Varvived :t inernationall an withl the constiant

ac~ titve co-ojerati on of the developing countrieS thiemelves.

It reards t:e p re- en t co-op e r ati on in the e e l opmaent

Aoi:tance Comittee ( .A .. ) of the 0.E.C.-D. ac a most

useful mean 3 to tit eana ani will continue actively to

Ju -- t trie Conittee's endeaVvours.

ThAe interna tional ,c-ordination of financial aid taking

lace in consortia nl nsulitative groupsi also facilitatan
the cimely 3etection of Jangerous situatiorns and the pre-

vention of any: struct r1l imoalane occurin, in the ability

of develo pingf2_ con trie.3 to meet their firacial ob iloJigaso.tion.
'tI Ge extent, th ni ature and tile .uaity of thue aid

gi iven w iv to: U9e Ikucl t6 to preclude any Jurther di ccr>

panciesc etween the evelo0 ing coun tris nnual c onuni tmen to

and the aid received. ivrtheea- it i Cs also essntial that

the eve-lo ing Coun triesthemlve t avke the .3 t- they

can ta e to estatlis a. realistic im-ort ani velopment

poc and to fotean monetary and ou--etory policy

rtoiculrly restricing toe call for coIrt-term creuits

Of a co al natu re, ire if the m re taken o: onor

countr.ie To fCevel a ftner increa0e ii tne -urdAen of

5. Tade an( service

Tie Goverument is ,-onvinced t!,iat dv eIr T aid i 1

never prouice tie desir cesult, Viz. to oial and
e 0fcoomi cettermnt, to an increasin, xtent as a onseCuence

of ver own effort , oL the two-t ird1 0f nC wold '

initantits livin- in the develop inc Cou Nt ri, if n trIde

olicy isc not paOued outh nationally cnd intr 3ntioally,
in which the inte sts of deopi rig countie ore tae into

sccouiit in prinile n yseticalay.

Th cabinet l l tn Ca t Mou L roolem. !.re

involvea, t1at Are .irec t ly c cnnete I I ei1ating national

regional1 and gKlooal economic 2trtures.130 00vi> ly, theo

timl ry j u c0to c pro blem 1i es sen tiLa L to one ' s own

frtne r de velopmet , rinIa tiie cu tmento cal.1' 1 for by

- economic -



of some standardized basic subject-matter for Use in tech-

nical training p-rojectswas one of the re uests made.

e. ci ntfic Edu a tion

The Government also wiaes to continue to give close

attention to co-operate with univeisities, otner institutes

of higher education and scientific inutitutions, either

within or outside N.U.F.F.I.C. The Government will continue

to give strqnL support to tnis work, which is so essential

for the furtner developmen, of tie emergent countries,

tnrougn its specialisto and projects programmc, and will

as3is3t in tie necessary co-ordination.

f. National Advi s ory C o u n c il

Tie Government hopes it will continue to benefit oy the

extremely valuable recommendations made by the National Aid

to Developing Countries Advisory Council, whose work the

Government will continue to support with any technical

assistance that may be needed.

g. N) V I B

The Government regards the work of the private

organizations concerned with development aid, an imp:ortant

one oeing N.O.V.I.B. (Netnerlands Organization for Inter-

national Assistance), as of _reat practical value. Accor-

dingly, trie Government will make every endeavour to inten-

sify it, co-operation with those organizations.

E. Soe actual uevelopnment activities
1. Agricul ture

The slow growth of agricultural production and tie

critical foou situation in miany developing countries, hich

greatly inhioit tieir general economic aevelopment, iave

iililed the Government to work very encrgeTically indeed

at every measure thjat wili tenu to alleviate a sitaation

fraught with dire conseluenc :s for the future.

Of tie t..ree remedies tlnat suggLest themselves viz.

- jystemutically increasinj food production in tne aevel >pirng

countries tIIemselveo,

- increasing tne imi ort, of food by tniose countries Land
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- giving those countries food as consumptive aid, tne
Government regards the first as oly far tne most important.
The Government is giving active auoiotanec in various forms
to toe attainment of that ouj-ctive, uoth multilaterally

and bilateraily, accordine; priority to all such work. (It
also renders assistance inuirestly by giving finanicial
Sujjort to the organizations for Applieu Scienitific research
(T.N1..) for the studios tihat institution is conducting on
the subject-) Moreover, the Government is resolved always to
oring up this suoject in future during the discussions on
tne granting of financial deveIop-ment aiu witnin the frame-
work of consortia and consultative groups operating under
the ; uiuance of the ,oril 3ank and the U.i.C.D.

The Government reg-ards tne secona remedy as desirabLe
only to a very limited extent in view of the developing

countries' snortage of foreign currency.
Tie tnird remeuy is admissile as a temp orary measure,

tnierefore toe Government rs also set a suostantial contri-
bution asie for toe purpose in tne coming ;orid Food

+rogramie period.

lowever, the GoverrinmenL ees no immediate need for

thie western, industrialized coun tries to e2.bark on "planned
surplus prouuction" witoin the frameworK of a movement
to oseed up the sulying of food, on the one sand oecause
the possioilities cf rendering assistanse oy giving food
are restric ted y financial crntingencies ratner thian by

the present-day -evel of rouastion, and on tne other hand
oecause such a move migt slov down agricultural produc tion

in the ueveloping couritries.

2. The population problem

dvita resp cct to tie prooles of te j opulation explosion
in the develoiing countries, wnicn not only results in a
neavIer drain on fool supplies but also raises serious
prooblems with reg ard to every as oct of the development

process, the Government taxes toe view toat as toe central

authority of an industrialized western country it snould tread
tnis grouna with greater caution tian any otner field of
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development aid.

Nevertneles, naving uae regard for the parenta' riguts
and rEoonsiuilities in determinirng the size of their own
families and witiin thI iramAok of the reolutions and

rComlanuations adopteu by the United Nations and its
org-anizations, tne Government is fully prepared either
bila terally or multilaterally to render assistance in Lmatter.
of family jlanriing anu population policy to such developing
countries ac may ask for it.

The Government Oroached the suo ject at Ihe plenary
sssion of tle World Health (OrgJanization ield at Geneva

in Lay this year and is working out with a friendly conor
country some a tual >lan, for co-operation in thiu f eld of
aSsiStance.

3. Illiteracy anu eaucation

The Governmen r ards it ;As imperative that drastic
steps be taken simultaneously to comoat illiteracy and to
build up sound elementary and technical education systems,
primarily for youn ,eople out also for adults, if sere
is to be any further social ana economic progress.

The "foliow-up" indisoluoly bound up witi the
foregoing calls for similar careful attention; alpropriate
educational and recreative reauing matter must se supplied
and tnere siould oe a rapid Uevelopment o.' wei-i-striouted
differentiated mass media (pre s, radio and television).

Therefore the Government is a sisting in rany different
ays in carrying out p rojects in this spnere. Good progres

i3 ueing madei wits tnie uevelop ment of a prototype of a
aimple mooiie Irinting and audio-visual I production unit taxen
in hand at tne Government'si request at tie end of 1935. The
possioility of setting up a printin' .chiool in the
Netner 'landu for developim:ent ai Iurposeo and o stnolishing
a training contre for rauio and te eviuion programme Com; ilers
is as sein investigated. A standardized oasic course for
tenical sanools L in course of preparations.

4. 3urden of deot

The Government oceieves, that a solution to the p roolem
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economic developjments in the eiergent countries and teir

gradual pirticition in tne worla economy can ue made in

time.

Accordingly te GoQvernment will continue to make a

positive ontItrioution tarough the regiona nd g'iooUal

organizatioris uo a tne E... G. A. T.T. aia U.N.C.T'2.A.D.,

of wiich the Netherlanas ArCC a meober, 00ti as regars i ts

a ttitu.kde tovaruu 2ComtLoaity agrecments and preferen tial

tariffis, anJ towaru plans for supplementar' financin, etc.

N4evertleless, tne GOverlment regardo it a'.3 JfIeing iI

everyone's inter'et to mie use of the internationai trade

anid price macuilery as muci as jossible, and lartiuiArly

to take sukch1 Otes j to renuer telhjorary uasiutancIe to the

economically weaker developing countries as will help tnem

soon to occupy a comectitive position in the world market.

Fina:ly, it should ue noted that tie Cabinet is examinin,

the possitiity of etting i a consultarit institute in the

Nethe rlands to as ist in the marketing of produeto from

devoiing couintriesi.

6. ucience and technolojy

Tne treot importance te Government attachie to toe

mooilization of the resources of we3tern cience and techno-

logy for tne acceiera ted and 2onitinued Oetterment of the

developig courtreij is evidenced oj itu active particoa-

tion in the worK launohed uy tne United Nations Conference

on the appiication of Science and Tecnnology to Develomen't

held ar Geneva in Veoruary 1963.

ior example, in 1o5 tile Governmlen t acted upon taie

reporto prepareu u; tue United Nationo .Advisory Committee on

tie Application of .icienice and Technolcgy to Development

taat was tue outcome Of tue aoove-menItionO Conference and

jecured the ozose co-oerOAtion of the oetherland urLalni-

zation 10o Applied )Qientific iiesearen ( T.IN.0. ) and other

bodie6 for six uefinitive p rojee ti.

Tne priority tim Committe give3 to the improvemenit

of food supplies and i u lic health serviceo , to tne pojula-

tion yroolem, to explstion and te cuse of natural reources
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to iiuutriaization, housing and town planning, to trans-
yort an1 3ucation n promptea tno Goverrent to set up

a number of' departmoital and interdepar'tmental working
groups within tne franework of the Interdepartmental

(o-ordinat.ion Cormittee of which the <ni ter without

Portfolio resonible for, e en Aid i tne Chairman
whose duty it l- to _onsoider in th liit of the reportau

UJrOVLn up b the a foremienti'oned Comumittee wht other activi-
tie_ the Nutherlande might undertac in thi lsphere.

leje I working roups are al endeavoucing to di0coer
in what 3phere the et;erlands mightmake 3ome con tribution
Aithin the framework of tne Uniteu lations five-year plan,
for the integraze cvIopmnt of natural reouirces also

datrin fromI 165, for Auich nirio worlo survey - foar for
nneraln, two for watoer uoe, Una tnree for energy are oeing

cariedout.

71. Central plannir u0na soccioogical ajpects

A3 t o Goverrnmen Outline s its programme of future aid
it seeke to achieve an o tinum link-up with the resuits of

te work of the United Nationo Committee for Icveiojment
1laanni ng, wo ion m t for the firnt tine in I. iy 1966 and which

i0 stAffed y tne U 1nited !. oti on. Uentre for >evelopment

Planning, Projections and oilicies , the criteria for drawing
up the prorrammeo for the oocial sectors oeing supjlied Ly

the Tnited Nation, Inotitute for ocial Deveiopment at
Geneva.

Thre impj ortan me toe Governmen t az tcheos to the work of
tne ,"ntre in le York and of the Institute for docial
Development at Genoeva i. flr from the sums for special

purpooes the Government has contriouted to them. The
Government rega rdU the riorities the aforementioned Centre

1 now giving to toe re-ca cula tion of the discrepancy 0etween

the - tondaards of living as it ia exoiected to _o oy 1970, to
the etimatitg of ra ca ita l req{uiroments o, 1979 and to
examining the possi bility of K viuing industrial lacour

internationally between aeveloed and ueveoioping countrier

no£ nrticularly invon: lc for Icterrining the nature of

- aid projecto -



aii pro oec t6 in tne nL too ditant future. 2nerefore the

Goivernmenit wil ro inue to L upport l work actively

I the yar anJu.

. Dissemina tion of iinr)ncftion

Finally , tne vernmnt is re-ovuu to maxe suwn arran-

ge:Letnt witii ~esi oct to tue diseCinaKtion of nformation

on ia Ltl it Liol IL '2u-oI erat.J.ilo itn Ueveiloment 'Aid unu

H1ln' 1f-nAar tec of uiat in tne nua.r I uture tne Ci

puaIic wil oc gjivcn a learer i .tcure of aid ).licy and

i.ts oackround tian was possiole in tne past, when

develop meint ait ane was. 1ai nin I LmQPonItum .

G. _uri num and the de erlns r tilles

I t was decided i.ot to prel ire a further summary of

develop ?nt aid oi wi th res.. ect to Jurinam aid thie

Net ner'ia Ai l to prt of the } irdom, Oince taat

itnDepty 1ime Aiite2r's re il Onotility. Aid to

,urinarm; '2nd tt e ti on Antillei il e given the same

port a. hioeto
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Mr. Barend A. de Vries September 23, 1966

A. Karaosmanoglu

Professor Mikesellts Draft - Comments

1. Foreign aid is a field where, in spite of intensive discussion,
many basic questions remain yet unanswered. Some of the difficulties
are inherent in the nature of the problem and some are due to the lack
of our knowledge in related fields. Among the difficulties, we could
mention the following:

A. The objectives of foreign aid and the criteria to measure
the degree of fulfillment of the objectives are not very clearly
defined.

B. The problem of development is multidimensional. Although
there is some sort of a consensus on the importance of some
factors or the pattern of some processes, there is not a generally
accepted, comprehensive development theory which could be the
basis of development and foreign aid programs.

0. In addition to these types of difficulties, lack of some satis-
factory empirical studies can be mentioned. In spite of some
interesting efforts there are still many unsettled questions with
regard to subjects such as the relative virtues and undesirable
aspects of different forms of aid in view of defined policy ob-
jectives or the real costs or benefits of foreign aid.

2. All these problems make it difficult to formulate proposals for
successful foreign aid policies or policies for foreign borrowing and to
develop performance criteria for both the donors and the recipients.

3. Professor ,ikesell's draft deals with some ol these problems. In
his three interesti chapters he deals with the objectives of foreign aid
and gives a critical review of development and foreign aid theories. As I
understand from the text -here will be one or two more chapters; it may
theref ore e anfair to anent on the draft witnout seeing them. However,
my impression is that these three chapters, interesting as tiey are, are not
treated in a way such as to constitute the links of a conlete treatise on
the saagec . (he cannot see fram the text now ocreign ai.d theries are related
to macro-econ-is of aid and how both of theae are related to the objectives
and straCegy 0L .oreign economic assistance.
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4. The emphasis in all of these chapters is in pointing out the un-
answered questions or unexplained relationships rather than presenuing
a theory and a systematic basis for policym the field of foreign aid.
At the end of all the three chapters, the reader is brought to the point
of asking for statement on the 'moral of the story" and for same basis
for poll aing. But no answer is provided.

. ,The first chapter deali with the objectives of foreign economuic
assistance - o the donor side - limis itsolf, iainly to a study of some
acrica. polica ocumaana on thW su Mct. l. woula be usefal to study
tne pra al Iso from tha point o1 view of te ather ma:or donors. Altno
the nsited tats provides muore Ltn n Lill of tne total official aid flows to
develo in, coi nrna, the contrications oi some other donors are large nuugh
to aiguificant. A comparative study of the explicit or imiplicit objectives
of the ma*or oora wotid hM1D in - eter onderstandin of nis maag-facetea
internati oal ..omno, ths uaure aru bue impor nance of national security
oosecives, L nnificance of economic benefits to te donor, the forms in
which general welfare oboecnives expressed may cnange largely from one to
the other donor.

6. EspcIally U ChO conelu sion o W " ecau e wenefUs U ale so the
donors Ma, c- Lr a rae' on i o w apar tive anIysis is carried out.
Actually, an a 30 Mi Issue u ar's ana&/ais with regard to the
U.S. and hin conclusions may not hi Gue marn. As a concluding remark he
sates, " naern are yati iaiaal auuoic aenefai.a accruing to aid aonors,
they ar irgeay Indirnct, nI teuuoua ai u, such long term wasure taat
their discounta vaus i wi almost surel oe exceaded a presenu costs' (chapter
, paae I). t:s ea an prove Khe opposite oz the second part of this

statement and it is especially difficult when the whole aid package is considered.
I think t- real problem is not there, but it lies in the varying degees of
grant element in the different forms of aid.

7. The analysis of the characterisoics of different forms of aid and
their effects and relative values with regard to objectives of aid is an
important subject that is not dealt with in the draft. With the exception
of some sporaic references to the P.l. 4W0 progra:, aid is treated as a
homogeneous flow of fands or resources.

6. Jn th issue ol political objectives and economic development and the
role played j; foreign aid, Professor ikesell periaps realistically states,
"3road generalinations such as a universal depenuaule relablonship oetween a
steady rate of r i . outpu" per cap ita aA Gaa realizbioi of pokitical
obectives is usarranwed. reover, the a clevn o. ecoQ moic objectives
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themselves are in many cases much more a function of the existing and
future political structure than of any conceivable amount of forei
aid" (Chapter I, page 20). Yet the aiscussion of Charles Wolf, Jr.'s
work covers muuch more space than it deserves in the framework of this
draft. I think Wolf's exercise is more in the field of political science
than economics. And I am doubtful whether political scientists will
accept his economic index of political vulnerability even for India, let
alone rany other developing countries for which political vulnerability
is not a function of voting behavior but of the behavior of certain power
groups (suc- as the army).

9. In the analysis of national development objectives and policies
of aid recipients, Professor iikesell pointa out that there are differ-
ences between development and foreign aid objectives of developing
countries and those of the Western donors. And these differences arise
from the approaches to development including development policies, and
from the preferences with respect to forms, terms and conditions of aid
and even from the attitudes towara aid itself. Very few facts and actual

cases are mentioned in this part of the discussion as compared to the
study of objectives of the donor side. It would be useful if some cases
were mentioned to suostantiate the arguments on the oehavior and tne mo-
tives behidd them on the side of th recipien

10. The final statements related to this part of the analysis raises
many more questions than it answers. Professor Mikesell statea, "In fhir-
ness it should be said that l- many developing countries national economic
objectives are changing in favor of a more broadly based aocial and. economic
development, and there is increasing concern both for domestic agriculture
and for the crea tion of industries capable of selling in world or regional
markets. But changes in objectives are not enough; they must be accompanied
by nationa policies designed to realize them. It is in the area of
development policies that there arises the greatest conflict between aid
donors and recipients' (Chapter 1, page 3L). Professor Mikesell does not
say anything on the possible implications of these conflicts or possible
actions which may mitigate them.

11. The second chaptet gives a review of development theories, but it
does not venture into a conarative exaluation of these theories, nor does
it give a systematic analysis of factors affecting development which could
constitute the missing link be ween chapters two and three. Although the
review of the theories does give an idea on the progress of development
economics, it does not reveal whether the author has a systematic approach
to the totality of development problems.
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12. Profess r ikesell' vies conclusions are morE clearly
given in his critical review of foreign aid theories, although even
in this case, they are not presented in te fdn of a deuision-making
model for aid giving,

13. Pro.essor iikesell has soie ver. intersting conclusions in his
third chapter, such as: the insufficiency of using continuous functions
in development analysis; the behavior of savirgs iich is too erratic to
be a basis for foreign aid models in whic arginal savings ratio constitutes
a critical variable; the uselessness of the concepts of lon run rate of
growth of exports and marginal propensit to export in the estimation. of
foreign exchange requirements; the insu.ficiency of the concept of capital
absorptive capacity as a guide for foreign aid either in terms of an abso-
lute limit to the use of capital or in terms of a schedule of the maiginal
efficiency of capital with respect to which foreign aid administrators
establish a cat-off point.

14. His proposals which may be Cousidered as a basis for an alternative
approach to the existing policies and ideas in the field have the following
characteristica: the most important function of foreign aid is the removal
of the foreini echange constraint; foreign aid should e employed both to
finance capital goods and to finance deficits arising oIt of increased de-
mandis for materials and consumer goods; tne contribution of external capital
should not e viewed in terms of raisi the average level of savings through
a higher tha verage marginal savins ratio; but it should be considered as
promoting the mobilization of additional amounts of domestic savings, which
would not oth-rwise oe directed to prodActive investment, o removing bottle-
necks arising from foreign exchange constraint and by making possible strategic
investments nin might not o~merwise be made.

15. 2l of these and his conclusions with regard to debt servicing and
loan terms have very definite policy implications. It would be very useful
if all these conclusions and proposals were put togother with their policy
implications in the form of a blueprint for a successful foreign aid policy.

Cleared with and Cc: Mr. Leon
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Dear .. .0 ir Et:

Professor mon has told me that you ar adi a sub-committee
of the Prkin: Committe, to be concem it 2 r 1.t2. alva.ages
of luiV crIl a00 .il rul :s 4. ti t no " . ien ,;ou

nam as -pt t. caune i: to ,orc . : o asked eiat
I get;0- - ad to y Mt ri2Jl .li With hi3 bject.

w i1. fir ocio copi of A ch:: 1 . i >; oificers
of t 20, &al l rt 0, 11 - n i s. tuiimteral aid;
a rz r1. of w . ic IAb zsj y 1 a . b x jrooki s

Inti ation; by a s, . e LSci . "., . Jo in hier,
o ar:. offiac1 n.L ,m a, a LI. A ficial of one

iis^ryf in a o Ind- a W ~1 er an or ren:,i "on at
itr rn-o.ia reI, t i sar c .. o r. n re Sden of

Jre:.lc ttcah r. Cc.atue Le ~~L~ acari g of hne
Arc U]w .1 1, -n jc WA L, j ".,0ou

retOK" o a? o a Cl reor ad UC 1 study nGrn M ey nave
servo 7c7 PLOSO. I am aiso arU QI -ia cpf a study

; , 'Api: n 1; .. 0. *i - Ga o nter-
i~t -. YO-, 11C Z2o *1ia n o 0MWii L. inr 00- 1,e; W Q i-AiS

TLI., o il, A , la . nu iv m 1 ntt n io : ived

I sho b ve ry pleasdo to talk Uith you an e you ma come to
acon enint to you, I ould hope ta y mt oin me

wisozelyyours,

.0r .,!n I TH

Imsf i ir n. Deat

Director
Delo-s aervice s par m~

Preside~
uleoW ackar Company

Palo Alto, CMLIF0%IA

goskey: tsb



September 14, 1966

Mr. Kurt E. Woetzel
1861 . Whitley Avenue, Apt. 108
Los Angeles 28, California 90028

Proposal for Establishment of an International
Aid Fund

Dear Mr. Woetzel:

I thank you for your letter of August 21` on the above

subject. Your ideas are interesting but, as I informed you

earlier, we do not consider it appropriate at the present time

to sponsor a study such as you have in view. In case we decide

to do so, we shall get in touch with you.

Yours sincerely,

James S. Raj
Deputy 4ecutive Vice President

cc: Mr. Woods (w. copy of incoming)
Mr. Rosen (w. copy of

incoming)

JSRaj:am
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FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR | INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: September 6, 1966

FROM: Badri Rao

SUBJECT: A New Look at Trade and Aid

An article on the above topic by Susan Strange of Chatham House appears
in the January 1966 issue of "International Affairs."

The author's thesis is that "we have come to the end of an era of optim-
ism so far as aid is concerned" and that, this being so, trade facilities

accorded to the LDCs would appear to be the means best suited to assist in
their economic development towards this end. She propounds the following
proposal:

"The proposal is simply that the rich countries should not
only drop existing tariff barriers but should also either allow
the poor countries to offer substantial export subsidies to their
manufactures; or better still, that they should organize a system
of import bonuses which would be payable on the value of every
shipment of manufactured goods from a poor country to a rich one.
The import bounties, which could be quite substantial, would be
financed by a purchase tax levied equally on domestic manufactures
and those imported from other rich countries."

The author claims that the advantages of this proposal would be not merely
economic or technical but political and psychological. The import bounty system,
she says, "by-passes the political end, as it were, of both the giving and re-
ceiving government. It appears to relieve them of the invidious responsibility
for deciding who gets how much and on what terms." Again, "import bounties
would unashamedly give help to those most capable of developing export industries
- and these would be just those countries who are closest to the economic take-
off; those who are also most acutely aware of the burden of debt servicing on
their limited resources of foreign exchange (e.g. Brazil, Chile, Pakistan,
Turkey). Thus, aid programs, especially technical assistance programs, would
be left freer to favor the poorest and least advanced."

Although the author recognizes that a frontal attack on the "trade"
aspects of the problem through elimination of existing tariffs and trade
barriers is essential, she is more concerned in this article with her import
bounty scheme as a stimulus to exports of manufacturers from LDCs. This is
evident from her attempt to quantify the problem. LDC exports of manufactures
to the developed countries, she notes, have recently amounted to about $1.4
billion. In comparison, the developed countries have been importing from each
other such goods to the value of about $33.8 trillion. Thus, even if LDCs'
exports of manufactures to the "developeds" were to double, it would still
amount to only about one-twelfth of the current trade of the latter in manu-
factures.
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"The UK, "she continues, "imported in 1963 manufactures amounting to
some L1.4 billion of which 12.3% or around L170 million was from LDCs."
If," she adds, "an import bounty of 20% were paid on them, this would cost
the UK some L34 million." Since UK consumer expenditures on manufactures
in 1963 may be estimated at around i*4.5 billion out of total consumer ex-
penditures of b20 billion, it would mean that a purchase tax of 3/4 of 1%
would be sufficient to enable the UK to pay an import bounty of L34 million
to the LDCs.

The proposal in itself is elegantly simple even though the author out
of modesty or trepidation appears concerned that it may be "dismissed with
scorn by a good many of the experts in government and industry as wildly
impractical and non-sensical."1 But the question is: will it, as the author
suggests, greatly reduce the burden on donor countries to continue foreign
aid even at the present stationary level?

Let us, following her example, assume that the import bounty is fixed
at 20% and that the "developeds" do in fact double their imports of manu-
factures from the LDCs to $2.8 billion annually. This would only mean that
the developed oountries would oontribute no more than $560 million in lieu
of aid per se. It is true that this amount would accrue only to those LDCs
that are exporters of manufactures, i.e. countries which have a relatively
large industrial base and diversified economies. It is also true that to
the extent that it is a bounty, the contribution is akin to a grant and
involves no servicing obligation and, furthermore, is untied assistance.
But the fact remains that the $560 million bounty projected on quite optim-
istic assumptions, is less than the average annual net flow of financial
resources to India alone in 1960-63. In terms of the net assistance received
by 12 of the leading industrialized countries as among the LDCs over that
period, it would correspond to roughly one-fourth. And it is precisely these
countries that are most heavily saddled with external debt; estimated payments
on principal and interest in respect of their external public debt in 1963 was
around $2 billion, i.e. about 3 times the amount of the bounty. Clearly,
therefore, this could be no substitute for aid.

BR/GW

Cc: Messrs. Kalmanoff
Leon



1861 L. hitley Ave. ,Apt.108
Los Angeles 28 , alifornia 90028

August 21,1966

rmes. s aj
Deruty Exe cutive Vice President
Offiee of the Presiient
International Ihinance Corporation
Was in,'ton ,D.C. 204_33

raooal for Establishment of an International Aid lund

Dear 1'r. Raj

Thank you 'or -our lotter of Au ust a nd the attached
booklet " General Policies - IFC 11 .

Be fore I summarized my conclusions leading to the above stated
,roaosal I had studied the last annual report of the Inte-rnational
i inance Corporation . There is a fundamental difference between
tbe present activities of the IFC and the proposed AIF (International
Aid iund) to that effect that the initiative of aid operations is
turned over to private enterprise protected by risk-insurance on
an internationcl level resp. by an intcrnational organization

Certainly I agree with -ou that the World Bank could expand into
this field ,which actually was the reason ,why I sent the proposal
to Mr. George D.Joods ,since many replies I received during my
research recommended this step . However I cannot see any sub-
stantial evidence that the Internationel linance Corporation is
practicing the principles presented in the proposed International
Aid Fund . Please bear in m ind that I am only concerned to find
a way to improve our approach to recognized problems and to search
for a solution in the interest of advancement of economic condi-
tfions within the free world ,- which I consider rather decisive.

Your activities so far amounting to $0.137 billion as stated in
y-our anual rerort are directed principally to support private
enterprise native to devoloping countries . ihile we agree that
one of the basic needs of developing countries is productive
carnital ( estimated with §5 billion to '20 billion annually as
mentioned in the proposal ) ,w`ich only can come from iniustrially
advanced countries , A..D. has proven by its own rish-insurance
underwriting to have attracted $5 billion capital to operate in
developing countries . The disturbing factor is that these opera-
tions are restricted by political motivation besides the statutory
limit of $5 billion . Therefore the conclusion was drawn to base
aid operations on economic orincioles an, considerations and let
orivate enterprise decide ,where it vishes to move its carital -
investments . Ihis in turn will stimulate devoloping countries to
create or offer conditions satisfactory to private enterprise to
tare an interest in so offered opportunities
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Mr. Kamiarck o/r August 12, 1966

Miche . H of'fr .

""1 i- a :r initeresting development 'hich~ I began -:atcii;
,yra 3 -hr I :with th- I Yor iles I irr it oai impli-

ca ions ;r Lr~ pr< Lm of increasu, i. r:erd export from the
de0 lpin' a ;ri . For oe tning, it surge ts tue advantag of
induciis .fo n 6.anufacturers of consumaer goods to establis1 an

ia : - . o Lrtr cause this 10 aiavs tfle ..nd of fice
an intet . irt a tami: 'r maintainin.t is. nor t Carir rsora:
product. t 4-hih a na ;nous producer in the LDC's 41il also
beniefit. I :L na suggests tnat some 6 sof ttir: mee a e
purceasing organisations involved in identifying an- developing pro-
dtu:tior - U1 litirs in the LDC's oup at to be a principal object of
attLentiou c. r rae promotion agencies.
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Andrew 14. Kamarck

Request for Bibliography on Development

With reference to Mr. Warren 'ilhelm's request t:o Mr. riedman
there is listed below a number of books tnat mignt be worthwhile for
Fortune readers in the field of economic development.

These books are quite varied and represent different points of
view. In te main, they are written in not too technical or soporific
language, ,eedless to say, we do not necessarily agree with the points
they make.

1, Norman J. Buchanan and Howard J. Ellis: Arproaahes to
Economic Development 20th Century Fund, 1955, pp. 494.

Contains three parts:

I - An Analytical View of the Problem
II - Economic Development as Recorded History

III - Achieving Development in the Contemporary
World

2. Gunnar Myrdal: An International Economy, Problems and
Prospects, Harper & Brothers, 1956, pp. 3bl.

Discus ses economic development in the following chapters:

Chapter IX - International Ai
Chapter XI - The Drive For Iw isndence and

Development
Chapter XIII - Commercial Policy of the Under-

developed Jountries
Chapter XIV - 'he Korld Adrift

Chapter VIII - Mobility of apital

3. Peter T. Bauer and Basil S. Yamey: The Economics of Under-
eloed Countries, University of Chicago Press, 1951,

4. Frederic B3anhams Economic Aid to Underdeveloped Countries,.
Royal Institute of International Affairs, Oxford University

Press, 1961, pp. 121.
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5. John enneth Gaibraith: Economic Development in Perupective
Harvard University Press, 1962, pp. 76. 1aSed on five
letures given in Indian Universities.

6. The oeonomics of "ake-off into 3ustained Growth proceedings
of a conrcac e fthinter i conomic ssociation,
St. Hartin's 'ress, Tin., 1993, v. I. *dited by ~..
lostow. ;ontains l( Anrat rs (of wni 7 historical) con-
t ibuted by dirfe rent writers nd lon (17 -page) sumiary
of the debate. :tather technical for the general reader.

7. Everett o en: In tho hi h-n .eter of
lnter: i al 7dissa husetts institute of :ecAnolog, 1962
The Dorsey Press, Inc., pp. 557. amphasises the psychological
aspects of economic progress. Contains 6 chapters on specific
cases: inglnd, JapI, -olombia, Tndnesia, Burma and the
loux.

8. David ". Mc .lnd: The Schieving ociety, D. van Nostrand Co.,
Inc., 1961, pp. 1 7 longthe same lines as preceding study.

oncludes th~ certain iiportant sychological changes must
take place in the underdeveloped countries before there can
be develo- ent. Rather a lot of' tecnical rgon, however.

9. Barbara ard and P. T. Bauer- Two Views on Aid to Developing
ountries, Occasional Paper 9, Institute of' conomic Affairs,

.The first lecture makes the case of foreign
aid, The second argues that "intergovernment aid does not
substantially contribute to economic devel-ient and may even
ret rd it."

10. W. Arthur Lewist The Ther;o of lcononic rowth, George Allen &
Uynwin Ltd. , 197, p. 3

11. A. K. Cairncross: Factors in _conomic De4elopment, George Allen &
Unwin Ltd., 1962, pp. 3146. colloction of articles and lectures,
written mostly in non-technical language.

12. The Prores s of Underdeveloped reas udited by Bert F. ioselitz,The IUniversity of Chicago Press, 19, pp. 2'6.

Contains three parts:

I - The .istcrica. Ap. roach to lcoromic Growth
II - The 'ultural ispects of Conomuic drowth

III - Problems of Economic Policy
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13. The Cergirg Nations. Their C3rowth and Tited States ,oliey,
study from the Genta ' for 9.nterr tional 3udle ,
as,. chusetts Institute of Technology, edited by ,ax F.

Aillilcan and Dona1d L. M. Blackmer, Little, Bown and
ompany, 1961, pp. 171. A good statemont of the prevailing

views on ecooic d ev ouient but directed more to the
specialist.

14. J. P. "Ole: of orid t-fairs, -enin sooa, 199,
op. 47. eiereno brok. 'hapter c'in orl.1 s .olation
and 2nducti. erntains useful 12- oa ou et u
developed countries.

15. ward .1. son: hconomic Plannir.- innderdeveioped Areas:
~overnnent u i~n sB, ordhinm n eii leI,,

J. 7. Ver god aysis; mrainJl rn the role of govern-nierit Pe.t.i

16. ,.vjrit: h i coriomics of the valo ourtries, AutchinSon
of Londo, 9I pp. l . a. riic.. exa inat on of prevailing
views on and prescriptions for development.

17. F. Benhma rid .. . Ulle ro tion to T: onm
of Latin iierica issued under the auspics oft; oyal
Instituto -f Inte3r,ti-i', Para'r Iiest ress,
1960, <>. l6$. very od banbo 1.

18. Latin Auerican Issues, ssy and Jonmets, edited by LA.bert 0,
airchnn, e eantith 'ertm T nd, 19(:, p. 3.

teVrest 2:a:ut covers only so proble s of ion.

19. * arry Strurk:ocii nd economic Trntiers in tin America
*. *. xNr mo ny 'uo.isoersJ ),1,pp. 421. gooo

textbook.

20. R. M. egal entitled crisis in Tndig, Pergin 3oo 3, 1.6, p. 326.
Lxcellent historical cground. P gloug picture of p4sent
situation and is strongly disapproved of by official India.

21. A .amare : ne conoai. v opusut of iN,, raegr, Nov.
1966. An attempt at synthesis of African econoie problems

- nd rosrects written ia noni-teehnica2l l~uguge

AMKamarck: sg
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Rena Zafiriou

Fortune Magazine Request for Bibliography (continued)

1. I feel that the readers of 'orture are more likely to be
interested in clear, simple statement of facts and issues than
in abstractions and technical discussions among economists. If
this is so, much of the literature on economic development would
not be suitable for above purpose.

It may be a good idea to make up two lists, one with books
of general interest and another with the more technical studies
(which are often also very soporific).

2. My commeants on the four books you sent me are as follows:

diarvey Leibenstein: Lconomic ackwardness and
Econood e Jrowen, Science Editions, John :iley

Cons, Inc., 1963, pp. 295.

Comments From the point of view of the economist, this is a
sometimes interesting and even ingenuous presenta-
tion of fonnal relationships, although I personally
find that hetreatment of a complex subject at such
a level of abstraction results in findings of very
limited, if any, practical significance, 'he con-
clusion reached, that 'the best allocation of invest-
m.ent is achieved by equating at the margin the dis-
counted value of the general reinvestment stream in
the various uses to which the investment is put",
illustrates this (p. 268).

Gerald i. Aeier: Leading Issues in Development Accnomics,
S -elected Materials and Comentary, Jxford 'Univernsity

Pres, 160, p. 72.

-omment: A good textbook for students of economics but may be
too technical and detailed for t-Ie general reader.

Ldward S. Mason: Economic Plannin in Underdeveloped
Areas: G1overnment and 1uiness, ordham University Press,
19u1, Pp,. 77.

Comments Very good analysis but refers to one aspect of the problem,
the role of government, and , ,y be too specialized for the
purposes of the bibliography requested.
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1. Myint: The 'conomics of the Djeveloping Countries,
Utchinaon of London, 1964, pp. 192.

osients This is mainly a critical amiation of prevailing
views on and prescription, for development. I agree
with most points made but I wonder whether this would
be of sufficient interest for the general reader.

3. deionalStudies

elso Furtado: The -'conomic Growth of 1rasil, translated
by 2icardo ". de guiar and irie Charles Drysdale, University
of California ?ress, 1963, 26g.

Comment: I have read this book and found it surprisingly inon-
Clusive and uniformative about the present situation,
while excessively detailed about the past, at least for

the general reader.

I think the following books on Latin America might be useful:

F. Benha and 1. . olley: Short Introduction to The
Econoagr of Latinarica, issued under the auspices of the
boyal Institute of International Affairs, Oxford University
. ress, 1960, pp. 169.

omment: Avery good handbook.

Latin aerican Issuas Ieys a nd -omments, edited by Albert
0. Arsclman, The Twentieth 'entury Fund, 1961, pp. 201.

,owent: Interesting but does not provide an overall view of
problems of region.

larry Stark: Social and Economia rontiers in Latin Amrica.
1. .Brown Pompany Publishers, 1971 421.

Couments A good textbook.

India

I have checked John P. Lewic' :uiet "risis in India and I
find, first, that it is to concerned ith deai d, second, that
it is prouably out of date, presenting a ratier favorable picture,
as most studies did until recently, of ndian planning and policies.
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I have a book by . . Segal entitled risis in India,
(Penguin Books, 1965, pp. 32C) which otains an exceIl7enthtorical
background and discusses present conditions and problems in non-
technical tea. It gives, however, a gloomy picture of the
situation.

Barbara :d's India and the :est, HEmish 1anilton, London,
19C1, p9 . 2h3, m-o stronc ae for 'estrn support of Indian
development and also cont ins an acount of past and present Indian
conditious. 3 b ook is verj objeci r nd a v also be con-
sidered somewhat out o date.

A book by Vera Anstey The E conomic Development of India,
Longmans, Green and ^o., London, 1957, , liated in 3egal's
bibliography is not available in the Library. They have only the
1952 revision which refers to the period up to 1939. This is a
iassive study (677 pages) and looks very authoritative. If the 1957
edition has been brought up to date it should be a valuable reference
book.

Africa

Perhaps the following could be included:

_uy enveniste an illi.; . -orn, Jr.: `Iandbook of
African Economic evelopment, published for the Stanford
Research Institute, rederick . ?raeger, 1962, pp. 178.

RZafiriou:sg
IBRD



Mr. Andrew M. Kamarek August 3, 1966

Rena Zafiriou

"Fortune" Magazine Re qet for Bibliography
on Development

ith reference to Mr. Irving , Friedmants memorandum
to you of July 29, 1966, I am listing below a number of books
that seem to correspond to what has been requested with some
commants on their content.

1, Norman J, Buchanan and ioward J. T± Mist Approaches to
Economic Development. 20th Century Fund, 1955, pp. 494.

Contains three parts:

I - An Analytical View of the Problem
II - Economic Development As Recorded

istory
III - Acniaving Developent in the oa-

temporary World

Comuenut: An exellent presentation of thl problem. Mostly written
in non-technical terms.

2. Gunnar Myrdal: An International Eoonomy. Problems and Prospects,
iarper & robhers, 1956, pp. 361.

Discusses economic development in the following chapters:

ihaptor IX - Intarlnational Aid
Chapter -1 - The Drive For Independence and Develop-

aant
Chapter XII - Commrcial Policy of the Underdeveloped

Countries
Chapter XI-V - The orld Adrift
Chapter VIII - Mobility of Capital

3, Peter T. 3auer and 3asil 8. Yamey: The o
Gountties, University of Chicago Press, 1?77 pp. 71.

Comment: An exellent analysis.
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4. Frederic B3niaca: Economic Aid to Underdevelopd Countries
Royal Institu o International Affairs, oxord
University Press, 1961, pp, 121.

Advocates outright grants based on contribution of 1% of CN1P
by developed countries.

5. John Kenneth albraith: Economic Developmit in PerspctiVe
Harvard Uni,:versity Press, 196, pp. 76

3ased on five lectures given in Indian Universiti4s.

Comment: The main point made is that the prevailing approach to
economic development( with its emphasis on technical
knowldge, capital and planning) is too standardized
and does not fit all cases (Africa, for instance),

6. The Economics of Take-off into Sustained Growth, proceedings of
a conference held by the International conomic Association,
St. Martin's Press, Inc., 1963, pp. h62.

Edited by . : 1nostow. Contains 16 chapters (of which 7 historical)contributed by different writers and1 a long (175-page) summary of thedebate,

Coments Rather technical for the general reader,

7. Everett E. Hagen: On the Theory of Social Change, Center of
International Studies, Massachusetts Institute of Technologr,The Dorsey Press, Inc,., 1962, pp. 557.

Coament: Emphasizes the psychological aspects of economic progress.
Very interesting but uses too much psychological jargon
for the comfort of the average reader, Contains 6 ex-
cellent chapters on specific cases: England, Japan,Colombia, Indonesia, Burma and the Sioux.

8, David C. McClelland: The Achieving Society, D. van Nostrand Co.,Inc., 1961, pp. 512,

Comment: Along the same lines ias preceding study. loncludes that certain
important psychological changes must take place in the under-
developed countries before there can be development ( "the
precise problem of most underdeveloped countries is that they
do not have the character structure, especially the mtivational
structure, which would lead the:n to act in the ways required.
The development_7 model is lie a combustion engin, without
the gas to go" pp. 4129)
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8., David ;. Mc lelland, The Achieving Society (continued)

pomment: Advocates greater involvement of Ameriean private business
in economic aid programs.

-ontains many valuable and interesting points but is not very
readable, the technical jargon being worse than in the dagen
study (tinterprise and drive, for instance, are referred to
as " n1 achievement.") There is also too much faith in the
ability of the "behavioral sciences"' to provide answers. The
study concludes by hailing "the new fact that the psychologist
has now developed tools for finding out what a generation wants,
better than it knows itself, and before it has had a chance of
showing by its actions what it was aiter." (p. 437).

9, Barbara Ward, The Rich Nations and the Poor Nations W, W. Norton &
& so., Inc., 196, pp. 159.

Comment: Based on lectures given for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.

A strong plea for foreign aid.

10. Barbara Trd and P . T. Bauer: Two Views on Aid to Developing lountriess
ecasional Paper 9, Institute of 1eonomic Affairs, 1966, pp.50.

Comment: The first 1e ture makes the case of foreign aid. The second
arguas that "intergovernment aid does not substantially con-
tribute to ecoonic develuement a nay even retard it."

11. W. Arthur ewis: Ue Theory of lconomic Growth, George Allen &
Unwin Ltd., 1955, 453.

Comnant: T1u tul, u s and well aritten presentation of the problem.
aea litml~ too h eavyr goicng for non-econoaists,

12. A. K. Gairncros: "actors in _conomi_ evelopaant. George Allan &
UinLtd,., 11o P. 6

Comnts ccliection of articles and lectures.

Al+,ough~ tais is not t omprhens. stu.4 Of avil it
y .s ala gauable te.r.is .. slia um sense.

Iritten in non-technical language.

13. The Progress of Uderdevelopad areas, i by ert i, Hoditz,

Contains three parts:

I - The Iistorica1 Aporoach to ,conomic zrowth

II - The Cultural Aspects of Economic Gowta
III -Problems of E'conomic Policy

Coient: Useful but not outstanding contributions, The terminology
is somewhat technical.
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14. A Xie~rgi: - ions. Their rowt-i and Iiited states lio
Astudy cron the -enter for IneiM~ulSuis

Haesachusett. Institute of Technology, edited by Max F.
Millikan and Donald L. M. :laccmer, ittle, Brown and
Comipany, 1'1, p, 171.

Comment: A good statement of the prevailing views on economic develop.
ment but the text is dull and is uulikely to appeal to the
non-specialist. (An example: "In any process of economic
development, socialist or capitalist, there must somehow be
brought about both a rather i; t degree of coordination and
synchronization of the rapidly increasing number and variety
of interdependent activities and at the same time a decen-
traliation of decisionaking and initiative to all the
nol -er e. sectors of the population." (p. y)

Contains a good bibliography on subject.

15. Natural Resources and Internationa elmn sponsored by
esourCes for the juture, Inc., eded byarion l1awson,

The Johns Hopkins Press, 196h, pp. h6 2.

Coment: Acllection of papers dealing With major commodities and
major world regions. Hight be useful as a reference book
for non-economists but is written primarily for economist,

n would be heavy reading for others.

16. ert 1. Moselitz: :Zcinlogicul Azsects of conomic Growth, Thetrea ?resa of. clencoe, 1%u6, pp. 250.

Commnt Dull, heavy writing,

17. J, * . 'ole Geograug of ord Tfairs, 'enuin oks, 1999, pp. 347.

omuant: A handy reference book. 'hapter i on rorld ?oulation and
?roduction containa useful information on the unerdevelopedcountries.

The following books are too tecanical and are unlikely to appeal to thegeneral reader. The same applies to the periodi2 conomic lvelopment and
tural hange. (characterized by some of the st atroous Tritirg I haveever come zr23)

Albert 0. Rirschian: ''o .coomc evelopm t,
Tale University Press, 19577 217. ~

Jau u.~nberm a Design of13evelont, he conomic
-evelipment Institute., Inteinat-ionalli fr e

construction and -evelcoment, 19a Johns Bookins
zresa, pp. 99.
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I was not able to obtain from the Library the following two
books which I am not familiar with and which may be of interest.
I have requested that they be sert to me and when I have gone
through them, I shall write to you an additional note:

Harvey Leibenstein: 'conomic 3accwardness and
Economic Growth; 3tudies in the Theory of
1eonomic D~evelopment, 1957.

Benjamin igginu: E3conomic Development: Prin-
ciples, Problems and Policies, 1959.

Rafiriou: sg
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FORM No. 58 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Kamarck DATE: July 29, 1966

FROM: Irving 3. Friedman

SUBJECT: FORTUNE Magazine

Mr. Warren Wilhelm was in to see me today. He is writing an

article for FORTUNE on development. Among other things he would

like a list of books for FORTUNE readers to read -- nothing too

specialized. I said we could get together a list of about 20

titles of varied authors, none too specialized. I made clear it

was not a list we would regard as good books but it would be worth-

while for FORTUNE readers.

After you have done this would you send it to Mrs. Edith Roper,

who seems to be a member of the FORTUNE staff helping with this

article.



Develop. General
FORM No. 59

(2-55)

GROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: Memo

DATED: July 28, 1966

TO:
Mr. Barend de Vries

FROM: Mr. Dragoslav Avramovic

FILED UNDER: Annual Meeting- 21st

SUMMARY: Extract

"In connection with the preparatory work for the President's
Addres- at the next annual meeting, we are undertaking a summary

analysis of 'successful growth cases in the postwar period....."



1861 N. Whitley Avenue , Apt.108
Los Angeles 28 , California 90028

July 23 ,1966

1r. James S. Raj
Deputy Executive Vice President
International Finance Corporation
Washington D.C. 20433

Proposal for Establishment of an International Aid hund

Dear Mr. Raj

Thank you for your letter of July 14". Permit me to
clarify a few points you have mentioned in your reply

The capital of the fund of $10 billion is approximately
equal to one year appropriations by the various advanced
countries for aid operations in the developing countries
It is recognized that one of the decisive factors to provide
this aid is the lack of caiital in developing countries . A
number of reasons , in particular the necessary security for
the initiative of private capital which may be represented in
monetary investment or capital goods investment , has so far
prevented a more dynamic action by private enterprise directed
to developing areas . The capital of the fund must be appropriate
to guarantee the underwriting of risk-insurances for operations
by'private enterprise in developing areas . That there is an
urgent need herefore is proven by the fact that A.I.D. alone
has increased its private investment guarantees from $479 millions
in 1961 to $5 billion in 1965 ,as is stated in my paper on page
4 ,,hereas IFC has invested so far approx.$137 million in pro-
ductive private enterprise , as I mentioned in my letter to Mr.
George D.Woods

New plant capital investment and equipment during 1965 amounted
to arprox. $55 billion in the United States ,Naturally this is
a highly industrialized area ; but it is an indication of the
canital volume involved . The $5 billion investment guarantees
of A.I.D. affect only a seloted area restricted by poli ical
iotivations . This is one of the reasons which influenced me to
search for a solution to reach the area of the free worldwhich
actually is better represented by the members of the World Bank.
Certainly , at this moment , the World Bank or the International
hinance Corporation is not attending to promote private enterUrise
investments resp. initiative of advanced countries in develop-ing
countries , 1f it were so , quite different capital investments
would be involved as I have shown above . Since the prncioles
active in the International Aid Fund represent complete new
dicsiplines , I could see a possibility that the World Ban: would
expand into this new field in the interest of aid-operations.
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Uhether the World Bank will be intcrested to support private
enterprise investment operations as outlined in my paper I
certainly cannot judge . But I must say that the proposcd modus
operandi of the International Aid Fund is completely different
from your present activities and do not contrad-ict each other
As matter of fact these disciplines would complement each other.
TOhis is also exactly the area where a thorough researcn is ne-
cessary to analyze and clarify the total issue . This also is
not done in one day or by presenting or referring to a few basic
points

Relative hereto I may comment on the questions expressed in Par.
2 of your letter . Concerning tax benefits the Fund or the 6..orld
Bank may find it much easier or possible to work out tax benefits
with the member-countries applying to these specific investment
operations of private enterprise . On the basis of such agreemonts
the Fund or the World Bank would be able to underwrite the guarantee
of these stipulations and risks ,whereby again private cntcrprise
will be stimulated in its initiative . These tax-benefit-agreements
may differ for each member-country and will influence the interest
of private enterprise by the law of supply and demand . Actually
this law will rule on the total operations of the International Aid
Fund as far as private enterprise is involved and the security
offered by the Fund in the various developing areas is satisfactory.

it is correct ,when you assume , that I do not plan the :Fund to
underwrite risk-guarantees exclusively . There will be disburse-
ment of funds in addition to guarantees . But the accent is on
promotion of private enterprise operations in foreign aid res.
directed to developing countries ,and the shift from the prosent
system i.e. from public to private shall be gradual . The 2und (IAF)
shall provide a massive and centralized effort ,incorporating as
far as possible the forces of private enterprise ,to orovide the
capital and skills required to aid developing areas. As already
stated ,-this policy designed on an international basis .

Probably this may lead to a faster development of multinational
corporations ,as supported by Ms.Olivier Giscard d'Estaing,Director
General of the European Institute for Business Administration
which trend was commented upon by the Chemical & Engineering hews,
issue June & July ,1966 in " Global Corporations - New Formats
f or Worldwide Business "

. am convinced that a very substantial research will soon be
required to arrive at an intelligent evaluation of the issues in-
volved ,which certainly cannot be brushed aside by ignoring them

Since ly yours

Kurt E. doetzel
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CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: Letter

DATED: July 18, 1966

TO: Mr. Wtilliam M. Clarke
THE BANKER
Bracken House
Cannon Street
Land n, E.C. 4, England

FROM: Mr. Woods

FILED UNDER: Alpha- Clarke, William M.

SUMMARY: Mr. Woods acknowledges receipt d' Mr. Clarke's bo k
entitled "Private Enterprise in Developing Countries".
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Mr. George D. Woods July 1, 196

Rchard H. Demuth

Integrating Bl1ateral with Multilateral Development Finance

I attach Mr. Hoffman's -aer which I recently "rondsed you. It is
designed to orovide a basis for Bank consideration of what, if anything,
we ought to do to help our borrowers utilize morn effctiv ly existing
su nUers' wredt and enort vunrantee machinery.

As Mr. Ho=ftan has noted 4n tho mnorandum, we are morc or las con-
dtt V, in cennuction with our Consultative Group onerations, to cone wu

+"th sOM. no or ronosals for consideration b th -ta n ca -tal ocro
ex cri n, countr' s.

This in an vxtrmclv com.licated mattor on whI ch thcr is a lon;
rco ., both in th ana and in :overnnents, v escuss'ons, neot-ntons
nd suwost'ons. It qs:-e to i that th tm h co orth Ban- to
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Files July 14, 1966

FROM: Michael L. Hoffman

SUBJECT: Suggestions for Bank Coordination of Bilateral Project Financing

There has been considerable discussion of whether the Bank can or should
take any new initiative to assist its less developed member countries to make

better use of the various kinds of suppliers' credits and medium-term finance
available to them under bilateral arrangements. Reports from a number of
sources suggest that the time may be ripe for such an initiative.

At meetings held in Paris in December 1965 and in Rome in March 1966, the
governments of the principal capital exporting countries (with the exception
of the United States) advanced sufficiently far toward agreement on an appro-
priate basis for joint financing by the Bank and bilateral systems to provide
a foundation, in the opinions of Messrs. Schmidt and Nespoulous-Neuville, for
new Bank proposals. At two recent Consultative Group meetings (Malaysia and

Thailand) the Bank was requested by some of these same governments to help

introduce some sort of order into what many feel is becoming a rather chaotic
situation, and the Bank undertook to examine various possibilities and to pre-

sent proposals in an appropriate forum. One proposal was roughly outlined to

these Consultative Groups by Mr. Eric Bachem, a Managing Director of the
Kreditanstalt (see Bachem statement attached as Annex A). Mr. Schmidt recently,
at my request, outlined a proposed procedure which he and Mr. Nespoulous-
Neuville believe to be negotiable because it is reasonably consistent with the

position reached by the principal capital exporting countries as a result of

the Rome discussions (see extract from Schmidt memorandum attached as Annex B).
A third proposal which should be considered as part of the present agenda,
also by Mr. Schmidt, relates to a form of technical assistance which the Bank

could offer to help countries improve their capacity to utilize bilateral
credit machinery more efficiently. Although this proposal of Mr. Schmidt was
originally made with particular reference to Colombia (see Annex C), it seems

to me to be capable of some generalizations and also to be consistent with,
and a useful supplement to, either the Bachem or the Rome-Schmidt approach to

joint financing.

The following paragraphs are an attempt to describe two model procedures

which, for convenience, I call the Schmidt model and the Bachem model, without

in any way implying an endorsement by either Schmidt or Bachem of my partic-

ular formulation of the various steps.

Schmidt Model

1. According to the Schmidt model, the Bank would undertake to negotiate an

agreement with the principal capital exporting countries according to which,
for selected "large" projects, each would agree to finance a given proportion

of the cost of all goods sold by their suppliers to the Bank's borrowers (when

the total orders placed in that country exceeded some agreed minimum) on terms

agreed in advance, except for the rate of interest which would depend on
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market conditions at the time of actual financing. The agreement could apply
initially to one or several host countries able to incur additional debt on
the terms likely to be agreed. The system would be activated, initially at
least, for relatively large projects preferably with a few sizeable individual
orders.

2. The Bank would proceed as usual in appraising the project and supervising
the bidding which would be on a "cash basis." The terms of the bilateral
financing would not be an element influencing the allocation of bids. The
Bank would, however, not make a loan for a specific amount for such projects
in advance of arranging the bilateral finance. It would instead employ some
sort of letter of intent procedure which would give the borrower a firm basis
on which to call for and accept bids, even though the exact pattern of financ-
ing finally to be adopted could not be foreseen at the time of the bidding.
The Bank's Board would be asked to approve this letter of intent up to some
maximum amount. When the bids were analyzed, countries receiving more than
the agreed minimum amount of orders would arrange to finance their share of
the cost on the standard terms. The Bank would negotiate the actual financial
arrangements on behalf of the borrower. Finally, the Bank would approve a
loan to cover the remainder of the external financing required for the project.
The Schmidt model does not propose any change in the Bank's policy of including
all member countries and Switzerland in the area eligible for competitive bid-
ding, whether or not all such countries agree to participate in joint financing
along the lines proposed.

Bachem Model

3. The fundamental difference between the Schmidt model and the Bachem model
is that whereas Schmidt seeks to separate the supplier and the source of
finance, and preserve intact the Bank's principles with respect to competitive
bidding, the Bachem model would include the terms of finance in with the other
terms to be taken into account by the Bank and the borrower in awarding bids.
In its pure form, the Bachem proposal is that for the kinds of projects that
the Bank would normally finance, in countries able to use some financing on
the terms presently available under export credit guarantee systems, we should
finance the infrastructure, perform our usual supervisory, etc., operations
on the project and help the borrower put up the "rest of the project" (which
really means the equipment) for international competitive bidding. The appro-
priate agency within the exporting country in which an order is placed would
then finance it through the issuance of a guarantee or (where that is the
practice) by putting up the money. We would assist the borrower in sorting
out the bids and analyzing the true financial implications of the terms. Only
bids accompanied by acceptable financial terms would be considered.

L. In this pure form, the Bachem procedure would in effect mean that, in
cases of this kind, Bank loans would be almost entirely for local currency
finance. This, it seems to me, is very questional policy for the Bank and is
in any event unlikely to be acceptable to our principal shareholders. It is
a radical departure from our normal practice under which governments that sub-
scribe to the Bank's capital and open their markets to the Bank as a borrower
expect their suppliers to benefit, subject to competitive bidding, from Bank
disbursements. Moreover, it would certainly give rise to pressures for a very
high percentage of local currency financing in countries to which the Bachem
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model could not apply and in which, for good reasons, we would want to keep
to our usual pattern.

5. If, however, instead of letting all the equipment be financed bilaterally
and leaving the Bank and the borrower to finance only the infrastructure, we
went through the same procedure but required. that bids be accompanied by pro-
posals for financing only half the total amount involved through bilateral
channels, the Bank to finance the rest, we might still bring in a substantial
amount of bilateral financing without undue disturbance to our normal practice.
The effect would be to enable the Bank, with a given sum of money, to arrange
financing for a larger group of projects. In order to make this model work,
we would also have to invent some sort of letter of intent procedure on the
basis of which the borrower would let the bids and award contracts knowing
that, if the rest of the process worked out satisfactorily, we would finance
at least the remaining foreign exchange costs of the project.

6. Listed below, for.purposes of discussion, are what seem to me to be the
principal advantages and disadvantages of the Schmidt model and what may be
called the modified Bachem model, respectively:

Advantages

Schmidt Modified Bachem

A. If most of the major capital A. It would require less negotia-
exporting countries participated, it tion and advance agreement from
would enable the Bank to tap substan- governments. Bachem's claim that
tial additional resources on reason- it "does not involve governments
able terms for high priority proj- at all" goes too far. But only
ects. one major decision would be re-

quired before applying the proce-
dure on an experimental basis --
namely, the decision on the part
of the Bank to restrict competitive
bidding to those countries whose
suppliers offer finance on accept-
able terms.

B. It would avoid any abandonment B. It would put tremendous pres-
of our general rules on competitive sures on the various national credit
bidding. organizations to come up with better

terms for bilateral finance.

C. It would enable our borrowers to C. It would have at least some of
get much better value for that part the advantages listed under A,C,D
of their development outlay financed and E in the Schmidt model.
bilaterally.

D. It would be attractive to the
financing institutions in the capital
exnorting countries because the asso-
ciation with Bank project appraisal
and supervision would improve the
quality of the paper that results
from export financing.



E. It would put the capital export-
ing countries in a generally better
posture viz-a-viz the developing
countries by reducing the number of
white elephants and low priority
projects financed, increasing the
flow of finance on appropriate terms
and probably also increasing total
capital goods exports in the long
run by helping to avoid debt crises.

Disadvantages

Schmidt Bachq m

A. Some major capital exporting A. It would require the Bank to be
countries might not join the scheme. prepared to refuse t> finance the
We would then be in exactly the same purchase of capital goods in member
dilemma as under the Bachem proposal countries unwilling cr unable to
-- namely, whether to restrict awards offer competitive firancial terms.
on certain projects to participating (In the opinion of Nespoulous-
countries only. Neuville, it would for this reason

alone be totally unacceptable to
most of the capital exporting coun-
tries and thus, presumably, opposed
by their Executive Directors.)

B. It would require extensive and B. It would either require the Bank
perhaps lengthy negotiation before it to reduce the amount of-local cur-
could be put into effect. On the rency finance provided to the bor-
other hand, it is reported that sev- rower or to increase the proportion
eral governments have more or less of local currency finance covered
agreed to some such procedure. by Bank loans beyond the ratios now

considered acceptable.

C. Some countries have difficulties C. It might prove to be as diffi-
under their present practice in mak- cult for the Bank as for the bor-
ing a direct loan to the foreign bor- rower to ascertain the "true" cost
rower, as distinct from guaranteeing of goods supplied under the scheme
loans to their suppliers and having when all the complications of
them be the lenders. various bilateral financing methods

had to be taken into account.

6. To proceed along the lines of either the Bachem or the Schmidt proposal
would quickly involve the Bank much more intimately in the internal procedures
of borrowing countries in reviewing bids, making awards and negotiating bilat-
eral financial agreements. Indeed, a second string to the Bachem proposal is
that the Bank should intervene as an adviser to borrowers in the evaluation of
bids, including financial terms, even with respect to projects in which the
Bank plays no financial role. Mr. Nespoulous-Neuville has suggested that it
might be desirable for the Bank to do a nominal amount of financing in such
cases so that it could take on the responsibility for project appraisal as
well. In any event, it is clear that proceeding along these lines would have
important staff implications for the Bank.



7. It is in this connection that it seems to me that the proposal in

Mr. Schmidt's memorandum of May 17, 1966 (Annex C) is very much to the point.

He proposes that we assist borrowing countries to establish and staff a cen-

tral organization with the knowledge and authority to Enable it to do the

country's "international shopping" on a sophisticated basis. This memorandum

contains a number of practical suggestions as to how such an agency could

operate in order to be of considerable value. In my view, whether or not the

Bank decides to take a new initiative in the field of joint or parallel

financing, part of our response to the various requests that we "do something"
to bring about better coordination of bilateral project financing should be

to offer two or three Consultative Group countries technical assistance in

getting better financial terms and a wider range of competitive bidding on

projects in which we have no direct financial interest. We might try doing

this directly in one or two cases, with the Bank in effect acting as financial

adviser to the borrower. At the same time we could pick another country,
perhaps Colombia, and see if we could help them set up and operate a central

agency of their own to do the job, along the lines of Mr. Schmidt's proposal.



Annex A
Consultative Group Meeting on Malaysia

London, May 17, 1966

Mr. Bachem's Statement

As you know, Kreditanstalt is Germany's Development Bank, fully govern-

ment owned, and I am one of the four men who run that Bank. We are a sort

of combined Eximbank and A.I.D., so we do capital aid for the German Govern-

ment and export financing, as well as domestic business too. I am therefore

supposed to know something about these financing schemes and I would like to

make quite clear what I said this morning in the case of Thailand which I

think applies equally to Malaysia, not necessarily to other countries but

definitely to Thailand and Malaysia.

This morning, many governments around this table indicated their will-

ingness to extend government guarantees covering certain risks of lending

or investing in Malaysia or in Thailand. I am not talking about capital

aid and I am not talking about technical assistance. I am talking about

that sector of economic foreign aid which we usually call export financing.

The problem as I see it (is) how to make use of the willingness of lender
countries to issue guarantees in a way which assures the maximum benefits

for Malaysia and Thailand. Now a government guarantee doesn't mean money,

in fact no government, or hardly any I should think, would respond posi-
tively if the Chairman were to ask for a line of credit, as in the Mexican

case, or as was suggested this morning. Governments indicated this morning

that they are willing to extend guarantees but- they were not talking of

money. There is a very important distinction between guarantees and money,
even though in each of the countries there is a connection between guaran-

tees and money as means of financing. But the connection is very different.
In the case of our American friends, when Eximbank extends a guarantee that
is as good as money and you can be pretty sure of what kind of money, that

is, what the interest rate is and what the duration will be. But there are
lots of different cases. In Germany for instance the government guarantee

definitely does not mean money, although we usually succeed in making the

money available. on the other hand, when Kreditanstalt offers to finance
a thing it does not necessarily mean that a government guarantee will be

forthcoming. So these are two separate things, and it is very complicated.
I agree with what Chatillon said this morning: A Coface guarantee is again
a different thing; you can issue some papers and hawk them from bank to
bank until they finally land at the Central Bank and you can get some money
on reasonable terms. In other countries it is again different: there our
Italian friends make the most complicated arrangements with the Banca di

Roma and Comitato Assicurazione dei Crediti - my Italian is not very good!

The point I want to make is a guarantee is not money and so when a
government says I am prepared to extend so and so much guarantees to
Malaysia or to Thailand it really does not mean too much. Personally, I
think this whole business of promising guarantees is wrong because if coun-
tries are as strong and well run as Thailand and Malaysia, you should do
any reasonable export deal there and you don't need to make promises before-
hand. You can wait until the project comes and then say O.K. to do it. The
trouble with export financing is that you often have to tap various sources
of money, including private sources. The lucky Eximbank is usually in a
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position to tap budget sources which are cheap. Kreditanstalt sometimes can

rely on cheaper government bonds, but then has to get the rest from the pri-

vate capital market and, as we all know, in Germany right now we don't have
a capital market or what you could call a capital market. We have now to
pay at a rate of F% or more, which makes for very high financing costs.
Sometimes it is just impossible to get any reasonably priced money and you
have to go to (private lenders?) and it is really expensive then. So, as

a result, we have this extreme variety of terms in export financing which
it makes it very difficult to evaluate an offer from any country willing to
finance a particular project.

As we all know, the situation is really much worse because it is very
easy to include the financing charges partially in the price. If the
financing cost is 8%, which it often is, and the guarantee charges are

another 1% or 1-1/2% and since everyone knows you can't sell anything if
you openly tell them it costs 9-1/2% in financing charges, you simply put

h-1/2% on the price and then you can offer 5% credit. The duration also
is just as difficult to evaluate because we all work with different type
of capital (arrangements). Some traditionally have different (kinds of)
annuities; some, like Kreditanstalt, have equal yearly amortisation pay-
ments so that you have a decreasing interest charge. In some countries,
and in my own too, I have seen amortisation payments rising and in others

falling. Now we do mixed financing, including capital aid. So in short,
it is very difficult to assess the financing cost or the quality of an offer
for an export deal. We don't know the interest rates, we don't know the
duration of the loan and we don't know whether everything is in if we just
look at the financing (charges). The only reasonable way I think to judge
an export offer is to try and get everything in, that is the price, plus
the financing cost, plus the duration - everything - and then compare the

offers. It is easy to find out whether (the price) is C.I.F. or F.O.B.,
but the transport costs are also different. In some offers they assume a

different part (of the project will be covered by) local currency financing
or (by a) partnership contribution, in others not. Some assume a certain

amount of consulting services or supervision of construction, all of which

costs a lot, and others are not inclusive. It is really a job to evaluate

an offer and (yet) one cannot really (know whether to accept) an offer

without trying to evaluate it. How (otherwise) do you know what is best
for Thailand or Malaysia. I think in many cases it is impossible for the
sponsors of the project to do this evaluation work and decide what under
the circumstances is best for (them). That requires (a lot of) knowledge
and it is certainly not easy. You can't expect someone (in such countries)
who wants to build a project to have the experience of 50 years of project
financing or even 10 years. So outside help is required. Of course (there
are) the consulting engineers but this also has drawbacks. I think, simply
because in some cases there are no consulting engineers, (and in any case,)
we have to admit that the development of the consulting engineering profes-
sion is very different in different countries. Also they are all subject
to the accusation (of favoritism). The American (consultant) will be
accused of favouring the American offer, and the German (consultant) will
be accused of favouring the German offer; they can be as good as you like
but they are always apt to be under that criticism.
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I think a natural for the Task (of evaluation) would be the Asian Devel-

opment Bank but it will take several years before (it is) in a position 
to

take on the job, and therefore I suggested this morning why not the I.B.R.D.?

This is an institution which we all know and I don't have to say a word about

that trusted and well-fortified (si'c) institution. We all trust its objec-

tivity and real capability to do such a difficult job. I can see two ways

how I.B.R.D. could do it. The first way would be of course an easy one, and

the best one I think, that is (in the case of) projects which I.B.R.D. takes

(on or of which it) agrees to finance a part, say the infrastructure part,

then that already brings the (Bank) people into the project. They have to

watch it anyway, and they could then do the advisory and consulting service

for the rest of the project which would be put up for international competi-

tive bidding under export financing. This isn't a scheme to relieve the World

Bank (from) putting out more money, but (it would enable) the World Bank 
to do

many more projects in this way. There is, as in any institution, a limit to

what the Bank is going to invest in certain countries during a certain period.

The other way would be simply as a sort of technical assistance to the

country (concerned). The task, as I said, is a very difficult one. But I

think it may be a very helpful one, not only to Malaysia and to 
Thailand but

for us industrialised countries too in trying to bring a little bit 
more order

into export financing; to avoid what is happening more and more, competition

in financing terms which are (not real) financing terms, but artificial; and

to stop the evil practice of really starting to negotiate about 
prices and

everything after the bids have been opened. I fully recognise that there are

strict limitations (to this proposal) and it can't be done on all projects.

Industry seems to me a natural and some power projects may (also) 
be suit-

able.

Let me lastly stress that I thought that I.B.R.D. should simply play the

role of adviser to the Malaysians and to the Thais - they (would not be) an

adviser to us financing institutions or to governments. Actually this whole

proposal does not involve governments at all, (except) the Malaysian and Thai

Governments. Therefore I can speak (without) having had the chance to dis-

cuss (the proposal) with the Head of the German Delegation, 
simply because I

think the German Government is not involved, as no (other government) is

involved. I.B.R.D. would be adviser to one or two of its member countries.

So in fact you could say that such a proposal is not something 
to discuss

with all the governments sitting around here. Nevertheless I think it is

exactly the kind of subject which could be usefully discussed in this group,

a group which is not conceived as a fund-raising club but one 
to help and

improve the aid which the industri alised countries 
give to Malaysia and to

Thailand.

Excuse me for being so long.
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III. Principal Elements of Prooosed Procedure.

h. Experience in attempting to arrange financing for the Mexican power project,

and discussions with the prospective participants,have indicated all are interested

in having the principle further developed and a well defined proposal presented for

consideration by them at a meeting called for that purpose.

5. Some of the characteristics and principles they have suggested, and which

experience would indicate to be desirable, are:

(a) That the Bank continue to permit suppliers in all countries to bid even

though the country may not be able at any time (or for projects in some

country) to join in financing its exports for the project.

(b) That there be agreement on a standard set of financial conditions --

especially the term of their lending -- to prevent the borrower from

negotiating individually and playing one country off against another.

(c) That all countries who participate finance the same percentage of the

cost of their exports with the Bank also financing some proportion.

6. While some countries have difficulties under their present practices in making

a direct loan to the foreign borrower (as distinct from guaranteeing a loan to their

suppliers and having them be the lenders) most can do so and even where they do not

it is usually a Government institution which holds maturities falling due after

the goods are shipped.

7. I believe there is a good chance of getting acceptance by the principal capital

exporting countries of a plan along the follouing lines:

(a) The procedure would be applied initially to projects requiring

large amounts of external financing and having a high imoort component

(say, at least $25 million) preferably with at leas' a few sizable

orders. Countries whose suppliers receivcd orders totaling less than

some reasonable minimum total would not be oblig:d to finance a-.y part of

them.



(b) The capital exporting goods countries would agree to finance a given pro-

portion of the cost of all goods sold. by them (.rovided the total exceed

the prescribed minimum) on terms agreed (except for interest rate which

could vary with conditions in their money markets but would have to be

reasonable).

(c) Bids would be on a "cash basis" and awards would not be influenced by

financing offered (the chief variant of which would be the interest rate).

(d) The joint or parallel loans would be interlocked with any loan the

IBRD would make in the sense that-

(i) they would finance goods on the Bank list of goods for the Bank's

project;

(ii) the Bank would tailor its amortization schedule to

those of the parallel loans to provide a financial

plan appropriate to the project;

(iii) there would be interlocking default covenants.

(e) Procedurally, but very important, the Bank would approve the project

but instead of making a loan would undertake a responsibility to arrange

for its financing on apropriate terms, giving the borrower a basis for

calling for bids. When the bids are analyzed, the countiries receiving more

than the agreed minimum would arrange to finance their share of the cost

on the standard terms. (Hopefully a standard form could be developed to

be used as the principal part of their loan agreement).

(f) On big projects, for which bids are let in success ye stages, the financing

could be arranged in the successive stages, the Bank being committed-to

see that the project is financed to comipletion. This would involve

no more risk than we now take khen we lend at the beginning to finance

it to completion, and would enable us to have much souinder bases for deter-

mining costs when the financing is arranged.



8. In the light of experience with a number of projects done on this basis,

.the plan could be made more automatic and applied to smaller projects with

highly fragmented orders.



Annex C

MEMORANDUM May 17, 1966

TO: Mr. Gerald Alter

FROM: Orvis A. Schmidt

SUBJECT: Colombia: Possible role of a central agency in arranging for

the international financing of small projects.

1. In reading the recent report on Colombia, and considering the problem
of arranging for:

(a) the financing by members of the Consultative Group of the "open"

projects on the list; and

(b) the "joint financing" of small to intermediate projects;

I have come to feel that the achievement of these objectives might be facili-

tated by the establishment in Colombia of a central financial agency which

both knows how to place orders and arrange for international financing in a

manner which will bring the best terms, and has the authority and position
of responsibility to exercise this ability for the benefit of the many organ-

izations borrowing abroad for small projects in the public sector. Supple-
menting our brief conversation and my remarkb on this subject at the recent

meeting of the Loan Committee on Colombia, this memorandum spells out some

considerations bearing on this idea.

2. One of the problems in the operation of the Colombian Consultative Group
has been that of working out arrangements between prospective borrowers in

Colombia and prospective lenders among members of the Consultative Group for

projects which are not being financed by one of the big lending institutions

(such as IBRD, IDB, AID, and Eximbank). In such cases the institution which

would be the prospective borrower is often not experienced in arranging for

international finance and does not know how to call for bids or do "interna-

tional shopping" on a sophisticated basis. As a consequence arrangements

for financing these projects either do not get worked out, or get worked out

by an inexperienced borrower who pays high prices for the equipment and

accents tied short-term financing, often on terms inappropriate to the proj-
ect, when with more skillful handling much better arrangements could have

been made.

3. The fact that projects are "open" on the list for the Consultative Group
(or are not being financed by one of the big multilateral organizations)
means that bids for the equipment can be asked from only those countries

willing to provide financing. It is precisely under this condition that

countries with export finance mechanisms are most eager to participate in

the financing of projects and will give the most favorable terms. In order

to profit from this fact, however, there must be in Colombia some central
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organization that has the knowledge and authority to enable Colombia to take
advantage of this position in these cases.

h. Moreover, it appears that there are many projects too small to be placed
on the project list for which international financing is being arranged by
municipalities, provincial governments, or other small public entities.
Annex III, Volume V, of the Economic Report on Colombia of April 11, 1966,
lists 22 projects in the power sector and 27 telecommunications projects,
many of them small and financed by supplier credits with terms of two to five
years. With the help of a central agency the purchase and financing of the
equipment for a number of the small projects might be handled as a single
package. The larger size of the orders would result in better prices for
the equipment and better terms on the financing. By making a central finan-
cial agency the borrower in some of these cases (and having it relend to the
local Colombian agencies), additional savings might be obtained because
foreign lenders would probably give better terms for loans to a central
financial agency representing the Colombian Government than they would on
loans to small -- little-known -- entities even though such loans have a
Government guarantee.

5. The function which the central financial agency would discharge is quite
distinct from that performed by the Planning Council. The latter is con-
cerned with the determination of the merits of a project, the formulation of
a program, and the design of a general financial plan. The function with
which this paper is concerned is that of arranging for the financing of proj-
ects -- especially those not financed by the multilateral lending organiza-
tions -- in a manner such that the goals of the financial plan are most
likely to be achieved. If it worked effectively, a central financial agency
should be able to achieve the following benefits:

(a) Increasing the speed and efficiency with which arrangements are
made for external financing of small projects in the public sector,
thereby also broadening the participation of the capital goods
exporting countries in the financing of the program.

(b) Obtaining better prices for imported equipment for such projects
as well as better financing (lower interest, longer terms) by en-
suring broader competition, grouping projects to make bigger
orders, serving as the borrower for little-known agencies, etc.

6. I have not attempted to formulate with any degree of precision the char-
acteristics and powers which such an agency should have, but believe they
might be somewhat as follows:

(a) The agency should be one of the principal, if not the principal,
institutions entrusted by the Government to work out external
financing for Colombian entities in the public sector. Initially
it would probably not participate in arrangements being made by
the bigger, more experienced public entities (especially if financ-
ing is being obtained from AID or one of the multilateral lending
agencies). In order to ensure that it played its proper role in
other external financing based on a guarantee of the Colombian
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Government, its approval should be a prerequisite for the granting
of a guarantee. It might be the agency which gave the guarantee

on behalf of the Government for projects other than those financed

by a multilateral lending agency (or in all cases, as does Nacional

Financiera in Mexico).

(b) Asafinancistarm of the Government it should be able to borrow by
pledging the full faith and credit of the Government.

(c) It should have a top-level professional staff, which need not be

large but should have a status, and remuneration, such that there

is continuity in its direction and management. (This would prob-
ably be the most difficult, but most crucial, part of the opera-

tion.)

(d) Its lines of authority should be such that it would be under the

general control of the Minister of Finance and it should work

closely with the Planning Council.

(e) It need not at first have its own capital structure but might later

be given one if that seemed desirable. It might start out as a

separate division within the Central Bank. It might be made finan-

cially self-supporting by charging a spread, or a service fee, on

loans which it arranges. If it can effectively perform the services

described above, it should be able to bring about savings to
Colombia, and to the agencies it serves, greater than its cost of

operation. It might also come to play a role as the Government's

arm in making peso loans to help finance local currency costs of

provincial, municipal, and similar types of public projects.

7. It might be argued that similar benefits could be obtained by having the
arrangements for financing small projects within a certain sector (e.g. power,
telecommunications, waterworks, etc.) handled by an agency which specializes

in projects within that sector. The advantages of establishing one central

agency, however, to discharge this function are:

(a) Colombia is more apt to be able to find qualified people to staff

one such agency than several. People qualified to carry out this

role will be difficult to find and retain, and it will be hard
enough to staff one agency with people qualified to do an effective

job of this kind.

(b) It would be more efficient to centralize, as much as possible, nego-

tiations for external loans based on the credit of the Colombian
Government.
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June 25 , 1966

Tr. George D. Woods
P resident
Wold Bank

sIlh i Street , 1.1.
.irrs' -in;: ton DP.C. 20433)

Dear Sir

Recently I had the opportunity of working on an A.I.D.

(Arrency for Internatiorl Development) projct dealing with
eouipment stu 6 ies related to industrlial development . While
workinf on this rojct I came to certain conclusions con-
cr:n aid operations wh.ch are outlined in the enclosed

paper ttled , The International Aid Fund

The ultimate objective is the transfer of governmental
financial commitments to the initiative of private enterprise
and the intensification of aid efforts on a broader level
The need for thic approach was recognized by the Crotonville
Conference of the Aiantic Council ,December 1965 ,,Iith regaz rd
to the interdependence of: the developed and less developed
countries . Recommendations to that effect were also expressed
in the July 1965 report to .. D. of the Advisory Comittee
on Private Enterprise in ioreign Aid . The operations of A.l..
ar how.ever restrictive and po ii ally motivated in part ;-

one of the basic reasons which led to the Irnational Aid
Fund (IAF) prorosal

Stil , A.I.D. is underwriting statutory -5 billion for

Drivate enterprise operations in developing countries , while
The International inance Corporation (I`C) has so far conitted

157 million in form of investments in private enterprise native

to develorin2 countries . The Advisory om-ittee Re ort on Private
.nternrise in Forein-r Aid (July 1965) estimates a need of `5
billion to 2 billion anru ally for develo-pment operations in
less-developd countries

The fI un"crental difference between the Internatioral i lund

(IAF) ,A.I.D. and I1( is clearly evident by the ct that 1AF

would robilize the initiative of private enterprise respectivE 1Y
ivate canital - ich naturallyh could also be represented in the

form of eeuipment or transf oral of completo plants - on an inter-
nati on-l basis with IAF under-riting related risk-insurances and

ouarateeing certain tax-bonef its a:reed ,ithin t-Ie membershin
of #A

-he second very in-ortant factor of the outlined proposal
old preclue the necessity of an annual aid appropriation since



s
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the fund woild gradually assume national commitments for foreign
aid . The shift in emphasis from rublic to private would encourage
greater industrial development in developing areas with the proper
guarantecs . Furthermore developing merber-countries of the Fund
wouald find it in their own intcrest to create condit ions,security-
and tax benefits ,which would attract private investors and produce
on the other hand a sound incentive of cometJition among the reci-
pients

While A.I.D. reached the 5 4illion mark by underwriting
private enterrise ooerations in areas restricted by political
considerat ions ,it is evident that IAF could reach on an inter-
n1ational level the estimated requirements of the A.I.D.-Adviscry
ComiAttee report .

I conducted a personal research of opinion of co- etent
.ersonalities in government ,industry and finance and have had
an excellent reaction , which encourages me to continue no! this
research on the same level in Europe in particular in West Germany.

As a result of cuestions raised by Senator Fulbri ht and others
on whether this proposal could be built into the framework of the
World Bank family it would seem that a tiorough study is necessary
to clarify the issues . If this is of interest to the Bank and its
members I would be happy to cooperate in furtherin such research.

Vith regard to my qualif i cations I may mention that I have a
deree in chemical engineering and did graduate studies in economics
at the University Frankfurt/ E. I was for many years active in the
executive service of the German chemical industry in E urope and
overseas . Relaed experience concerned inC.ustrial development in
Europe , Latin America , U.S.A. and the Far Est . Most recently

was consultant/expert to the A.7.D. Used Eouipment Study.

Lookin forward to your reply and thanking you for your
interest , I am,

Sincerely yours

Kurt E. Woetzel
Ch.E. and Economist

Encls.
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nalysis and 5roposal

AID to developing countries has become an accepted

fact of our economy. Since the Marshall Plan, astance

has been rendered under a variety of forMs and motivations0

OutrIiht AD in dollars or :oods, loa ns and equipment ha

been given for humanitarIan, political and military reasons.

The overall purpose has been to elevate the standard of

living of fifty percent of he non-commrunist world popula-

tion to the point where political and economic integration

could take place on a regional and national basis. Miitary

assistance at first constituted twothirds of the total out-

lay. The ctivation for this was to prevent communist take-

overs in economically weak countries. Military assistance

was subsequently reduced to onethird of total AD, but has

recently increase. as a result of the Vietna2 War.

A highn degree of selectivity has characterized our

foreign AID programs from their incRepton. Recipient nations

have been expected to cooperate with U o24 efforts to contain

and counteract communism. The attachent of political strings

to an A:D-package has led to riicism and, at times, failures

in terms of effects. On the other hand, we have -iven .D

to communist countries, e.g. Yu-oslavia and 2oland. At the
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same time, we hnve cr ticized our llies for selling

wCeat tO communist Ch in n riorities f or foreiPn AD have

thus been subjcct to exigencies of our foreig n policy.

Results accordingly have varied.; they have ranged from

the spectacular development of post-war nrope to spor adic

progress in latin America. One side effect has been due

to U.3. example; former recipient nations, such as West

Germany, Japan and France, have now developed A:D programs

of their own. Foreign AID was once the bailiwick of the

United States and the Soviet Union; today economic assist-

ance has taken on international overtones. The more prosper-

ous nations of both East and West are jiving AzD for politic-

al, economic and social ends. Orfanizations have been

developed, e. 2 . Agency for `nternational Development, Orga-

nIzation for conomic Cooperation and "evelopment, juropean

Economic Community, Development Assistance Committee, Orga-

nization of American States, nter-American Development Bank,

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, Inter-

nati onal Development Association, International Finance Cor-

poration, The Japan Development Bank, The United Nations Fund,

and the recently organized Development Bank for south-Est

Asia, and agreements have bean made to facilitate economic

assistance. Howevcr, there is no common policy am.ong the non-

communist nations of the world, and national policies tend

to compete In sensitive areas. Instad of pooling resources

for an integrated development program, efforts are seared to

specific arcas and narrow intCrest. The possibilities for

full-scale development are minimized thereby and the effects



of Ividal programs are dilutc-. Gnating Cowe!r to

c en Initiative i3 r&rely p2ojuced.

Tre is obvi'oU-ly a need for a oorodinatC effort.

.. 4 - ro3o tnat an 0 a IL IO , t 1D C", re

INTERNATIONL AID FUND, be actabished to coordinate inter'-

national aid prorams. It shoud C r zed along the
-a _n, -- a, Ti

lincs of the international Mnetary Fud Thus n

t.onal coordination may Luccea wacre nationai p0 l

hav cfaile-d The political direction of .D aCcoring to

na rrow aioal in ter-est pev ents a constructive diloUe

betwe enrt ead 1nancer ate. aCD to be uccessful

and to produce original nationa initiatives on the part of

rcitpi.ent nations must be organized and Manaed from an

nnic rather tan poiaatandpoint. Oerations o f the

IN TERNATIONAL A 140D FUN ould not be subject to annual allo-

cations by various governmental bodies. Thus, continuiy

would be assured.. .lices wouia be devern ed by Iebers

of the Fund and ajreements reached on the basis of economic

acts and recomMendations.

Resources already ocated by the United States and

other countries would be sufficient to fiance ternatinal

AID programs. For example, the U 24 commitaent to , tIor-

zed by Congr'ess, amounted originally to one to one-and-a-half

0 - ,-, " ' " - -1 li

pErcent of the GCross .ational 2Ouct and was recently redu.ced

ao one-half of th iee Gn2.en pcontoit o- oeg

aid amount"Is to approximatelyv one per-ce nt. Of isGE



.tiscla that--' anitesv efor toris -

ecooic tadard of livi i t -e p areas of

the worid could be laurched _y___li_ vices and

c aitaI for ad As projected, ID rL cq reUe-ts are

increasing far beyond! oressi aproritin. Th

AgEc, y for Intern tional Development haS a tteted to

attract private inetmn by ofring: inuace against

relatcc secur i ty rIss a -nd by providin tax benefits..

?ritvate investment guarantoes of AD aounted to ; 479

millions In 1961 and Increased to - 1.7 i os

1964 with a statutory ceiling: of 2.5 billions, which In

1965 was raised in effect to Q 5 billions.

According to a report of the Advisory Committee on

private Enterprise in For eign lid is;sued in July 1965,

AID should stimulate and assist activities of private

enterprise In developilng countries and expand its present

framework of bilateral or multilateral reements and

related judicial covenants. It appears that economic

development programs that have been initiated and suppor ted

by Covernment AID may ultImately b transf erred to and

followed up by private enterprise, includ ng service groups

and firms specialized in enin , industrial production,

agricu1tural production, food processing, nutrition, educa-

tIon, IndustrIal and economic planning, finance, labor and

management generally.

Nevertheless,. a purely national AID approach is restric



tive by comparison with the tional , o example,

inaugerate-d in 194S toreuaeheitrtinlfo

of money, currency, and cit. na tioalitres

poiies limit the initiatve and freedom of the '.ID teekive

party. I- contQrast, 17 >ad 102 u:mbers (counre of the C

non-communist woroI) wit 'a paic-1n Iuof 2 L 14 n

of which 63..21 0 ,as provided by ten industrIal

(U.. , U- ermany, Fr a, Italy, h

Japan, Canada, and 2woeen; 8.7:% by ainetee L

an countries and 28..0 by the other eventythree Meber-

countries.. WhIIen thne Fund started it ned thirty ine :mbers

with a total commitment of b 7.4 bilion, whe i S

estima ted that its resources will increase to 21 billons.

The Advisory Commttee or. Private fnterprise in. Foreign Aid

estimates that requirements wi1l incrcase to § 5 to 20

billions annually.

An INTRNATIONAL A FUN of approxat ely 6 10

billions, to be subscribed to by non- comun st countries

supporting private enterprise ventures, witout p olitical

or ni itary strIis attached, and to be uide by a

council consisting of receiver a-nd fn ancinc notions

without prejudice es+pol itical or military causes, would

solve the dual problem of assistance on a non-partisan

basis and economic devlopm:ent without fear of political

or Tilitary interv enti ,

In summary, the proposal would provide for the

following



CJ ,. -'e ae

2~2sLK2 t e&cpc onal fo ots for ina

1111 on cto teon oC -i

o nzOct IOa LI! subtrle to hy co"' "' - "- '

parsulng l eedn yrcogr~ subteQ t nwt!ZQ O!12 lcO

potical and ecnoic pressures.

contrac. ty c b

AID2N mae to be .open 02ahshna oll eLLn

education and health, etc. of !A2 with rnLs to veto

a bidder, if he lacho qualification.: case of conflict

a coar o opos o &M .emers o - a"

nations, w ill decide on the ulatse bpositon on the

contract.

Dsues au to execuino blaos u--

tne W Satute are to be Ebizft h nanto

Court of Justice a au o cieat

(4 emoe-ainwl ae h aihtl wta,

fr om te -gcecn withina a spcfe Umn zi rt

povislonsof oth-er agreeens suhaeh ot tatc

Treaty Organization, etc.

The propocal for an W NTOA LF3 isn. ant iteV

in the hope that cooperation can be established on the
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. J.D. Scott DATE: June 20, 1966

FROM: Stanley Please

SUBJECT: "Savings through Taxation - Reality or Mirage"

I am at one and the same time shocked, saddened and amused by the
decision you have made regarding the publication of my article. I am
shocked that the advice of one advisor in the Fund should have persuaded

you that publication was undesirable when the advisory panel consists of

ten or more people drawn from both Bank and Fund. This shock is heighten-

ed by the circumstance that the original Conference paper from which this
article originated has been read and commented on by many people in the
Bank, several of whom encouraged me to have it published in the Review. I
am saddened by the basis for your decision which stems from Richard Goode's
rhetorical question as to "how far the Review ought to go in promulgating
views that do not coincide with the policies of the sponsoring institutions"
and his specific suggestion that dissenting opinions should possibly be
reserved for writers who are not staff members. There will be many diverse
opinions as to what the Bank-Fund image should be in order to make its
operations most effective. Contrary to the view which you have now accepted
I would urge from my own limited experience that respect for the Fund and
the Bank, for its advice and its advisors can only be increased if the
questioning and self-critical attitudes of their staff are manifest to
responsible officials and responsible opinion in member countries. The

image of institutions which are self-complacent and steeped in an ideological
straight-jacket, cannot be corrected unless this self-critical attitude is
made known outside of the 18th block of H Street. My amusement stems from
the obverse of this which is the belief which appears to exist amongst some
staff members that advice will only be accepted if it is sold on faith rather
than on reason. Can we not adopt the more humble mien which Mr. Escott Reid
argues for so persuasively in his essay on the World Bank and which I, along,
I am sure, with many of my colleagues, would find more becoming?

I am aware that the substance of the article rather than its con-
clusions are not really at issue in regard to publication. Nevertheless,
comment on the points raised by Messrs. Goode and Murphy is called for if
only because of the vehemence with which Murphy expresses them. Both accept
that the problem of potential savings in a country being eroded away by the
growth of non-development government expenditure is a very important one -
I would say the important one in some countries. Richard Goode offers no
answer to theroblem in his memo and thus I assume he would prescribe the
same medicine as before, i.e., at the policy level to urge restraint on
governments regarding their non-development expenditure, at the technical
level to reinforce where it is necessary their budgetary procedures and staff
and on the tax side to stimulate a greater revenue generation by both the
introduction of new tax measures and increasing the yield from previous tax
measures. The first two ingredients of this prescription are, I hope, not
repudiated by my article though maybe more emphatic recognition of their
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importance needs to be made. I am not, furthermore, necessarily

against the revenue measures but there my support would be conditional.

One of these possible conditions is the earmarking of the consequent

revenue to developmental purposes - a practice, incidentally, which the

Bank in its covenants at the project level frequently encourages or

insists upon. Mr. Goode's retort to this is that he finds this a

"disappointing" and "weak" conclusion at which to arrive. Part of the

answer to this is to recall the point I made in the article - and an ob-

vious point - that in the face of a determined sovereign government

intending to spend on a non-priority purpose, any institutional device

will be weak if not completely ineffective. This weakness applies equally

to the specific recommendation which Murphy makes and upon which he pins

so much hope.

The second part of the answer is to refer to the American experience

where inter state comparative studies have suggested that both the level

and pattern of state government expenditure has been related to the degree

of earmarking of revenues to particular services. Is it not possible to

exploit this relationship in order to ensure a more developmentally orien-

tated fiscal policy? Certainly in countries which attempt to pursue

reasonably conventional budget policies, even if these are not necessarily
developmentally orientated, this device would appear to me to have wider

possibilities than Mr. Goode suggests. Despite the vehemence of his

opposition to this conclusion of my article, in fact logically it would

appear to gain strength from Murphy's own positive suggestion. If a given

size of the overall budget surplus or deficit evokes a given response

from governments in terms of tax and expenditure policy, as he suggests,
then this can be exploited for development purposes. By taking out of

the general budget a given revenue source which yields say "T" of revenue

and at the same time assigning this to a financially autonomous public

agency which administers a development service (say roads) upon which

expenditure at the moment is "T-R", then the policy reaction according
to Murphy's own reasoning is a strengthening of budgetary policy on either

or both the revenue and expenditure sides. If the constraint on develop-

ment expenditure had previously been a financial constraint, as we are

assuming, then, in the above example, road expenditure moves up from "R" to

'T". In other words the greater fiscal discipline manifests itself in

an increase in development expenditure.

As regards my second conclusion which Mr. Goode also regards as

"weak and disappointing", the main thrust of my argument seems to be

ignored. It is simply to ask whether the major hypothesis of the analysis

of those who advocate saving through taxation has not been too uncritical-

ly accepted. Cannot selective measures to counter some of the factors

which operate against increased private saving - fear of inflation,

political fears, etc. - be taken to offset their effectiveness. I find

it strange that the first of these possibilities in particular, provokes

such objection from both Messrs. Goode and Murphy who belong to an
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institution which argues in general for more realistic interest rate

policies in such countries. There may be objections to selective
measures as against generalized measures but surely not in terms of their

direct effectiveness in raising saving - unless the supply of savings is
completely price inelastic in which case neither policy would do any good.
Furthermore, the budgetary cost of selective measures to achieve a given
result might be less, particularly in certain countries where the public's

price expectations are more inflationary than economic forces merit - e.g.,
in South Korea where a 30 per cent interest rate for savings deposits
based on price increases in the early 60's seems out of touch with present
realities and prospects. I mention this differential budgetary cost
firstly because it is important in itself and secondly because Mr. Murphy
is deeply concerned from the income receipts side that the measures I
propose will simply go to "bailing out the well-to-do classes of the
developing countries - i.e., to be diverted into wasteful consumption
expenditures and/or capital flight". Selective measures might reduce such
"bailing out" operations though in any case it might be necessary to
accept a degree of increased social injustice in the distribution of income
as the price of a greater increase in the rate of growth of income - the
latter consideration appearing to find no place in Mr. Murphy's argument.
Regarding the Bank guarantee suggestion I cannot understand Mr. Murphy's
objection though his conclusion that this would involve a flow of aid
misses the essential point.

Mr. Murphy's positive suggestion for the abolition of the capital
account has great appeal to me. It appears to be aiming at the same
problem and in the same general way as my own suggestions namely to trade
upon the conventional wisdom and semantics which enter into attitudes
towards budgetary policy. Whilst I suggest making some current revenue
appear as capital revenue, Mr. Murphy suggests making capital expenditure
appear as current expenditure. Does the difference between us really
justify his regarding my own suggestion as "appalling".

One final point. In defending my paper I would not wish to appear
dogmatic. The implication for development of the situation so far experienced
in developing countries is too grave for cherished individual ideas to be
blindly defended or for irresponsible policy recommendations to be made. It
is also too grave for complacency. Perhaps the necessarily over-provocative
tone of my paper which was prepared for a Conference discussion has persisted

..to this intended publishable version. The problem must in fact be faced
up to as it arises in the given institutional circumstances in each country
and in this connection I would point out that what is a virtue of the
American system in a potentially over-expansionist situation is a vice in
a contractionary one. My concern is that in general in the advice given
to developing countries there has been insufficient awareness of the fact
that whilst the advice is based solely on developmental needs, governments
are not so single-minded, and the generation of tax revenues makes possible
the achievement of non-development goals which were not considered by the
advisors and which in the absence of the increased tax revenue would not
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have been considered. I my be wrong but I do not know that this

particular concern has found expression elsewhere and if I am correct

in this I find it regrettable that my concern cannot be shared and

considered by your readers and its implications for policy explored.

cc: Mr. Wilson (through Mr. Kamarck)
Mr. Goode (through Mr. Kamarck)
Messrs. Kamarck, Avramovic, de Vries, King and Murphy
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WASHINGTON 25,D.C.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
CABLE ADDRESS--INTBAFRAD

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
CABLE ADDRESS-INDEVAS

* BANK *
EUROPEAN OFFICE:

4, AVENUE D'lENA IA
PARIS (16E) - FRANCE

TELEPHONE: KLEBER 25-10

June 17, 1966

Dear Dick,

Martijn Paijmans attended the meeting on Asian Development

recently held in The Hague under the chairmanship of Professor

Tinbergen. His enclosed report might interest you, as well as

the Economics Department.

With kind regards,

Sincerely yours,

Encls. Arthur Karasz

Mr. Richard H. Demuth, Director

Development Services Department

International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

Washington, D.C.
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Files June 13, 19 6

Martijn 'aij&ans

Conference on Asian Develona t

I attended the Confe ence on Asian develoymen h if in the Ha ue from
Juane u 10 organized by Prf. Tinbergen of the Netherland Economiic

nt 0itute. The reason rfr callin the s .o ha ha:tily rnized conference
was the ure need felt by the institute to rnind ublic o ini in Western

Europe of ie pro;ems of the Asian Continent and to se: hat estern ropean
countries coul do to contribute to Asian development.

kA it tu rned out, L.s of ah ker dea wit- devlp problems
in ner1l, ccason l idca spc c implicatins or situation on

h Ain coninnt. The role T r Europ with resOect to Ai was
bar o .ntioned. In hito i Confrnce w success judging

b he introductions made bo four speakers :

P:f. 1.- . nor, (7arvard nivst)

l.. ad ( e o nesta; formerly Director of Institut

r 1. Kau v :.- tiUv o he eherlands in nva).

Dr 1. ... ( .t Dircor ), Devroomnt Cnter, C. .2. .

Is rol in . poii develop -c aid and as coordintor
was very ot-n ine an in hd ons t7 h followed, thre were
sevr:al roccasoins ;rn whc I ol mlbrt on tis and, i necessarj,
correct ris which er nor l ec

Thr wr no -oint inc the- r w0hic would justify an iedi'ate

12-a.0 a, intersi nt roduction 2fD Little ma, owve~r,
e . a Orc a certairn exent r elct

. t eal, inte rr tte"nl t the a al asrcects
of t evelopr t p'o1 h alYla tera1 side was cv dur a discussi
AV whc h tviere as a o c rtunit o e a p or- concerted aC tion, in
SCrt lar of the smller dnr count.ri o, ithn their aew.rk o? consorbia
aNd/r Eoslltative ou.



tienda.cce to the eeece a LinKly li itd to eober o es

Anni on >as ores t l of Asian mons oa
Th peoneof a World Bank representative a very much apree ted~ in

articuliar og r f inbergen.

Annex
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Mr. Woods June 8, 1966

Michael L. Hoffman

Bank's Image and Role as Coordinator

Two points emerged from the meeting I attended recently at Ditchley,
and other talks I had in Europe, on which I believe some reflection is
called for.

There is still a ver- wdspren sunderstanding of what the Ban,
is actuall-I doing today in develormt and of how we go about it. Pode
frequently ut forward as original ideas or as recomm endations things that
we have understood, or been doin-, for years. I was articularl struck
by how faw - eopl-, even those who are or have Ven _ t J ai busin ss,
have en the b innin; of an un0etanding of hat s actual invol A
in 3in ing development finance to i proved economic perfornce, as it is
now called, in d veloin countries. It is, of cours , a very subtl pro-
cess. And instead of simply asserting that our 20 years' o1 experience
enables us to do it batter than othars, it seems to idht iv. nore
thought to making our public explanations of what we de more maningful to
e0ole have al iate interest in tha )rocess, and a to under-

stand -t, but who have not, as most of us have over the years, acquired
this understanding as a kind of second nature.

I also found a growing concern as to whether our new effort to use CGs
as a r.ans of i xroving the quality of aid can b, eff ctve in a vorld where
the total flo or ad r -,rs to be declining or bstbt r inn, at cnstant
absolut anounts. Thiz Briti sh arc )artculari conecn about this becaus
thej kno their own aid funds ar_ not go to :ncreas and th, ar-
worri ed about being faced with a groing nuiber of countries whose develop-
ment f nance programs are r nsented to then th a sort o Bans al of
approval, but to which the, sml cannot rospond. Nobod is su ggsting
that e should not int-asi f our or i s _e ld, but 1 thin, we can ex-
pect a growing reluctance to join new Cs. The only mioral I can draw from
this is that we cannot, by increasing our efforts in the field of coordina-
tion, scae our resonsibility for telling the rich countries day in and
day out that the total flow of aid is simply not big enough.

cc Pre sident 's Council
Mr. raves

MLHoffman/pnn )41 i{
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June 3, 1966

Evaluation of Economic Performance

1. Attached for your information is the draft of a
study, "The Evaluation of Economic Performance in Developing
Countries" dated June 1, 1966, which has been prepared by Mr.
Sundrum.

2. The study will be discussed at a future meeting of the
Economic Committee.

C. F. Owen
Secretary

D ISTRIBUT ION

Messrs. Friedman Bell Maiss
Kamarck Edelman McDiarmid
Adler Gilmartin Sadove
Avramovic King (B.B.) Thompson
Rist Larsen Weiner
de Vries Lipkowitz Wright



Mr. J. D . Sott June 3, We'

Rayond J. Codn-

Stanley Please OpArticle

Kr. I -ne has raise an inportant -roblen whic: r rin,
namely, thc disparity betwaee r t : in man U vmlo n,
countries nr the declinin rporti n Wwli. revenun in into
investment. e alo makes a us ful ont by anyin .. :. we ten to

take over-onnt exacitues as ive, ltholib ti rr ar lone recent
e xampil 3 - includinn 'eylon ann two . - e a r . :
mentions - her th anG 40 a- t ren Cuit a o 1 KU t ov rn-
.ient corncrned

it l .? r e r ; L ar C .at it :: rr, I-
noncen e lest it be interprete, an i-Atin t .V n nk a- o
less inclined t:an hitherto to stress the inportance o an adequate
tax efWort o eveloir countries. , nay of these countrics -
certainly in We more ,riitive onts a - in those tat have -orenced
rapid inflation - -o not believe tr a tiee is any real ltenive ,

least in a s ort run, to tay revenue as tLe loc v >.re o.
:inance for investraent. in ut er o aes, measurc to increse taes
a! to stimulapte P evV savin- are not necessarily mutually exclusive,

wovi ed t e level of taxation is not ncreased bconV a certain level.
S Atter point, tat is 'entioned briefly in Op ap or, is proba1l.

worth suni0 i a sonairrrte a O. i is or Vrtular inaartn ce
in co-ntries AK i, inain n % ia, ,, arr, t' v re n' )rivate

7rctor in ovl;n13-n i t 1 r on.

The conel. isin s -> V 'ero-- I yraw K r- ti u 1 t:oi t. in
r. a's paer is not t= the "a, Ohul 71k V t4. inortance
: n a ecuate try ofort, ut ratOr n t w Jl rnot itate to

nr po a way. o is uinsi rMeet srpluaas, .. , , by nart kim revenue
tor Pevelo7 nt, W U t nre+e c: ee rMon to Wr. noU.er

we lydbr te:rn f oti min - *-or evy or30 e velog-
ment fm ,

cc: 1r. Please
RJC ygg



Mr. David Kochav May 31, 1966

Hlugh Latimer

Trends and outlook for development finance

Section A

I have made some amendments in the text which you must reject or
accept as you prefer. Here are some more specific comments.

1) page I; para 1, last sentence. Metaphors are mixed. I suggest
"international trade of both industrial and developing countries
once more set a vigorous pace"
or
1"renew ed i ta revious vigorous ratse of exp ans ion .

2) page 1; note 1. The phrasing needs some working out. Also Jamaica
and Trinidad are not allowed for. T sugest 'refers, unless other-
wise stated, to all countries of ia except Japan, of Africa except
bouth Africa, of Southern Europe except taly (Turkey, Yugoslavia,

yprus, Greece, alta, Spain and Portuial) and of Latin erica and
the Caribbean )
or
"'and of Central an outh America".

I assume frot this that the trade of u is included, and that of
Finland, Ireland and Iceland is not.

Aince at the t.e of publication, Lnestto my be indipendent, a
the Maldivian trade returns are no publis ed, one ought perhaps to
add "It excludes those without cepenent trade returns .

3) page 3; para 2, line 7. Flow of prime capital have run intc the
sand which traps watery metaphors.

I suggest ave also not increased and ontrast wit the increm ing
backflow ... " or moi e specifically have aso not increased andheir
balace o men benefit to the developing countries aa ole
na&s been erode by the increasing backflow. ....

4) page 5; para 3. head:-- he increase in port earnings, ,
thoug lower than in recent years, w a attil above the average una
increase of only L.35 n the fiftee years 1)'0-63. In relation o
the rate of Rrouth of world trade a ole, such a rate represents
a substantial and, rear-by-year, almost constant lag of developing
countries as a group. In turn, i refle ts the heavy weighftin o
these countries' exqorts wit pr procts.
(Ir a technical sense, all "commoditiesc re ipso dictu "pr ii .
In a general sense, another word is better).



To: Mr. David Kochav --. M 31,1

5) page 6; line 2. ot necessary to have botW "tded and "on the
whole".

6) page 8; line 8. 3pain le included among the countries wose iR-
ports rose by an overall 20 in 196, but on page 7, you have said
that Spain is excludrd from the figures

7) page 83; bottom of page. Couldn' t we give figures here, at and of
sentence e.g. "approximately $2.5 million last year'.

8) page 9; first two paras. something wrong here. Ecluding the oil
producers doesn' t seem to make much difference, a mere $200 million.
If it is still right, I suggest you ait para. 2.

9) page 1C; onestly, it is difficult to see that the statements on
this page make much contribution te knowldge. To parphrase, "The
increase in Mr. I u bank account y oe of only a teporary nature
owing to the fact that be hasn' V pai his bills yet. To a certain extent,
it nay be due to t.ie ing discofort he feels about having no money
in the bank. owever, there is little reason to believe that r. 7's
bank balance will go on rising. Wn, it is really od that he should
have that much oney there".



ESTIMATE OF TOTAL GROSS INFLOW OF FUNDS TO L IN 1963 AND 1964

(In millions of U. S. Dollars)

19 6 3 l1 96_
7u 3 LI C PUBLIC PR.IVATE

Inf'lr- Anarti- S Investment GRAND Inflow Amorti- Infilow Inest int GRAND

(t) Zation et) Income TOTAL (net) zation (net) Income _ TOTAL

1al 8480. 7 2 2 2 7.. _2_3 .1 ,92.202. _1_5L5 2_0.

ASIA 2. 758 .0 411.7 615.1 3,784.8 2935. 444.1 482.8 3 861 .9
India 978 .0 139.0 ... 1,117.0 1,230.0 171.3 1, 401.3
Ceylon - 4.4 10.0 14.4 - 3.0 5.6 8.6
Pakistan 501.0 46.5 ... 547.5 518.0 39.8 557.8
Burma - 6.9 1.1 8.0 - 6.5 - 6.5
S. Vietnam 227.0 - 7.9 234.9 246.0 - - 246.0
S. Korea 265.0 - 265.0 174.0 - 174.0
Israel 132.0 99.1 15.5 246.6 107.0 108.7 25.1 240.8
Philippines 30.0 50.1 17.3 97.4 94.0 19.9 13.1 127.0
Indonesia 116.0 - 72.0 188.0 85.0 - - 85.0
Jordan 83.0 - 83.0 81.0 - 81.0-
China (Taiwan) 74.0 74.0 52.0 52.0
Thailand 46.0 13.2 8.14 67.6 46.0 15.4 8.9 70.3
Malaya - 5.1 109.4 114.5 - 8.1 8.1
Iran 27.0 47.4 373.5 447.9 - 1.0 71.4 430.1 500.5
Other 279.0 - - 279.0 303.0 - - 303.0

AFRICA l_636.0 66.1 212.7 1,914.8 1,722.0 78.5 94.6 l,895.1
French Franc Area
South of Sahara 448.0 - - 448.0 447.0 -

- 447.0
Algeria 276.0 276.0 252.0 252.0
Egypt (UAR) 209.0 - ... 209.0 238.0 ... 238.0
Congo (Leopoldville) 87.0 - - 87.0 115.0 - 115.0

Morocco 117.0 - ... 117.0 107.0 107.0

Tunisia 95.0 0.7 95.7 71.0 1.1 72.1
Portuguese Overseas
Provinces 52.0 - - 52.0 64.0 64.0
Nigeria 16.0 13.5 48.2 77.7 54.0 12.1 63.5 129.6

Sudan 14.3 3.7 18.0 - 11.8 5.2 17.0
Kenya 56.0 - - 56.0 53.0 20.6 - 73.6
Tanzania 32.0 - - 32.0 44.0 1.2 - 45.2
Ghana 27.0 - 19.3 46.3 40.0 - 19.6 59.6

- 32.0 - -2 32.0Malawi 
I 17.0 136.3 1/ 153.3 

-
Uganda 21.0 - - 21.0 20.0 1.3 21.3

Ethiopia - 9.5 - 4.9 5.2 10.1
5.0 4.5

East Africa 2/ - 9.4 3.7 - 3.7
- 9.4 -

Rhodesia and Nyasaland 23.9 - 23.9 14.1 - 14.1
Zambia 3.0 - - 3.0 18.0 8.8 26.8
IAI ia 314.0 34.0 17.0 - 17.0
Libyra 26.0 26.0 16.0 16.0

120.0 120.0 134.0 - 1314.0

e .CA 1, 15 0.0 1,- 03 9 11 068 , ,28 0 1,018.0 1, 23 , .6 63.
7 3. 1 -y

Brazil 202.0 236.9 57.0 495.9 233.0 209.0 ... Id42.0
Z.nc 'h Ovrseas
.- partments 1)11.0 - 141.0 174.0 - 174.0

Panama - 1.7 8.8 10.5 - 2.0 4.9 6.9
Chile 147.0 80.5 38.7 266.2 132.0 91.6 - 223.6
Ecuador - 18.3 11.4 29.7 - 8.7 12.6 21.3
Colombia 107.0 79.9 39.4 226.3 103.0 73.8 42.3 219.1
Costa Rica - 8.6 4.2 12.8 - 7.3 ... 

6 

7.3
Mexico 86.0 239.7 185.6 511.3 47.0 360.5 216.6 621.1
Dominican Republic - 3.0 18.0 21.0 - 4.4 - 4.4
Peru 22.0 49.0 50.0 121.0 45.0 33.9 78.9
El Salvador - 3.6 4.14 8.0 - 6.3 10.7
Bolivia 53.0 10.7 1.3 62.4 44.0 10.0 1.3 52.7
Guatemala. - 9.7 3.0 127.0 - 9.7 11.5 21.2
Argentina 82.0 182.2 30.4 294.6 26.0 338.7 364.7
Honduras - 1.6 5.5 7.1 - 1.9 6.2 8.1
Venezuela 61.0 100.1 610.9 772.0 -26.0 661.3 699.7
Nicaragua 4.14 1.7 6.1 4.3 4.3 8.6
Paraguay 

-
2.6 0.4 3.0 

-
3.0 0.7 3.7

Other 249.0 - - 249.0 240.0 - - 240.0

EUROPE 469.0 259.3 9.0 737.3 313.0 252.3 6.6 601.9
Turkey 220.0 126 .9 1.0 37~37 49. 0 99. 

'~6 
.025Yugoslavia 178.0 110.1 - 288.1 136.0 118.0 -

Greece 40.0 - - -
254.0

40.0 40.0 40.0Spain * 22.3 8.0o 30.3 - 10.0 34.9 - 24.9
Other 31.0 - - 31.0 28.0 - - 28.0

OCEANIA 26.0 - 271.0 3/ 297.0 20.0 ~~~~UNALLOCATED 270.0 270.0 219.0 219.0

1/ I1Malawi, Rhodesia and Zambia.
2/ East African Common Service Organization, Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika./ Australia only.

Sources: 1. Inflow (net), public and private: OECD; Development Assistance Efforts and Policies, 1965 Review,
pp. 131-135.

2. Amortization (public):
FTr 1i63i:
For 1964:

3. Invest!,ent Tncome (Payment of Profits and Dividends):
IMF: Balance of Paye:nts Yearbook; Vols. 16 and 17.

DDriva/GW
May 5, 1966
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Mr. Richard H. Demuth May 19, 1966

A. Karaosmanoglu

List of Books on Foreign Private Investment Problems in Developing Countries

Attached is a list of recent books and articles on the problems of
foreign private investment in developing countries as Mr. Kalmanoff requested.

This is not an exhaustive list but I think it covers most of the
material available in the Joint Library and Research Files.

In adidition to these, the onthly "European Bulletin" published by
the International Associations for the Promotion and Protection of Private
Foreign Investments is worth mentioning separately. News about new legis-
lation, excerpts from policy speeches, bibliography for recent publications,
etc. are included in the Bulletins. They are available in the restricted
files of the Joint Library.

AKaraosmanol/GW .

Cc: Mr. Kalmanoff



GENERAL

Brandon, Michael, Multilateral Approaches to the Promotion and Protection of
Private Foreign Investments, International Development Review June 1964,
Vol. 6, pp. 19-21. (A survey of pending proposals, description of activities
of the Association for the Promotion and Protection of Private Enterprise
(APPI) and the OECD.)

Haynes, Elliot, New Pabterns for Private Investment in Developing Uectries,
International Development Review, June 1965, Vol. 7, no. 2, pp. 11-14. (A
discuassion of problems with specific reference to the experiences of LAFTA.)

NIwjgugu, E. I., Legal Problems of Foreign Investments in Developing Countries,
Oceana, Manchester University Press, 1965. (Not available in the Joint
Library.)

Rowan, Sir Leslie and others, Investment and Development: The Role of Private
Investment in Developing Countries, Overseas Development Institute, London
1965, 60 pp. ki collection of four articles: William Clark, Governments are
not enough; Sir Jack Campbell, The role of big business in new nations; J. H.
London, International enterprise in the development decade; Arthur Gaitskell,
Macing the best of capital risk in developing countries.) Joint Library Call
No. 332.65 Ov 21

Williams, Simon, Private Investment in World Agriculture, Harvard Business Review,
Nov.-Dec. 1965. (A summary available in International Executive, Winter 1966,
Vol. 8, no. 1, p.7.) (Discussion on the possibilities and problems in the field
of agriculture.}

Whitman, Marina Von Neumann, Government Risk Sharing in Foreign Investment, Prince-
ton University Press, 1965, p.358. (A study of the problems like Capital Move-
ments and National Interest, Public Stimulation of Private Funds, Investment
Guaranty Program; and organizations like IFC, IDB, Eximbank, DLF, AID.) Joint
Library Call No. 332.65 W 59g.

-------------- Obstacles and Incentives for Private Foreign Invest-
1962-1964, National Industrial Conference Board, 1965, 138 pp. (The exper-
iences of investors of twelve nations in eighty-eight countries.) Not avail-
able in the Joint Library. Available in the Federal Reserve Library.

------------------------- Fiscal Incentives for Private Investment in Develop-
ing Countries. GECD Fiscal Committee, 1965, 11 pp. (A report studying the
income tax incentives with an emphasis on measures that might be taken by
capital exporting countries to encourage their taxpayers to make investments
in the loss industrialized countries .) Available in Research Files.



REGIONAL

Africa

Morgan, D. J., British Private Investments in East Africa, Overseas Development
Institute, London 1965, 63 pp. Joint Library Call No. 330.9729 M 79 a.

United Nations, Investment Laws and Regulations in Africa, United Nations, 1965,
79 pp. UN Sales No. 65.II.K.3.

Latin America

Bernstein, Martin (ed.), Foreig-n Investment in Latin America, Alfred A. Knopf,
New York, 1966, 305 pp. (A ollection of nineteen articles presenting views
with different political outlooks on economic and political aspects of for-
eign investments in Latin America.) Joint Library Call No. 332.65 B 45 f.

Johnson, Lland D., U.S. Private Investment in Latin America Since the Rise of
Castro. Inter American Economic Affairs, inter 1964, Vol. 18: pp. 53-75.
(A quantitative description of dovclopmentsain Latin America with regard to

Rockefeller, D., What Private Enterprise eans to Latin America, Foreign Affairs,
April 1966, Vol. 4, no. 3, pp. 402-412. (A discussion of some widely accepted
notions in Latin American public opinion on the nature and objectives of
American private enterprise.)

Ii4DIVIWDAL COUNTRIES

Africa

Liberia

McLaughlin, Russell V., Foreign Investment and 1evelopment in Liberia, Praeger
Special Studies, 1966, 232 pp. Joint Library Call No. 7 F 330.9 M 22 f.

Nigeria

Mayc, R. S., Direct Overseas Investment in Nigeria 1963-63, Scottish Jounnal of
Political Eonomy, Nov. 1965, pp. 243-66.

Praehl, Paul 0., Foreign Eterprise in Nigeria, University of North Carolina
Press, 1965, 250 pp.

-2



Latin America

Brazil

--------------- Brail's Government Fights Extremists: Business
Alerted for Possible Takeover, Business Abroad, Jan. 10, 1966, Vol. 94,
no. 1, p. 12.

McMillan and others, International Enterprise in a Developing Economy, Bureau
of Business Economic Research, 1964. Joint Library Call No. 4 D.332.65 M 33 i

Chile

Ehrman, Libert, Opportunities for Investment in Chile: A Program for Encourage-
ment of Private Industry, Praeger Special Studies, 1966, 200 pp.

Mexico

Tanner, James C., Curbing Yanqui Cash, Wall Street Journal, June 17, 1965, Vol.
165, no. 1.

- U ..----------- Investors Learn to Live with Mexicanization, Business
Abroad, Dec. 13, 1965, Vol. 90, no. 42, p.4.

-o-------------- Meco Slams New Door to Foreign Business, Business
Abroad, Feb. 21, 1966, Vol. 91, no. 4.

Asia

India

Graham, Anila, Report on Prospects for Private Investment in India with Particular
Reference to Joint Collaboration Ventures, Economic and Development Research Ltd.,
London, 1964, 42 pp. Joint Library Call No. 85 332.65 G 76 r.

Kidron, M., Foreign Investments in India, Oxford University Press, London, 1965.
368 pp. Joint Library Call No. 85 332.65 K 54 f.

Negandhi, A. R., Obstacles to Private Foreign Investment in India, Economic Record
(Melbourne), Dec. 17, 1965, Vol. 41, p. 612.

--------------- oreign Investor and Tax Reforms, National Council of
Applied Economic Research, New Delhi, 1964, 44 pp. Joint Library Call So. 85
364.24 N 21 f.

Philippines

Butwell, Richard, The Philippines Economic Nationalists, New Leader, Aug. 16,
1965, Vol. 48J, pp. 10-11. (Views against American business in the Philippines.)

- 3 -



Thailand

------ Thailand Goes All Out for New Foreign Investment,
Business Abroad, March 7, 1966, Vol. 91, pp. 18-21.

SOME STIJDIES OF PROBLEMS OF CAPITAL EXPQRTING COUNTRIES

Franel, A., Home Versus Foreign Investments - A Case Against Capital Exports,
Vol. -.VII. 1. , no. ?

----------------------- Ne Loo at Invtments Abroad, Business ,ee, idarch 26,
p. 'oh. Q inaL d Ltd rial Consficnce oarc S y pointS up eco-

noiAc impac 01 t.c . S. capital abroad and sheds doubt on the soundness of
Washington voluntary curbe.)

Ramaon, D. 0., The Problem of Direct Briis Investment Overseas, B:ners'
Montl;, lOndon, ;1ay 196, Vol. 2(k, pp. )-). (A discussion on whether
direct invetment, of about 20 percent of total ne t fi.ed capital formation
by British h ompanies a hoe en:: ro: - uo_l - - t e f t4: o:n n
of view.)

--------------------- German Direct Investments Abroad, Deutsche Bundesbank
aonthly Rpor Dec., 1 ' . Vol . 1927.
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GUY DAVIS

L I.

ay12, 1966

f . illiam Diamond., irector
Developmen t . inFace Compnie
InternatonalQ Finance Cor oratioin

* ashingVtonf, D. t.

I e-r M~ir. Dialmond.:

Your comments will be apreciated.

noon after the "port of the Com mitee on Private

ntrrise in Foreigni Aid" oa :aton Rep~oj was

rlad, I asked vuriouz iv:722 Enternrisea execu_zxu4- ir as~t

tivoc in AID "a pro ros they proosd t itate

in response to a nuler of s ; io contacino21d in

the reaort"?

hie ans%.r was: "whzt wou you su- et "

The attchd brie" summary presents a n.2umbor of what

I believe are ractical suggestions 0o one or more

Iaction2 Prog'rams Unich wol e an a improve the

Prv 1nr :any countrias.

Y our 2frank c nS "nd v-luod uon " a ons wil 1 c

r.. t ly 2apreci ted. As ir. .o 0 -ocUn oJ2u;o2ist-

in 1i lit a2 a 0 conr -illutor to lis ocor , woum .
he u 1 in2erested in revie ;ia: my' sugestions

1n oppor2tun ity to discusso . thi eion Pro r..:mo ith you

wold o ls o0 Oap _ cia te 1101."
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GUY DAVIS

Industrial Development Through Private Enterprise

A suggested Action Program to increase industrial develop-

ment through assistance to Private Enterprise and thus pro-

vide effective channels for the expression of individual

initiative as well as an additional source of revenue for

the support of the government.

To: Mr. William Gilbert Carter Date: November 24, 1965

Prepared by: Guy Davis

Program Content:

More employment and greater economic benefits to a

country can often be best and most quickly attained

through the expansion of local industries. To attract

the foreign investor requires time, money and promot-

ional ability in the face of intensive competition,

government regulations, political opposition and other

obstacles to new industries and foreign investors.

Businessmen believe that there are existing firms in

the developing countries which could be expanded. Many

of these could sell and produce more. Some of them

might even be able to earn foreign exchange in world

and regional markets if given encouragement and some

specialized assistance.

Step One -

Actually interview the owners and managers of local

industries to determine which products are produced,

which raw materials are required (including their

source), and which entrepreneurs are interested in the

expansion of their plants or in new projects.

Prom the information thus obtained, programs to

increase sales, improve product-quality and appeal,

enlarge production facilities, develop training

courses, or increase employment can be prepared.

Projects
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Projects involving financial assistance, new equip-

ment, product design, packaging, quality control, etc.,

are then determined and executed in logical sequence

where needed and desired by the local entrepreneurs.

Concentrated attention-on and cooperation-with the

management and owners of existing small and medium-

sized industries frequently develops new and larger

markets, increases in production and employment with-

out new financing or the use of scarce foreign exchange.

In addition to the possibilities of diroct benefits

from these actual visits to existing local industries;

these direct contacts with management, owners, fore-

men and labor tend to eliminate suspicion and instead

create a spirit of cooperation that often uncovers

valuable suggestions for new industries and additional

uses for local resources.

The second step in this Action Program, is to prepare

an inventory of the local natural resources and the use

that is being made of them. Such resources include

grains, fruits, vegetables, livestock, timber, fiber-

plants, minerals, fish, seafoods, etc. Other vuluable

resources in the form of waste materials from any exist-

ing industries (wood, metal, textile, chemical wastes)

should be included. An inventory of the present labor

(men and women) skills available, an evaluation of super-

visors and their ability to train others, an estimate

of the amount of skilled and unskilled labor with the

prevailing rates, are important elements of the resource

inventory of a country.

A human-resource factor, to be determined from these

actual interviews, is the desire to cooperate between

businessmen, manufacturers, labor-leaders, bankers and

government officials.

Other country resources of importance to new indus-

tries or the expansion of present ones which should be

evaluated are;
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evaluated are: the navigable streams and rivers, harbors,

climate (weather), highways (all-weather), rail, truck

and air transportation, power, water and communications;

the size and characteristics of the population, the

present purchasing power, the Gross National Product,

buying habits, preferences, etc.

The third step is to prepare in order of monetary values,

lists of the most widely consumed products either grown

or produced locally without the use of imported raw, or

semi-finished materials, indicating:

1) consumption by final consumers within
the country;

2) total production by local industries
without the addition or use of imported
materials or products; and if available,
the quantities either-

sold for final consumption within the
country; or, exported to foreiLn markets.

Also, lists of the most widely consumed imported products

should also be prepared, indicating the values and the

quantities of:

1) imported products ready for final consunntion
or use;

2) products utilized bDy local mnfcturers (with
separate lists of raw materials, semi-finished
products and finished parts) in preparing or
asembling their products for final consumption
or use; and if possible, the quantities either-

sold for final consumption within the
country; or exported.

Through the use of this type of approach and the su-

gestions uncovered, a list of products carbe rpcared

which might be practical to produce within the country.

There are four questions concerning such proauots

which are an essential part of such an investigation.

They are:

1) How much of the product is consumed locally?

2) How much will the use or consumption of the

product be increased by the availability of

a similar quality
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2) continued

a similar quality product, locally produced (at

a lower price if possiele) by the proposed pro-

ject or for other reasons during the next five

ye ars?

3) How much of this present and future total product

consumption or market can the proposod project

capture? What are the chief obstacles to overcome?

4) Who in the country will be the chief consumers?

Step four of this Action Program is to analyze this

information that has been compiled and make comparisons

with Input-Output, inter-industry and other industrial

data, not only from the United States but also from those

developing countries which have had similar inaustrial

problems to solve. These comparisons serve as import-

ant tools with which to verify the raw materials neoded,

the amounts and the various processes with possible

substitutions to mcot local conditions.

Qareful reviews of the established and reliable current

world data on industrial growth provide pertinent surgest-

ions for Growth-potential industries. It indicates those

with the better growth trends and the ones ,.:ith excess

production. Comparisons will reveal employment needs for

a g-iven volume of product sales; those industries requir-

in- low-wage labor or an abundance of production-type

workers; and the probable number of jobs vhich will result

from the different contemplated projects. ether analyses

should be made to differentiate between hig;h, low and

medium capital-cost industries.

Inter-industry comparisons frequently indicate how ini-

tial investments can be concentrated in small-scale opor-

ations, consistent with local needs. This is a sound

alternative to a large-scale heavy industry, unsuited to

a developing country with a small domestic market.

Foreign exchange requirements are -stimated for each of

the proposed new projects. su cates include

not only



not only: the amounts of exchange noodod to cover any

imported capital equipment, commodities or t echnica-l

assistance, but also estimates of future requirements.

Credits are calculated -or the foreign cxchange savings

due to the reduced imports resulting from the local

production of the proposed projects, as well as the

amounts of foreign exchange to be earned from projected

exports of new products. The compilation of the foreign

exchange requirements would be facilitated by the cost-

data available in the "Profiles for Industry" soon co

be released by AID-DFPE bashington.

Stop five involves the selection of the projects w.hich

can be of most value to the developing counr-v s which

are most likely to succeed; and also, secur`- t approval

of these projects by local government officials respon-

sible for local industrial growth. By approaching the

industrial development program through local Private

Enterprise, with the emphasis on finding businessmen

willing to invest their own capital and skills, profit-

making projects will predominate. It is the yarcitick

most commonly used in comparing possible investments.

It provides a definite indication of probable success.

Each project should indicate the anticipated contribut-

ions which it may add either directly or indirectly

toward the conomy of the country (the values produced

less the costs of the resources consumed).

Final project approval will also be subject to the

attitudes, customs and desires of the existing political

leaders, as well as:

1) the host government's program for economic growth;

2) the foreign exchange reserves of the country;

3) the supply of domestic savings available for
investment and the appeal of the project;

4) the prevailing attitude of the local govern-
ment toward Private Enterprise; ...foreign
investors;

...the profit motive;
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... the orofit motive;

5) the political stability of the government.

At every opportunity, this Action Program would demon-

strate to government officials, the importance of

developmentwpolicies which are not contradictory; and

the importance of esablishing the reputation of

"having a favorable business climate". This results

from the attitudes of businessmen toward the condit-

ions existing in a foreign country such as:

"Political stability,
Economic stabiIity,
Financial stability,
1F avorable attitude toward Private nterprise,
Degree of corruption within the government".

also, that surveys have shown the most important attract-

ions to foreign investors are the policies of:

"Estblishment and firm adherence to a
national devolopment program,

Favorable terms for the transfer of profits
and the repatriation of cital,

Lon-discrimination against foreign owner-
ship and control,

.Equality of treatment with domestic enterprises,

Freedom from detailed or burdensore regulations
on organization ownership and management".

Note: *(from research studies by SRI)

A strong appeal would be made to government officials

and their support requested of a plan to obtain the

accurate and complete answers to a series of gun >ns

"most often asked by prospective investors" m y

leading New York banking organization. These questions

relate to the following areas of investor interest.

Answers are urgently needed for use in the pr.onotional

efforts to be made with prospective investors, banks

and the Department of Commerce (USiA). These areas are:

Laws relating to record keeping, ... licenses,
... reporting, ... business regulations.

Pre sent monetary system and brief history.

Foreign exchange



Foreign excha nc controls and transfer rules.

Banking and public accounting -acilitios.

Diisposition of net profits after taxes.

Accounting and auditing controls end reports.

General production and cos: factors - labor and
personnel laws - trainsportation costs.
Tfaxation - corporate taxes - payroll taxes -
real estate and sales taxes - extort taxes.

Conditions of legal establishment relating to
foreign corporations.

Iarketing information - Advertising media - Local
trade associations and their attitude toward the
foreign investor - Price controls - Credit data
and conditions existing in country.

The distributions of answers to these qustions "most

often asked" serves not only as an inexpensive but also

highly efficient media for investment promotion. The

prospective investor seeking information on which to

make investment decisions wants facts.

After the governmental approval of specific projects

has been obtained, step six of this program is initiated.

It consists of the promotional activities directed toward

local and foreign Private Enterprise. During the previous

steps of the program, the names of possitle investor pros-

pects have bon gathered and classified. Their interests

and affiliations either with local or foreign producers

recorded. At the same time, strong efforts are made to

contact the representatives of foreign industrial firms,

banIers and private investors who come to the counrj.

Many of these visitors to the countrga.have specific pro-

jects under consideration but need assistance.

Announcements of the aproved projects, copies of the

individual project presentations, individual profiles of

suguested industrial plants, and copies of "answers to

Investor Questions" provide the essential promotional

material for contacts with local prospects or for use in

direct mail efforts to interested prospects abroad.

Since



`ince this program is based upon a sincere belief in

the importance and initiative of Private Enterprise,

the need for costly and extensive promotional efforts

should not be necessary. Private investors are always

seeking profit-makin opportunitios which have local

government support in a "Cood business climate".

If local contacts do not exist with foreign investors

and no interest in the developed pro jects seems to

exist among local entrepreneurs, the project becomes

one for the promotional department of the goovernment

or of the development banks. Note - (a separate Action

Program has been developed to assist such orCanizations

to improve their abilities in this area).

To develop a better understanding; of the importance of

Private iinterprise and arouse interest in the objectives

of this program, the following discussion material used

by the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, is available for meet-

inGs with in-country businesomen, politicians and labor.

Some of the suggested suggests are:

":'Money, Income and Jobs"

"Progress and Prosperity"

"2ustaining Prosperity"

"iDemand, Supply and Prices"

"Prices, Profits and Wages"

"Why the Businessman"

"International Trade, Investment and
Commercial Policy"

also carefully selected audio-visual films related

to Mlarketinc, Management and Promotion.

In summary, the objectives of this Action Program are:

"broaden and strengthen the private sector"

"enlist the help and advice of the appropriate
business communities concerned"

"an explicit program for the improvement of the
business climate"

"provide market surveys of market potential",
"...investment opportunities" and the sale of
these individual projects".
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Program Execution:

To accomplish the objectives of this 2ction Program,

it is suggested that personnel be employed who have

had foreign business expcrience and who arc familiar

with the sources and use of available industrial

development information such as input-Output, Stand-

ard Industrial Classifications, Inter-industry data, etc.

Emphasis should be placed upon the development of a

close relationship and understanding with Private Enter-

prise of the country as well as the obstacles to be

encountered.

The length of time necessary to accomplish the desired

results will vary in accordance with the present local

industrial development programs, data available and the

prevailing conditions of the business climate.



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Michae LIejeune DATE: May 5, 1966

FROM: Dragoslav Avramovic

SUBJECT: Japan, the Rest and Economic Growth

Please refer to our yesterday's conversation on the reasons
for lack of progress in developing countries.

Attached is a memorandum by Mr. Gavin Watt, power engineer
on mission staff, wnich he wrote during his stay in Algiers on the
Algeria mission. It followed, I believe, a conversation one evening focussed
on the reasons why have not the developing countries progressed much more over
the history and specifically during the last 20 years? Mr. Wyatt dictated
the attachea uhe following morning. (It was not much at the expense of
the regular job of the Algeria mission: Mr. Wyatt's draft report is being
circulated today).

I disagree with Mr. Wyatt's fifth paragraph, page one: I
believe that the desire to get better off and ultimately rich is as
strong in developing as in developed countries, and the readiness to work -
if there are jobs and if they pay - is also there. But I agree with
Mr. Wyatt that it would be very interesting to find out why has Japan
succeeded where others have failed. What combination of circumstances
has propelled Japan from a feudal low-productivity society into a modern
industrial system within such a brief period?

I think a number of books have been written on this, but I
don't know how good they are. I am sending a copy of this to Mr. Kamarck:
if he has anyone to spare for a week or so, it might be worthwhile
going through the literature and then perhaps see, if there is no
answer in the books, whether one may interest some university to answer
Mr. Wyatt's questions. I presume that the Bank itself would not like to go
into sociology. It would be a very interesting research project, though.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Friedman
Cargill
El Emary
Kamarck
Gilmartin
Clarke
Eschenberg
Chadenet
Bell
Piccagli
Wyatt
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-o gyatt/cl

.After syending a little over a ear inthe TX: it see:ms to me that
we are failinj in the main uoeof our mission i the world.

if one does not l very deep,) or i'f one" lis to measure success by
:axures, the :am: allears to have been aore sccesu th:~n any other

institu onr: idividual oin asistiL; t!e unerdeveloped
countries. it be true to say that by any standard it has been more
successful than othero o 3ut is tris enough? T think not,

The __an '-s -rime function is to 'roviie the means by whicic under-
developed countries can shorten the road to rosgerity, so that they may
catch u t the more devel-oed co'ntrieso

evel etin isolation does not follow a straight line rowth, or
arithmetic -roLgesion. follows a hy_ erbolic c-'ve in -:ich growth in
the early staes is slow, becoinginre l fastr as the
infrstructue and other facilitics for 2o,it:tl devloo Te -heory on

ich no Ea:s e:r:istence is based is that if you can b. exteral loans,
Irovide the -,.ans to build in a relatively short ti:ae, the infrastructure
and other necessities for gowth, the country should in the space of only
a fe. years leap to a toint ;ell up the cu've ro whence goth can 'rrocced
at a much higher oateo The hoe is that the accelerated rate of growth will
become self sustained after which the Bank will either retire from the scene
or help the country to leap frog to an even hihr toint on the curve.

There is nothing wrong with this theoy except that it assumes that
there is a universal desire in the underdeveloped couantries to raise their
standard of living, that they are prepared to work and make sacrifices for the
achievement of this end, and that only the monetary and. physical means are
wanting - which the Tan: can provideo

Anyone who has spent a lifetime in such countrios, or has worked in the
Bank close to the ground, for a few years, :nows that these assumptions are
wrong and are based on an oversimplification of the problemo In country after
country the impression is gained that growth just stops at the completion of
projects or continues at the same rate as before. Fouring aid into them is
like touring water into a bucket with a hole in the bottomo As soon as you
stop touring it returns very quichly to its original state.

There is however one notable exception to this unfortunate rule and
that is Japano Japan has pulled itself u-,, by its ot boototraps at a
remarkably accelerated rate thanks to assistance from the Bank and the U.S0 AO

Why is this? Uhat has Japan got which has enabled it to benefit from
aid in a way that other countries have not? One susocts there must be some
basic reason, or reasons, for her success whroe so many others have failed.
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Instead of bli:dy co n tin-i to ;or4ed :into so many leaking
Lt o be :ort 1Zil fo.r te -an: to co-ier whether

it could drat terms of re 1ren ce for a tea- of iterational ezperts
on 0ocaocog, 0ccoog,'- 0itorc, e to go to Japan and attempt
to ea e the spiritual and e forces :ic- f>Ch have driven these
poobe on to success?

The Bank is in a uIicue rosition to undertane an exercise of this
nd. It has the monetarw resources and the prestige to assemble a team

of the :orld's leading excerts to a degree probably not available anywhere
else in the world,,

Although it is imlossible that such an exercise could crovide
reaymade reci-ces for success in other countries with differing environ-.ents,
it uould almost certainly im:rove our understtandinz of the zroblems
involved in reaning the maximum benefit from aid and mi ;ht _ rovide useful
lessons to political economists ind -politicians in the developingj countries
themselves0

;hat Janan has done ought to be possible in almost any of the under-
developed countries, but so far no one, as far as I know, has attempted
to analys-Ze the reason for the strikin-l results obtained
Perhaps because of this no one so far seems to have tried to apply the
lessons to be learnt from the Japanese success, in another countryo



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: April 28, 1966

FROM: Andrew M. Kamarck

SUBJECT: Visit Of Mr. Runkle

Mr. Runkle came to see me on April 13 to follow up our earlier
discussion about a month ago. He said that in his discussions with
Mr. Reuther there were certain questions that had come up. The first
one was: Mr. Reuther wished to know how quickly the developing coun-
tries could absorb more aid and technical assistance if more were
available. I said that we had made an estimate last year in the Bank
on this subject and had come to the conclusion that the developing
countries over the next five years could effectively use $3-$h billion
a year on the average. If you went beyond the five-year period, the
ability of the developing countries to use capital would go up, of
course, very rapidly if one were able to plan for this considerably
ahead of time. This could mean in some cases multiplying the amounts
of aid that they now are able to absorb.

The second question that Mr., Runkle had was that if the money
were available, would there be the technical assistance and advisers
which would make it possible to use the money, as well as an increase
in the absorptive capacity of the developing countries themselves.
On the first, I pointed out that the French, for example, alone had
some 44,000 people in technical assistance and teaching in the develop-
ing countries, mostly in Africa. The United States had some 14,000,
the United Kingdom about the same. If the same system of priority were
given to providing such personnel for the developing countries that the
French gave, it would be possible to multiply the numbers in technical
assistance quite quickly. As far as the developing countries are con-
cerned, the progress of education and the sending of people abroad
for training had also increased greatly in recent years, and this had
increased their capacity to absorb capital.

The final question was whether an increase in aid would result
in inflation in the recipient countries. On this I said that this was
a matter of how the aid were provided. If it were provided in the form
of additional real resources, there should be no real problem for the
recipient countries.



FORM No. 58 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
(5-48)

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Wishawt DATE: April 18, 1966

FROM: Michael L. Hoffhan

SUBJECT: Letter of April 12, 1966, from Centre International pour le Developpement

It seems to me quite impossible for the Bank to reply to this com-
munication without completely dissociating ourselves from Ambassador de Castro
and his whole approach. See, for instance, the paragraph on "Aid to Develop-
ment" at the top of page 2. My own inclination being not to hurt anyone's
feeli)ngs unnecessarily, I propose that we send no reply to this or to the sub-
sequent copies of his letters to Heads of State, which I have no doubt will be
sent to us.

Attach.



FoRM No, .9 HNTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
(2. 66EON SUCT ION AND DEVLOPMENT

INTI NAI IuNA DEVELOPME NT INTIRNATIONAL FINANCF
ASSOC I AT ION CORPORATION

Date
April 15, 1966

ame Room No

Mr. Hoffman

To Handle Note and File
Apnrooriate Disposition Note and Return
Aooroval Prepare Reply
Comment Per Our Conversation

Ful Report Recommendation

Information Signature

tial Send On
Remarks Mr. Woods has not seen attached as

yet. As you will recall, we had a previous
letter from the Director-General of this

Centre to which you responded on January 6.

Perhaps you will kindly advise how we

should deal with attached--either a reply
sent by Mr. Woods or by yourself on his be-
half. Could we have the correspondence back

for Mr. Woods to see when he returns here on

April 20.

G. C. Wishart
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CENTRE INTERNATIONAL POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT
(Association non-lucrative constitude selon ]a 16gislation helvdtique - Siege : Servette 93, Geneve, Suisse)

BUREAU EXECUTIF A PARIS :

23-25, Avenue Mac-Mahon - GAL. 28-22

April 12, 1966

Mr. Woods
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development
1818 H. Street, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20433
U.S.A.

Mr. President:

I have the honor of sending you a copy of the first Letter
I have just sent to all Heads of State of developing
countries.

As twenty years ago when I drew the attention of world

opinion to a problem then unknown - hunger - I am drawing
today the attention of the Heads of State who govern two

thousand million human beings to the excessively tragic
crisis which spreads on developing countries.

I appreciate quite well the many efforts made daily by the

I.B.R.D. to develop the equipment of these countries in
order to avoid a widening of the gap between poor and
rich countries.

But it must be admitted that new methods of development
have to be set up urgently now for hunger, poverty and
illeteracy are continually on the increase since twenty
years

What are these iethods ? This is a matter to be resolved

by I.C.D.'s researches through neither diplomatic nor
official channels, but with the co-operation of States,
international bodies, active men and companies. Everyone
should co-operate to the struggle against under-development
this is the I.C.D. aim.

I do hope that you will be prepared to sustain my efforts
in this so ambitious program in supporting my action with
your high authority and your powerful means of action, for
building up a better world.

.1...
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Mr. Woods, Washington. April 12, 1966

As to me, I just have my call, the call of a man born

in the poorest land of the world, the Nordeste of Brazil

and I hope to be heard by all my brothers of developing
countries who despair.

I do hope that you will be favorably disposed to join

my appeal and my efforts and I am looking forward to hear-

ing from you soon on this major matter.

I have the honor to be, Mr. President,

Your obedient servant

Ambassadeur Josue de Castro
President



April 12, 1966

Sir,

Today I have the great honour of sending you the
first of a series of bi-monthly Letters which, as
President of the I.D.C., I intend to send out

regularly to all heads of State of developing
countries. The subject of these Letters will be
the grave problems of development, which are a
source of anxiety to us all, and which are affecting
the lives of two thousand million human beings.

Three major factors have made me decide upon this
course of action :

1. The developing countries are at present undergoing
the most tragic crisis - political, economic and
social - that could be anticipated.

2. Aid for development has disappointed the expectations
both of those who give and those who receive.

3. The time for political ideologies is over. In the
face of the agonizing reality of famine and poverty,
peoples revolt and cry: "No more theories, hatred,
promises, war; give us more achievements, progress
and well-being".

I should like briefly to sum up these three key points
which must henceforth guide us in seeking possible

solutions to the problem of under-development, which
is undoubtedly the most dangerous threat to world
peace today.

The crisis of the developing countries. This crisis is

manifest.
War and guerrilla warfare, revolt and dictatorship
exist openly only in the territories of the developing
countries : Viet-Nam, Kashmir, China and India, Indo-
nesia, among the Kurds, in Malaysia, Syria, Rhodesia,
the Congo, Nigeria, Ghana, Upper Volta, Angola, Santo
Domingo, the guerrillas of Peru, Venezuela, Colombia.

./...
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Hunger, poverty and illiteracy are continually on
the increase, in spite of the fact that the mission
of the great international organizations was to
eliminate them from the face of the earth.

Aid to development. This is for the most part given
for political or selfish reasons. It is generally only
allotted out of a desire for domination or because
of other ulterior motives - commercial, economic
or political - on the part of the donor countries.
And even when aid is not tainted by such motives,
it is a chakitable offering, too insignificant
to be of any real help to development. In any case,
inconsistency in allotment and the precariousness of
long-term engagements make it the worst possible
method of financing development projects.

Political doctrines. Whether capitalist or Marxist,
political doctrines are deceptive illusions if their
promises are not confirmed by immediate, concrete
achievements, and by real and sustained progress in
economy, social welfare and human advancement.
hungry people can do nothing with theories; they
need action and expect tangible, positive results.

Here lies the drama : it is breaking out today or will
come tomorrow. During the last twenty years, hardly
any government in the developnent countries has succeeded
in bringing about a rate of economic growth which satisfies
the real needs of its people. 'While the industrialized
countries are advancing steadily at the rate of 4, 5 or
6 per cent and more a year, the developing countries,
because of population increases, hardly manage to hold
their ground; many of them areeven falling back. The
gulf is thus widening with alarming rapidity between the
rich countries and the poor ones.

These problems can no longer afford to wait for a solution,
and for this reason I an bringing th em to the attention
of world opinion today, just as twent, years ago I arew
attention to the struggle against hunger, by addressing
nyself to all Heads of State in tae so-called "developing
countries.

It is intolerable that peasants in the developing countries
cannot live decently while the fruits of their work go
to the tables of the rich countries. It is intolerable
that, in the century of mass communication, people should
be drying of hunger in one part of the world while in
another part men are trying to reduce surpluses. To combat

./...
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the endemic hunger and explosive famine threatening
India, Africa and Latin Ame rica, a plan is urgently needed.

With the assistance of thirty world-famous persons and
with effective help from ten founder governments and large
organizations, I set up the INTERNATION4AL DEVELOPMENT
CENTRE in 1965. The Centre provides a forum where anyone
dealing with development can engage in a dialogue. The
governments of countries capitalist and socialist, indus-
trialized and developing, together vith international
organizations and industrial concerns, scholars and spe-
cialists, politicians and technicians, must exchange
views and reconsider these problems in a new light - on
a worlu :d - so as to build a new world and to bring
about a new international political consciousness.

These governments, experts and institutions have endorsed
idea of settiag up the I.D.C. to co-operate with you in
your everyday work in the service of your people and to
help you overcome the innumerable difficulties with which
you are faced. but the emergency plan - the last chance
for the human race - cannot be established without your
active co-operation. I therefore ask you not to hesitate
to contact the I.D.C., whose aim is tobe the developing
countries' embassy of development to the industrialized
nations.

I would earnestly request you to give this letter the
attention merited by the very serious problems with which
it deals, and which are a source of the gravest anxiety to
us all, and to be kind enough to let me have as soon as
possible your opinion and especially your advice on the
fulfilment of the heavy task which I should like to under-
take with your assistance.

My future Letters will deal with the concrete points of
our programme and will give an objective analysis of the
most critical problems in the drama of development.

I have the honour to be,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Ambassadeur Josue de Castro
President
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Josu6 de Castro, who for twenty years has been bringing the
world's conscience to bear on the problem of hunger, is today
concentrating his efforts on the struggle for development, for
hunger is only one of the aspects, although the most tragic one,
of under-development.

In spite of huge financial gifts from the better-endowed
countries, it must be admitted that the level of progress in
the developing countries remains critical; all the experts
acknowledge the fact that the. gap between rich and poor is
widening daily and dramatically.

The zreat industrial nations (16 in all, including the USSR and
China) are distributing three thousand million to 101 developing
countries. But these dispersed efforts are tainted with neo-
colonialism and bear too close a resemblance to "first aid" or
international charity.

The great international organizations are too intent on political
checks and balances to be able to carry out practical and effect-
ive programmes of action. Their very specializations prevent
them from being successful in a field in which only efforts on
a global scale can result in economic, social and human develop-
ment.

Today, we have to acknowledge that the developing countries are
going through a very critical period. Because of their slow
advancement - the rate of increase in growth rarely exceeds the
increase in population - because of the insufficiency of achieve-
ment and because of internal dissension, the developing countries
have brought about a kind of renunciation in public opinion in
the richer countries, and the amount of assistance from many donor
countries is tending to diminish alarmingly.

Because of this distressing situation, Josu6 do Castro decided
to found a new kind of organization; the INTER.NATIONAL DEVELOP-
MENT CENTRE (I.D.C.). The Centro is a non-governmental body,
but its members are the governments of countries both capitalist
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and socialist, industrialized and developing, as well as great
public and private organizations. His aim is that the Centre
should be able to exert pressure on public opinion and on
governments, so that the present current may be reversed and
the struggle against under-development intensified. By bring-
ing together the representatives of countries of very different
types, all of whom are deeply concerned with the advancement of
the developing countries by means of realistic, co-ordinated
action, ho hopes that the Centre will be able to work with
maximum efficacy.

1. The characteristics of the I.D.C.

When drawing up the list of all the bodies dealing with the
advancement of the developing countries, or which give some
attention to the matter, it was found that there were over
400 of them. Our first reaction was therefore to ask ourselves
whether a 401st organization would not be completely useless.

However, we concluded that there must be a weik point in this
system of aid for development, since the final results - the real
progress of the developing countries - are far from satisfactory.

We therefore sought to fill the gap by setting up an original
body, one which, we feel, has no counterpart among the many
others dealing with development. The characteristics of the
Centre are as follows :

- It is non-governmental and can therefore give free expression
to its opinions and carry out its work effectively without the
obstacles of diplomatic procedure.

- It is also a body to which governments of the developing,
industrialized, capitalist and socialist countries all belong.
It therefore represents a round table for governements, as well
as for foundations, universities, trade unions, and even for
public and private companies.

- Lastly, it is a body for which men of action have decided to
do effective work under the authority of the President, Josu6
de Castro.

2. The aims of the I.D.C. are

To act as a "pressure group" for intensification of the policy
of co-operation and for R world policy of consistent development.

To act as a "judgment centre" to give an oninion on good deve-
lopment plans and make them krown, and to give an opinion on
bad projects and suggestions for changes.

To act as a "consultant body" on all problems of development in
order to help Heads of State in the developing countries; its
role here will not be that of a research department, but rather
of an information and advisory centre.

./...
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The I.D.C. is ready to give impartial advice to any Head of
State who asks for it.

To act as a promoter of major projects. In this capacity,
the I.D.C. is at present making a far-reaching survey on
problems of education and manpower training, and is giving
thought to establishment of an International University for
Development. Other subjects, such as development consortiums,
an international institute for scientific research for the
developing countries, etc., are also under study.

Special reports on these subjects will be sent to all Heads
of State.

Operation

The I.D.C. is governed by three bodies

- A General Assembly of founder members,
- The Governing Board,
- The President and the Secretary-General.

In addition, a Trustee Committee has also been set up , the
members being the States and bodies which give financial
assistance to the I.D.C.

A list of the members of the General Assembly and Trustee
Committee is given below, together with the membership of the
Governing Board.

Maurice Guernier
Secretary-General



TRUSTEE COMMITTRR OG YHR I.C.D.

- Chilian Government,

- Argentine Government

- Peruvian Government

- Senegalese Government

- Imperial Government of Iran

- Government of Isra5l

- Governement of Poland

- a private swiss company (Mr. Victor Loeb)

- a private italian company (Italconsult)

- two private French groups :

. l'Union Nationale des Coop6ratives Agricoles do Crales

. the INDECO group

- a private mexican company

- several private German groups (in the process of formation).
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THE EFFECTIVENESS OF FOREIGN ASSISTANCE

Hollis B. Chenery
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Programs of public assistance to less developed countries have in-

creased rapidly over the past decade in the -United States and Western

Europe. Since private investment has stagnated during this period, public

grants and loans now provide $6 billion of the total of A8-9 billion of

capital transferred. For most underdeveloped countries, foreign assist-

ance is already a critical source of development finance and one of the

main hopes for accelerated growth in the future.

Foreign aid programs differ in their objectives, in the types and

sources of resources furnished, and in the performance required of the re-

cipient. At present, the resource flow from the members of the O.F.C.D.

to the underdeveloped world takes four principal forms: 1/

1) grants, primarily for budgetary subsidies to ex-colonies and

military allies (40%)

2) loans for capital projects (25%)

3) loans for general support of development (15%)

4) transfer of surplus agricultural commodities against loans re-

payable in local currency (15%)

Only 15% of this resource transfer is made by way of international insti-

tutions.

The evolution of these methods has been affected by many political

and economic factors, such as the trensformation of the colonial system,

1/ A detailed accounting of the O.E.C.D. assistance is given in (8). The
members of the O.E.C.D. account for over 90% of the public assistance
to less developed countries; most of the remainder comes from the Commu-
nist Bloc.

-- -- --- -- -----
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the extent of the public support for international institutions, rnd the

degree of success of the recipient countries in formulating and executing

development programs. On balance, this complex of rhechanisms has been

shaped more by the desires and political requirements of the donor coun-

tries than by the needs and performance of the recipients.

The main thesis of this paper is that the system for administering

public grants and loans can be greatly improved by tailoring it more speci-

fically to the needs and performance of the aid recipients without sacrific-

ing the legitimate interests of the donors. Before setting out proposals

to this effect, it will be necessary to examine both the role of external

resources in the development process and the systems of allocation ard con-

trol currently in use.

I. TIH ROIE OF EXTERINAL ASSISTAEE IN DEVEIDPMENT

From an economic standpoint, public and private capital flows rer-

form very similar functions. They are distinguishable to the recipient

primarily by-the extent to which their allocation conforms to development

priorities and by the terms of repayment. To the provider of capital, the

differences are much greater. Public capital flows are designed primarily

to promote the economic development of the recipient and can take a great

variety of forms.

The following analysis of the role of assistance in development will

form the basis for evaluating the effectiveness of public capital inflows

1. The analysis summarized in this section is stated in more complete and
formal terms in Chenery and Strout, Foreign Assistance and Economic
Development, (A.I.D., 1965), which is being submitted to the Round Table
as a background paper.



and the ways in which they are controlled. With allowance for the differ-

ence in objectives and the transfer mechanism, much of this analysis is

applicable to private foreign investment as well.

A. Accelerating the Rate of Growth

The transformation of a poor and slowly developing country into one

capable of sustained growth at a fairly rapid rate is the core of the de-

velopment problem. Its solution requires an improvement in the qvality of

human resources, a rapid increase in the capital stock, substantial changes

in the composition of output, and accompanying changes in attitudes and

institutions. Without external assistance or private investment, a develop-

ing country would need to provide for all of these reauirements from its

own resources, including only such imports as can be financed by export

earning s.

A country's failure to develop is more often attributable to its in-

ability to bring about these changes in a sufficiently coordinated way than

to any single factor. The limits to development at any point in time are

more likely to be bottlenecks in the supply of skills, particular commodi-

ties, or productive capacity in particular sectors than general shortages

of resources. This structural imbalance reflects the imperfect functioning

of market mechanisms on a national basis, which is one of the distinguish-

ing features of underdeveloped economies.

By relieving potential bottlenecks, external resources can inake the

requirements for coordinated changes in the economy less stringent and per-

mit fuller use to be made of domestic resources. These contributions may

be sumarized under the headings of additional skills, importable commodities,



and savings. The value of additional imports in a situation of bottlenecks

and underutilized capacity is increased by the fact tha t they can supplement

whatever commodities are in short supply. For example, three dollars of

additional imports may permit the production of ten dolla rs of additional

GNP of a composition determined by consumer demand. In this case, an annual

resource inflow costing one dollar will have a marginal productivity of 3.3

measured by the resulting increase in GNP.

While in many cases the main contribution of external resources is

to offset the imbalance between the structure of supply and the structure

of demand, in others their primary function is to finance additional invest-

ment. Since no incomes are generated by the receipt of external assistance,

it should normally be possible to increase investment by the entire amount

of the resource transfer, whatever the form of the additional 
commodlities

supplied. 1 The productivity of aid in these circumstances 
is eoual to the

marginal productivity of additional capital. It is typically lower than

the productivity of assistance when there is a balance of payments bottleneck.

In order to present these ideas more systematically, it is useful to

distinguish three "phases" or types of situations, identified by the scarce

factor that is more restrictive to growth:

(I) Skill-limited growth.

(II) Savings-limited growth.

(III) Import-limited growth.

1. This is the assumption made in the conventional national accounts

definition of savings as the difference between investment and the

import surplus. In some cases, however, the additional resources

take the form of reparations payments or agricultural commodities

which are distributed in such a way as to increase consumption. In

this case, the investment equivalent of the external aid is less than

one.



While external capital- public or private -- increases the supply of each

of these scarce factors, the effect of additional resources will depend

primarily on their effectiveness in offsetting the bottleneck which is

most restrictive. If growth is limited mainly by lack of managerial ta-

lent and skilled labor, for example, a million dollars spent on adding to

the supply of these factors will be more productive than an equal amount

of additional capital goods or other commodities. A similar distinction

can be made between the form of assistance that is appropriate when the

principal need is to raise the level of investment and the appropriate form

when there is a shortage of specific imports.

Assuming that external resources -- accompanied by reallocation of

other available foreign exchange -- are provided in such a way as to in-

crease the supply of the limiting factor, the short-run effects of aid can

be measu'red by the contribution of tha t factor to additional output. This

contribution is likely to be higher in the bottleneck situations of skill

or import limitations than when aggregate savings and investment provide

the limit to growth. In each case, however, it is the availability of under-

utilized natural resources, labor, or physical plant which determines the

productivity of the complementa ry resources supplied from abroad.

Long Term Effects of External Assistance

In assessing the effectiveness of aid over a longer period, we must

consider the alternative growth paths made possible by varying assistance

streams rather than merely the effects of incremental resources at a given

moment. The effect of aid on growth over a period of ten or twenty years

will depend on the productive uses that are made of the increments it pro-

duces in GNP in addition to the short-term effects just described. The
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long-term productivity of aid can therefore be divided into two parts:

(i) the initial increments in GNP resulting directly from the

additional resources provided;

(ii) indirect effects on growth resulting from the productive use

made of the initial increments in GNP.

The initial increments in GNP can be used to relax any or all of the

three types of restrictions to further growth. Appropriate uses include

labor training in the skill-limited phase; higher savings and taxes in the

savings-limited phase; and import-substitution or additional exports in

the import-limited phase. To measure the long-run productivity of assis-

tance, we must specify the use to be made of the added pTeduction in pro-

moting further growth.

In studies of Israel (h), and Greece (1), my collaborators and I

have calculated the long-term productivity of assistance by comparing alterw

native growth paths determined from econometric models. From the analysis

of Greek development over the period 1950-1961, it was estimated that the

marginal productivity of assistance -- as measured by the ratio of the cu-

mulative increment in GNP over the period to the corresponding increment

in capital inflow -- was of the order of 2.5. Similar estimates for Israel

are nearly as high.

The relative importance of the indirect effects of assistmee in de-

termining the total outcome is illustrated by the case of Greece, where the

savings limitation was estimated to have been predominant over the period

1. A similar point has been made by Eckstein (6) in his analysis of the

productivity of domestic investment.
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studied, Of the total increase in GNP since 1950, 15% would have been

achieved without assistance at the estimated savings rate; 35% represent-

ed the direct effect of the assistance provided; and 5o% is attributable

to the indirect effects of aid. As a result of the relatively high margin-

al savings rate of 22% maintained by Greece, additional savings out of the

aid-induced increase in GNP have financed a higher proportion of addition-

al investment than the aid itself. If the marginal savings rate had been

lower, the long-run effectiveness of aid would have been substantially less

even if the direct short-run effects had been the same. Much the same con-

clusion can be drawn from the successful aid experiences of Israel, Taiwan,

and the Philippines.

To generalize from this experience, the productivity of external re-

sources can be expressed as a function of the principal parameters in an

aggregate growth model. The results for the cases of savings-limited and

import-limited growth are as follows:
1

(i) Savings limit: d Vn 1
d('9e) x

(ii) Import limit: d Vn 1
d(iF.) 7

where: k is the marginal capital-output ratio

is the marginal propensity to save

pl is the marginal ratio of required imports to increased GNP

Vn is the GNP at the end of the period

4F is the total capital inflow during the period

/2is a constant which increases with the time period considered.

1. The formalae are given in Chenery and Strout (5, p. 30). Foi' a growth
rate of 57o, = 1.8 for five years, 3.8 for ten years, and 7.0 for
twenty. Export growth is taken as given.
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variations in the direct effects. 1/ This fact is largely ignored in exist-

ing procedures for aid allocation and control, which are discussed in Sec-

tion II.

C. Achieving Self-sustaining Growth

Virtually all recipients of aid are attempting to establish a process

of growth which can continue in the future without further assistance. The

possibilities for success depend on the country's ability to change its

economic structure as it develops. Unless there is a rise in the savings

rate or an improvement in the efficiency with which capital and human re-

sources are used, the growth rate after aid has terminated will revert to

the growth rate when it started, no matter how much aid and growth there

has been in the intervening period. In other words, the prospects for

achieving self-sustaining growth depend entirely onthe indirect effects of

assistance in changing the structure of the economy.

The structural changes that must be brought about in order to achieve

self-sustaining growth at a given target rate may be summed up as follows:

(i) Investment must be raised until it equals the share of GNP

required by the target growth rate (!') and the capital-output ratio. For

a 5% growth target and a typical k of 3.0 to h.0, investment must increase

more rapidly than 5% per year until it reaches the required share of 15-20%

of GNP.

(ii) The marginal savings rate (,y') must exceed the required invest-

ment ratio (kr) in order eventually to eliminate the need for external

capital.

1/ Variation in k represents the change in the productivity of all invest-
ment; the effect of a change in the productivity of the aid-financed
portion alone would be considerably less.
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(iii) Trade criteria: If the ratio of imports to GNP is constant,

exports must increase more rapidly than the target growth in GNP in order

to close the trade gap. Cutting the marginal import ratio in half through

import substitution lowers the required export growth to 4% to close the

gap with a 5% growth of GNP. 1

The A.I.D. study (5, p.II-5a) gives some estimates of the extent to

which recent performance of aid-receiving countries meets these requirements

of self-sustaining growth. Of the 26 countries for which these measures

could be obtained for the period 1957-1962, the performance of 11 satisfied

all three criteria for ultimately attaining self-sustaining growth of 5% or

more. Five countries satisfied neither the savings nor the trade criteria,

and the remainder were deficient in at least one of the three.

Although experience with attenpts to accelerate growth through aid

is still limited, the comparative analysis that has been made throws consid-

erable light on the relative difficulty of overcoming the several obstacles

to further growth. Among the 50 countries for which data was analyzed by

AID, there were almost none which did not experience an annual rate of growth

in investment of at least 8% for a five-year period in the recent past.

The median investment growth for the whole group for 1957-62 was over 10%

per year. These rates of increase in investment suggest that absorptive

capacity may be less of an obstacle to raising the growth rate than is often

supposed, except in the most primitive countries.2 If past rates of increase

1. Necessary conditions for closing the trade gap under other assumptions
are given by the formula in (5, p. 11-5).

2. The 50-country sample covers 901 of the GNP in underdeveloped countries,
but it includes only 13 African countries and also omits the most primi-
tive economies in other areas.
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are continued, investment can be raised to the levels required to sustain

growth rates of 5-65 in GNP in most countries within 10-15 years.

Of the several potential limits, the most serious obstacle to achiev-

ing self-sustaining growth at rates of 5% or more is currently the balance

of payents. It seems to be easier to increase the savings rate rapidly

enough to prevent indefinite dependence on external aid than to follow trade

policies that will eventually reduce the payments gap. Of the countries

in which both savings and trade performance have been disappointing -- most

of which are in Latin America -- there is strong evidence that a primary

cause has been the sluggish performance of exports and the widening trade

gap. The receipt of increased aid to fill the trade gap, unaccompanied by

a rise in investment, permits a diversion of potential savings into consump-

tion because of inability to control inflation or lack of demand for invest-

ment. This seems to have happened in Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,

Costa Rica, and other countries with falling savings rates.

The key role of exports in achieving progress toward self-sustaining

growth is also demonstrated by an analysis of the countries which are cur-

rently succeeding in this effort. In almost all cases, the trade criterion

has been met by an export expansion of 5% or more. Although Brazil, Colom-

bia, India and a number of other countries have attempted to limit the need

for external capital primarily through import substitution, none of them

has succeeded in avoiding severe balance of payments difficulties in the

long run.

Projections for t he future based on the experience of the recent past

point to the increasing importance of structural deficits in the balance

of payments as determinants of future aid requirements. Aid is increasingly

1. See Chenery and Strout (5, p. 11-17)
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being provided not to accelerate investment and growth but to offset the

growing imbalance between the structure of production and the structure

of demand. Despite the success of a number of countries in raising rates

of savings, investment, and growth in GNP, an increase in capital inflow

of at least 5% per year will probably be required just to sustain past

aggregate grawth of GNP of slightly over 4%. To raise the growth rate of

the underdeveloped world to 5% or more would probably require an annual in-

crease in assistance of at least 10% even with some improvement over past

performance. The difficulty of securing such increases in aid or private

capital emphasizes the importance of making more effective use of the funds

that are available.

The above discussion has omitted any explicit consideration of the

effects of technological advance. Although studies of advanced countries

usually attribute half of the increase in output to factors other than the

increase in factor inputs, we do not yet have estimates of production func-

tions in underdeveloped countries that would be useful in predicting the ef-

fects of future improvements. A considerable amount of technological improve-

ment is implied by the demonstrated ability of some countries to raise in-

vestment rates substantially without a significant fall in the marginal pro-

ductivity of capital.

It seems unlikely that in the next decade or so the LDC's will be

able to reduce the capital requirements for further growth even if there

is much greater concentration on technical assistance. Although increasing

1. A number of alternative projections of IDC performance and correspond-
ing assistance requirements are given in (5, Section II).



the amount and effectiveness of technical assistance deserves the highest

priority in aid efforts, it does not follow thpt external capital require-

ments are going to be reduced as a result.

II. THE ALLOCATION A10 CONTROL OF ASSISTAME

Unlike private capital, public assistance funds are allocated among

countries in accordance with pr edetermined criteria. Any attempt to eval-

uate the effects of public assistance must therefore examine the bases for

its allocation and control. Starting from the objectives of assistance,

a strong case can be made for a rapid increase in the amounts made available

and for larger allocations to countries that perform well. From the work-

ing of the existing control system, however, it is often alleged that addi-

tional funds cannot be effectively absorbed under present criteria. The

control system is therefore a key element in any discussion of future aid

policy.

An ideal system of aid administration would include:

(i) an explicit statement of objectives;

(ii) a set of criteria for allocating aid based on these objectives;

(iii) a mechanism for controlling the form and amount of resources

to be transferred to each country.

Ebxisting systems vary greatly in the relative emphasis given to

these elements. In countries where it is politically important to secure

an adequate flow of resources, t D allocation tends to be made regardless

of development objectives or controls which are normally applied in other

cases. In the absence of political urgency, the control aspect of the ad-

ministrative mechanism tends to dominate; allocation by country then tends
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to become a by-product of project review and other partial controls.

Most proposals for improving the present assistance mechanisms in-

volve a clearer separation of the allocation and control elements in the

system and greater attention to the incentive aspects of each. Proposals

to this effect will be developed f rom an evaluation of the present aid mech-

anisms in the light of these functions.

A. Objectives and Modes of Assistance

Among recipients of economic assistance, there is a general con-

sensus that its primary objective is long-term economic and social develop-

ment, however defined. For the aid providers, the statement of objectives

is more complicated: it involves both a choice among recipients and a bal-

ancing of benefits to the recipients against costs and secondary gains to

the donor. The nain purposes considered by donor countries and lending

agencies include:

(i) the long-term development of the recipients

(ii) maintenance of minimum income levels and political stability

in the recipients

(iii) political advantages to the donor, including the strengthen-

ing of one country instead of another

(iv) economic advantages to the donor.

The first three donor objectives require a specific country alloca-

tion as part of the administrative process. This is particularly important

in the less viable economies, which would have immediate economic and polit-

ical reactions to a reduction in aid. The allocative aspect appears less

important in some of the programs designed to produce development in the
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underdeveloped world as a whole, such as IBRD project lending or the distribu-

tion cf PL 480 comodities.

There are two types of country to which aid is currently allocated

in amounts designed to secure specific objectives:

(1) Non-viable economies - notably Korea, Vietnam, Laos, Jordan,

the Congo, and some other former colonies -- which need a minimum

of external support to prevent economic and political deterioration.

(2) Countries with relatively effective developrent programs - such

as India, Pakistan, Turkey, Chile, Nigeria, Tunisia -- which have been

judged capable of utilizing substantial amounts of assistance to in-

crease their rates of growth.

For these two groups of countries, efforts are made by the principal 
bilat-

eral donor or by an international coordinating group to secure a flow of

assistance adequate to meet the primary objective.

Donor objectives are less well defined for countries which are not

at the top of the list in either political urgency or development performance.

Allocation in this large middle group tends to be more the result of the

piecemeal working of the control system than of conscious 
decisions based

on country performance and need.

B. Efficiency Criteria

Although it is impossible to set out unambiguous criteria for eval-

uating an allocation system having multiple and ill-defined objectives, 
some

pa rtial tests can be deduced from the assumption that long-term development

is the primary reason for the transfer of public capital. These tests are

based to a large extent on the preceding analysis of the role of assistance

in the development process.

fr-
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(1) The allocation system should be explicitly related to the

principal objective of long-term development. In practice, this implies

looking more at indirect effects and considering longer time periods than

is usually done.

(2) The allocation and control system should provide an incentive

to improved performance by the recipient. Country allocation on the basis

of development performance will tend to improve the use of total available

resources, while country allocation on political criteria may actually re-

duce economic incentives and overall efficiency.

(3) Excessive avoidance of risk. Many types of aid administration

allocate funds to activities and countries primarily because the risk of

failure is low. Examples are the preference of the IBRD and AID for power

and transport projects. However, minimizing risk of individual projects

may not be consistent with maximizing the prospects for development of the

country as a whole. Use of this principle also distorts the allocation

among countries.

(h) Costs of donor benefits. Each condition attached to aid by the

donor in order to secure some economic or political advantage is likely

to have a cost in comparison to an unrestricted loan or grant. These oppor-

tunity costs should be weighed against the gains to the donor and the at-

tempt abandoned where the costs are excessive.

(5) Effects on development strategy. In addition to par tial tests

of efficiency, the combined effects of all controls on a country's choice

of development strategy should be considered.

The significance of these criteria will be brought out in subse-

quent discussion of the alternative forms and conditions of aid.
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C. Project versus Program Controls

The most important difference among methods of aid administration

lies in the choice between individual projects or overall programs as the

basis for allocating and controlling aid. The project approach takes a

single plant or other unit of investment as the basis for analysis and aid

decisions. The program approach is based on the analysis and needs of the

whole economy. While combinations of the two are possible, it is easier

to compare them initially in a relatively pure form.

Under the project approach capital loans provide the imports required

by individual investment projects. The commodities supnlied are typically

the investment goods to be used in executing the project, although an allow-

ance may be made for the indirect imports needed elsewhere in the economy

for producing investment goods or satisfying the increased consumer demand

that results. Control of disbursements of aid funds is related to the

importation of the specific commodities used in the project and is typic-

ally spread over 3-5 years. The allocation of assistance among countries

is largely a by-product in this system, although limits to the amounts of

project aid going to any one country are often imposed by the lending agen-

cies.

The program approach is based on an assessment of the external re-

sources needed to carry out a given set of development policies designed

to achieve specified goals. These goals and the means to accomplish them

are usually set out in a development program prepared by the recipient

government. The elements of country performance most commonly considered

in determining aid requirements are its allocation of investment by sec-

tors, its fiscal and balance of payments policies, and its recent experience
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in carrying out investment and mobilizing savings.

Under the program approach, controls of aid can be applied on the

basis of the end results -- in increased investment, output, and use of

income -- more effectively than to the aid-financed imports. While it is

customary to limit non-project assistance primarily to financing producer

goods, this is a relatively meaningless form of control.

The benefits of the project system of aid administration to the re-

cipient countries are limited to its impact on their own systems of budget-

ary review and control. While enforced emphasis an better project prepara-

tion is often beneficial, its opportunity cost may be very high. The sys-

tem contains perverse incentives in both donors and recipients to select large

projects with a high import content in order to minimize administrative ef-

fort and maximize the aid received. These criteria often conflict with the

priorities of a well-conceived development program if project aid is offered

in any quantity.

In terms of the five criteria suggested above, the program approach

is likely to be superior on all counts in countries where sufficient stabil-

ity and information exist to apply it.1

The main arguments in its favor are:

(i) The program approach relates the amount and form of aid to the

objectives and performance of the recipient country.

(ii) The program approach can be more readily administered so as to

provide incentives to improved performance by the recipient.

(iii) Since the project approach focuses on individual projects and

sectors, it gives less attention to overall development policies.

1. The two systems are compared in more detail in (2).
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However, the program approach requires a certain anount of conti.

nuity in policy and information for economic analysis, which only exist in

a fairly limited number of underdeveloped countries at the present time.

Apart from uncertainty and inadequate information, the main reasons

for the persistence of the project approach lie in its suitability to other

donor interests. Probably the most important of these is the fact that fur-

nishing aid on a project by project basis allows the donor to remain uncom-

mitted. Since project approval involves a complex of technical ard economic

judgments, it is quite feasible to increase or decrease aid for political

reasons without appearing to do so. In the course of accepting a certain

proportion of the projects received, a donor country can apply whatever ad-

ditional political or economic criteria it chooses without being liable

to a charge of discrimination. This is more difficult under the program

approach, where the conditions for qualifying for aid are more explicitly

set out, The project approach also provides a convenient basis for limit-

ing aid on the grounds that the recipient countries cannot prepare and

submit a larger number of acceptable projects.

The disadvantages of the project system can be mitigated by combin-

ing it w~ith elements of country analysis and the program approach. This

trend is apparent in both the IBRD and AID procedures for project selection

and review. Despite this trend, there are still relatively few countries

that can rely on a continuing supply of assistance as a basis for develop-

ment planning.

D. Secondary Objectives and Donor Benefits

A large proportion of the apparatus for controlling aid is designed

to achieve trade or other benefits for the donors rather than to promote

- ~ f
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the interests of the recipients. For this purpose, aid is limited to

commodities supplied by the donor, or even more narrowly to commodities

f or which the donor would like to establish export markets.

The costs of securing these donor benefits Pre of three types:

(i) overvaluation of the amount of aid; (ii) reduction in the total

assistance provided; (iii) distortion of resource allocation of the re-

cipient.

Aid is overvalued when commodities are exported at prices above the

world market. This overvaluation occurs not only with PL 480 surpluses

but also with steel, machinery, vehicles and other commodities when com-

petition is reduced. Oervaluation is not of any great importance to the

recipient in the case of grants or loans repayable inlocal currency (which

covers the bulk of PL 480). For other loans, the extra cost due to tying

must be absorbed by the purchaser and reduces the element of subsidy in

the loan. , Part of the popularity of the project approach among donors de-

rives from the fact that it nonrally requires the procurement of the whole

range of inputs for the project from the donor, regardless of relative

prices.

Procurement and use of controls may lead to distortion of the re-

cipient's allocation of resources when the choice of aid-financed commodi-

ties is too limited. The leading examples are agricultural surpluses and

machinery tied to projects. To absorb this type of aid in substantial

amounts may require the country to inhibit domestic production which would

otherwise be economical if aid were not so restricted in form.

The cost of the resulting distortion in investment allocation can

only be ascertained on a case by case basis. In the larger countries, such
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as India, Pakistan, Brazil and Turkey, where the development of machinery

and metal working industries is consistent with comparative advantage,

excessive reliance on the project approach would force the country to in-

hibit the development of these sectors and limit the total aid.I The same

is true of agricultural aid in other cases, where the distortion of resource

allocation must be weighed against the value to the recipient of the addi-

tional assistance.

Considering the differences in opportunity cost to the donors, there

may be more justification for tying aid to agricultural commodities than

to machinery, since the political and economic p roblems of continuing ex-

cess capacity are more acute in the former. The cost of the present sys-

tem would be clarified if all aid commodities were charged at competitive

world prices, with a separate accounting for the subsidy to exporters such

as now exists for PL 480 commodities.

E. Effects of Multiple Controls

The full effects of the present set of controls can only be seen

when they are examined together as a system. Perhaps a quarter of all aid

is supplied in a form that is sufficiently flexible to meet the general

import needs of the country, and this type of assistance is limited to

relatively few countries. The remainder is available in the form of cer-

tain commodities or for certain types of projects. Recipients must try to

match up the portions of their development plans with the criteria of the

various donors, while donors often have to search for suitable projects.

1. This reasoning has been accepted by the US Government but not by most

other donors.

I- h_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



The most serious disadvantages of this system are:

(1) The incentives to aid recipients relate more to the technique

of project preparation and good bookkeeping than to good development policy.

(2) The availability of unused funds for certain purposes gives

a false impression of limited absorptive capacity, which in many cases is

merely a product of the control system itself.

(3) Too much of the scarce administrative talent of the underdeveloped

countries has to be devoted to making the system function rather than being

available for more important tasks of development policy.

It is almost impossible to estimate the quantitative significance

of these factors in any scientific way, but I would hazard the guess that

the present volume of aid would contribute ho% or 50% more to development

if the control system were designed to operate entirely for the benefit of

the recipient countries. If this order of magnitude is correct, it seems

much too high a price to pay for the political support of special interest

groups and the very limited real economic advantages gained by the donors.

As with tariffs and export subsidies, aid tying and other restrictive

measures become largely self-defeating when everybody adopts them.

III. INCREASINl THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ASSISTANCE

Three main conclusions emerge from the preceding analysis:

(1) Foreign assistance can be a powerful mechanism for securing

rapid d evelopment when supplied in adequate amounts to governments able

to mobilize resources with reasonable effectiveness.

(2) The aid mechanism is operating far below its full potential be-

cause it is not sufficiently focussed on the goal of development. The
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attempt by donors to secure secondary economic benefits for themselves

involves a variety of controls that do not contribute to development and

often inhibit it.

(3) Since the major donors compete for these secondary benefits,

their efforts are largely offsetting. There is a substantial cost to

the recipient in the system of source and use controls without any sig-

nificant gain to the donors as a group.

Proposals for improving this situation must take account of the domi-

nant position af the donor countries, their mixed motives in providing assis-

tance, and the nature of existing international institutions. It is there-

fore not realistic to consider the abolition of all controls -- nor would

it be likely to yield as good results as a purposive combination of incen-

tives and controls.

The following set of proposals is suggested as being both desirable

for the aid recipients and within the realm of imaginative diplomacy for

the aid providers.

(1) Objectives of assistance. There should be general agreement

that long-term development of the recipient country is the over-riding

objective of economic assistance. It is not necessary to eliminate the

variation in donor preferences for individual countries so long as the

criteria for amounts and forms of aid are based on developmental consid-

erations. International - or at least Free World -- agreement on this

subject would strengthen the hands of recipient governments interested in

the welfare of their people and reduce the temptation to seek aid by play-

ing off donors against each other.



(2) Redesign of the control system. With development established

as the primary objective of public capital movements, a substantial re-

design of the present system of conflicting and piecemeal controls should

be possible. It should be aimed at improving the incentive aspects of the

system as well as eliminating controls that hinder the efficient use of

assistance.

(3) Incentive programming. Since the amount of aid required to

achieve any given developmental objective depends largely on the use that

a country makes of its added output, aid allocation should be designed to

improve the indirect effects of growth and not concentrate only on the ef-

ficient use of aid-financed commodities. To very aid in accordance ith

performance, it is necessary to carry out an overall analysis of the economy.

This procedure can be followed to some extent even when aid is being con-

trolled on a project basis.

The potential effects of an incentive programming system can only

be determined after the major donors have made it clear that better per-

formance will lead to more aid when it is warranted rather than to cutting

down assistance. While the United States has taken the first steps to

establish this principle in its major support countries, the correlation

between changes in performance and variation in aid is not yet high enough

to be very persuasive. Endorsement and use of this principle by the major

bilateral and multilateral aid providers would make it much more effective.2

1. See A.I.D., Principles of Economic Assistance (2) and the A.I.D.
presentation to Congress for 1966 (3, p. 7).

2. The principle of allocating assistance against performance is implicit
in the Charter of Punta del Este, but the agencies of the Alliance for
Progress have only taken a few halting steps to apply it.
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The success of the I.M.F. in securing acceptance of standards of balance

of payments performance -- even if one does not agree with all their appli-

cations -- is suggestive of what could be accomplished in the aid field.

(h) More purposive controls. The control mechenism should be ex-

plicitly designed to promote the economic development of the recipient

country. As information on performance improves, it should be possible to

shift increasingly from project control to a program-type of control. The

greater economic validity and better incentives that result from program

controls have already been discussed.

With growing information, it should be possible to establish usable

measures of savings, investment, and balance of payments performance that

would promote an adequate basis for control. For example, a country which

had been performing well -- investing at 18-20% of GNP and saving 25% of

the resulting increase in incomel -- safely could be provided whatever

assistance it needed to achieve growth rates of up to perhaps 7%. So long

as this performance was maintained, additional aid could only accelerate

the rate of growth and reduce the total amount of assistance ultimately

needed to attain self-sustaining growth.2

On tests such as this, the number of countries having access to in-

ternational assistance without excessive controls might be increased from

1. These values of the savings and investment parameters represent per-
formance in the upper quartile of performance, as shown in (5, Table 5).
For countries starting from low investment levels, the rate of increase
in investment would be a more appropriate measure.

2. An upper limit to the growth rate to be supported is suggested to avoid
the problem of a few exceptionally good performers receiving a high
proportion of total aid, but this eventuality seems remote.
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half a dozen to a dozen or more. The resulting incentive to others to

try to achieve better performance should be substantial.

(5) Redesign of the Project Approach. To implement the preceding

suggestions, the project approach should be redesigned to retain only the

features which contribute effectively to development. Two changes are par-

ticularly needed: (a) consideration of projects in an overall framework

of country analysis; (b) weakening or abolishing the link between aid allo-

cation and project approval, which tends to remove the incentive for better

performance in other aspects of cvelopment policy.

(6) Donor coordination. To carry out the country programming ap-

proach outlined above, the donors need a common evaluation of recipient

needs and performance. Here again the analogy of I.M.F. reviews as a basis

for agreed action comes to mind. Several organizations -- the I.B.R.D.,

the D.A.C., the O.A.S. -- have taken on some of the comparable aid coordi-

nating functions, but a great deal more is needed.

The example of countries where some of these conditions have been

met -- usually because of their political importance to particular donors --

suggests that effective use of aid has not depended on detailed project-type

controls. The most successful cases of the use af aid to transform under-

developed economies in U.S. experience -- Taiwan, Greece, the Philippines,

Israel, Pakistan, etc. -- have been supported largely by program assistance.

It is very doubtful that anything approaching the volume of resources trans-

ferred to these countries could have taken place urder present project pro-

cedures. Furthermore, any estimate of absorptive capacity or development

potential based on the project approach would have proven to be much too

pessimistic.
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With examples such as these in mind, I am very skeptical of the

project approach to the analysis of absorptive capacity with its implied

conclusion that aid levels cannot be substantially raised because addition-

al aid cannot be effectively used. The ability to prepare projects is only

one of the requirements for successful development, and probably not the

most important. It would be equally logical to measure absorptive capacity

by the external capital flow tha t could be absorbed without depressing

the s avings rate. The marginal savings rate and the mar ginal productivity

of capital are of equal importance in determining the future rate of growth.

If absorptive capacity is to have any operational meaning, it should be

identified with the total productivity of assistance, not just one of its

components.

The other aspect of this experience which has great significance for

future aid policy is the importance of achieving rapid growth. In coun-

tries with have "graduated" from the category of aid dependents, one of

the keys to success seems to have been the accomplishment of high levels

of investment and growth of GNP. It is not at all clear that the marginal

productivity of investment was particularly high in Greece, Taiwan, or Is-

rael in the early 1950's. What is clear is that the rapid growth of out-

put has permitted the structural changes in savings rates, export growth,

and import requirements needed to make growth self-sustaining. In countries

where conditions make it possible for additional aid to get growth started,

it is likely to turn out to have been very productive in the long run even

if the short-run productivity seems low.
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University of East Anglia

School of Social Studies
Wilberforce Road, Norwich NOR 54H

Telephone Norwich 52651

lith March 1966.

Many thanks for your encouraging letter of 28th February.
I am very glad to see from your comments that we are thinking on similar
lines.

Our first task is to explore possibilities of initial
financial support. and this we are doing. Once we have prospects of

this support we shall be able to get down to more detailed planning,
arrangements for co-operation and recruitment.

At that stage there will be a number of more specific
points on which we shall want to ask advice and help from you and from
the Bank. One of them will be recruitment, which is obviously going
to be vital. Another will be on areas of initial concentration. At
this stage we want to leave this question open, becqase the answer will
depend very largely on the demand for services and on the people we
manage to recruit. But since on the scale ie envisage we shall be able
to run at most two n-ojects properly, we shall then be committed for
some time 4k two co.ITries or regions. We hope we shall have some
choice before deciding and we shall need advice at that stage.

I shall let you know how things develop.

A. S. Iackintosh

G-. II. Vilson, Eso.,
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development,
Washington, D.C. 20433
U.S.A.



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION CORPORATION

March 8, 1966

Mr. Woods

through Mr. Wh ar \ty :

I spoke to Hollis Chenery about the paper he
delivered in Karachi in December and he is
sending a copy. He told me, however, that
it was largely a mathematical presentation
and that the attached paper presented more
or less the same argument in a much more read-
able form.

A. Stevenson

at tachment
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FORM No. 58 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. George D. Woods DATE: February 23, 1966

FROM: Irving S. Friedman

SUBJECT:

I think you would be interested in this note summarizing Mr. Hoffman's

recent Cleveland speech. You will note that Mr. Hoffman calls for an increase

in all of over $6 billion a year in the capital countries by 1970. This figure

is not really comparable with ours as we made an estimate of what the average

per annual need might be for the next five years and came out with a figure of

$37 $7billion a year. However, I would guess that the figures were computed

very differently.

Attachment



FORM Nc. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Irving S. Friedman DATE: February 23, 1966

FROM: Bimal Jalan

SUBJECT:

1. I thought that you might find the attached speech of Paul Hoffman's

(delivered on 15 February 1966 in Cleveland) interesting.

2. Mr. Hoffman's speech is a plea for higher volumes of development

aid to the developing countries. He suggests that all the industrialized

countries, including the Soviet Union must appreciably increase their

contributions to global development in their own economic self-interests.

The explosive technological progress in advanced countries unmistakably

points to the need for vast new markets if the industrialized nations are

not to run the risk of slow suffocation from a glut of goods and services.

The low-income countries are the most likely place for finding these markets --

the assistance of developed countries in increasing their income would in

turn be of immense benefit to the donors themselves in the form of vastly

increased exports and resulting employment benefits. The United Nations

experience in the field of pre-investment activities suggests that the

developing countries on their part can successfully meet the twin challenges

that face then -- growth in ability to provide a decent standard of living,

and growth in ability to contribute to an expanding world economy. The missing

link is development capital which the advanced countries should help supplement.

3. Mr. Hoffman argues that of the current capital outflow of $9.5
billion to developing countries, only $4.8 billion represents a direct
charge on the taxpayers -- specifically the $1 billion made available in long-

term low-interest or no-interest loans, $500 million in technical and pre-

investment assistance, and $3.3 billion in other grants. The remaining

$4.7 billion - or almost exactly half - comes from private investments and

from loans that meet strict banking criteria with normal interest rates.

In order that the development curve may climb at the necessary rate, Mr.

Hoffman suggests that the advanced countries by 1970 must double the volume

of private investment and bankable loans and the present rate of soft-loans

and pre-investment assistance. He, however, does not believe that one can

realistically count on any sizeable increaee in the level of grants-in-aid.

Thus, in all, Mr. Hoffman calls for an increase of over $6 billion a year
in capital flows to the developing countries by 1970.
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Major Trends in Development Finance

in 1965 - Preliminary

It is too early to appraise the major trends and events which formed

the background for development finance in 1965. However, some preliminary

and rather general observations may be ventured at the risk of possible re-

visions and qualifications as more data become available.

Over-all Picture

The year 1965 has been characterized by some slowdown in the growth

rate of world production and international trade, compared to the two previous

years. The export earnings of the developing countries, which had attained an

unusually high level in 1963 and 1964 have slackened and this has reduced the

rate of increase in their import capacity.

Growth

The world growth rate has slowed down in 1965, compared to the previous

two years, mainly due to unusually low growth in Western Europe and Japan.

Due to restrictive policies designed to combat inflation, the United Kingdom,

France, Italy and Japan have increased their production in 1965 at rates not

higher than 2.5 to 3%. Germany has also slowed down its growth, although it

still has been able to raise production by 5%. The major exception among the

industrial countries has been the United States, which managed to attain in

1965 an exceptionally high growth rate of 5.5% in real terms. The industrial

countries as a group probably increased their gross national product by 4 to

4.5% in 1965, a rate somewhat lower than that of the previous year.

Data on growth rates are still unavailable for most developing coun-

tries. On the basis of slower increase in their export earnings and imports,
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the over-all growth of the developing countries has probably also slowed down.

Taking into account the differences in population growth, the developing coun-

tries as a group continued to increase production in 1965 at a rate of half or

less of the growth rate in the industrialized parts of the world.

Nowhere has the lagging increase in production of the developing coun-

tries been more marked and consequences more serious than in agriculture and

food supply. In 1965, the agricultural production of the developing countries

has not kept pace with the population increase. The production of food in the

developing countries is presently only some 3 to 4% higher per head than eight

years ago. As a matter of fact, the developing countries have become increas-

ingly dependent for supply of their minimum food requirements on Worth America

and other developed areas, such as Australia. It may be worth reminding that

in addition to U.S. surpluses purchased on "soft" terms at an amount higher than

a billion dollars a year, the developing countries have been spending more than

$4 billion of "hard" currencies per year on imports of food. The growing de-

pendence of the developing countries on the industrial ones for the supply of

food can be reversed only through a major breakthrough in their own agricul-

tural production.

Trade

The slowdown of 1965 has been more accentuated in international trade

than in production. World trade, which expanded in 1964 by the exceptionally

high rate of 12.5%, increased in 1965 by 8.5%. The share of the developing

countries in international trade continued to decline, as their own exports

to the industrial countries have grown in 1965 by no more than 6%. Due to

the more moderate increase in export earnings, as well as to the insufficient

capital inflows, the developing countries as a group have been able to raise
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their imports in 1965 by only 6%, compared to an increase of almost 9% in

1964.

The slowdown in the increase of export earnings of the developing

countries has been due to two main factors: first, the less vigorous ex-

pansion in the industrial countries lowered their import requirements from

the developing countries. It should be recognized, however, that the rate

of expansion in world production and trade in the previous year has been

much more of an exception than a reflection of the longer-term trend. The

developing countries would not serve best their own interests if they base

their production plans on the unrealistic assumption that the demand for

their exports will continue to grow at the unusual high rates of 1963 and

1964. Second, and probably more important, the increase in supplies in some

major export commodities resulted in a marked reduction in prices of some

major commodities. The IBRD "commodity price index for lower income pro-

ducers" has been some 4% lower in 1965 than in the previous year. The

lowering of commodity prices in 1965 was in fact a continuation of the down-

ward drift since the recent peak level which was reached at the first half

of 1964. Most of the decline in commodity prices reflected the downturn in

prices for sugar and cocoa. Prices of agricultural raw materials, especially

cotton, have also declined somewhat, while the price level for minerals

proved to be rather strong, and has recently even increased, mainly as a

result of higher prices for copper, related to the political situation in

Rhodesia and labor unrest in Chile. The fluctuations in export prices over

the last few years have been mostly due to changes in supply conditions.

The over-all demand for primary products, and especially for foodstuffs has
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been growing at a slow yet steady pace, while larger crops of commodities

such as sugar and cocoa have resulted in sharp falls in prices.

Among foodstuffs, coffee proved to be the exception, being able to

maintain a rather stable price level in 1965. In part, this may have been

due to a limitation of supplies by the International Coffee Agreement. The

participants to this Agreement have been recently exploring ways and means

of diversification of those economics which have been and still are highly

dependent on coffee export earnings.

Capital Flows

Data on the volume of capital flows from the industrial countries to

the developing ones in 1965 are not yet available. Yet indirect indicators

do not point to a significant increase in the level of official capital

flows. Partial and preliminary data based on the U.S. balance of payments

figures indicate an increase in the flow of U.S. private investments to the

developing countries. At the same time, the level of income payments on

private investments in the form of dividend and interest has also increased.

However, the flow of private investments has been limited to a small number

of developing countries, some of which are oil producers.

One of the marked developments in recent years has been the tightening

of international capital markets, as well as a general rise in interest

rates. The United States and United Kingdom balance of payments difficul-

ties, as well as the disinflationary policies in continental European coun-

tries, have resulted in a tightening of the international capital markets.

The long-term interest rates in several markets have raised to levels un-

known in the past several years. This situation has raised the costs and
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sometimes also effected the availability of capital in such markets to a

number of developing countries as well as to international development in-

stitutions.

Domestic Policies

The latest Annual Report of the Bank suggested, on the basis of the

Bank's country enquiries, that the developing countries could use effective-

ly some $3 billion to $4 billion more external capital per year than is

presently available to them. Recent developments have strengthened the be-

lief that several developing countries have come to learn ways and means

to make more effective use of external capital by widening the basis of

technical skills and know-how and by applying policies conducive to steady

economic development. The need for higher priority for the domestic produc-

tion of food has become more widely recognized, and measures to deal with

this need seem to be gradually forming. Some countries are adopting a

more welcome approach toward private investments, domestic and foreign. In

some cases, efforts have been made to raise levels of domestic savings by

fiscal measures as well as by increasing efficiency in public enterprises.

In several developing countries, however, reasonable performance in the

mobilization of domestic savings and their proper use for development as

well as in other crucial aspects of economic policies, is not being shown.

Yet, signs of improvements in economic policies have been recently evident

in a number of large developing countries, such as Brazil and U.A.R.,which

have been experiencing serious difficulties in recent years. Their own ex-

perience, and sometimes examples of other countries, helped to make clear

the need of appropriate policies, and one may dare to expect further pro-

gress in this field.

David Kochav
February 1966



INDICATORS OF GROWTTH AND TRADE IN 1965

(% Changes)

1 9 6 5 1 9 6 h

GNP Imports GNP Imports

United States 5.5 11.5 4.8 5.0

United Kingdom 2.7 -- 5.4 9.0

Germany 5.0 15.5 6.6 10.7

France 2.5 -- 5.3 11.7

Italy 3.0 -- 2.9 -5.9

Japan 2.7 3.0 13.9 11.3

Canada 6.5 12.0 6.h i.b

Australia 5.0 20.0 6.5 18.0

Source: Official sources for each country.
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International Trade

(Billions of $)

% Change

3/4 1964 3/4 1965 1964 3/4 1965
Annual Annual Over Over

1963 1964 Rate Rate 1963 3/4 1964

Exports (f.o.b.)

World 134.8 151.4 147.2 159.6 12.3 8.4

Developed Coun-
tries 1/ 101.9 115.1 111.6 121.8 13.0 9.1

LDC 2/ 32.9 36.3 35.6 37.8 10.3 6.2

Imports (c.i.f.)

World 142.5 159.2 156.3 168.8 11.0 8.0

Developed Coun-
tries 105.7 119.2 117.4 127.2 12.8 8.3

LDC 36.8 40.0 38.9 41.6 8.7 6.5

1/ IDA Part I. With the addition of Iceland, Ireland and New Zealand.

2/ IDA Part II. Less:Iceland and Ireland.

Source: IFS, January 1966.



U.S. Capital Flows to LDC

(Millions of $)

Jan.-Sept. Jan.-Sept.
1964 1965

Government Grants and Capital 3,134 3,267

Private, net:

Direct 272 718

Non-direct 205 314

Total 3,811 4,299

Source: Survey of Current Business, December 1965.
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Private Investment Income of the U.S. from LDC's

(Billions of $)

Jan.-Sept. Jan.-Sept.
1964 1965

Income to the United States 1,934 2,132

Less: Income to LDC's 102 132

Net Income to the United States 1,832 2,000

Source: Survey of Current Business, December 1965.
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Messrs. Irving S. Friedman, Andrew M. Kamarck February 3, 1966

Frank Tamagna

The "link" in Monetary Reform

These are a few comments on the exchange of view we had yesterday
concerning the relation of monetary reform to development. I would like
to make the following points, namely -

(i) Various developing countries have different reasons for desiring
a link, and there are various types of links that could be worked out;

(ii) The commitment for some kind of a link between monetary reform
and developing countries, in particular by the United States, has been

probably extended to a point that it might be difficult to withdraw; and

(iii) Admitting the unavoidability of a link, the question would be its
nature and purpose.

The argument for separate and narallel treatment of monetary reform and
developing financing seem irrefutable on a purely technical basis. On a

political and general economic basis, however, developing countries have
advanced three arguments for their participation in monetary reform:

(a) The equality of -oportunity in relation to equality of conditions.
This point has been made strongly by Australia, on the ground that there
can be no preclusion of any country from any arrangement where the
country meets terms and conditions for participation. This argument is
directed in particular against the "clcosed group concept, which origi-
nally was the basis of the European proposal; this concept, however,
has been abandoned in principle by the Europeans themselves, which have
opened the possibility of admittance of new members to the group.

(b) The equality of treatment in relation to equality of needs. This

argument is being advanced by the Latin American countries, particularly
by Argentina, on the ground that their needs are both for liquidity and
resources. Whereas new and more resources should be made available for
development financing, their need for liquidity should be met through
participation in the new monetary system. This approach has also a
strong political tinge, based on the Latin American countries' refusal
to admit any differentiation in powers and rights between themselves
and the advanced countries. The U TA report seems to have been
heavily influenced by these Latin Amrcan views, expressed in parti-
cular by Mr. Prebisch.

(c) Liquidity as basis for developmont financing. This view is sustained
particularly by India, and follows the reasoning of the Stamn plan, to
the effect that the willingness o the advanced countries to expand
liquidity among themselves is indicative of excess resources, that can
be and should be made available to the developing countries.
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It would seem clear that the advaned countries have 1reed to the
first pronosition; Pejected the third prcxoition; and are debatin the secon
proposition. l the various pronosals that are now under Aiscussion allow
for an openin ,o the advanced countrie' yio to othr me bers nd the
setting asi o w- part of the nea eorve asets in iavor of non-nprticivant
countri s. :t unuVe seem that the United I tate would re or an arrangement under
which the International Monetary Fund coul use such set-asiie reserve for snecial
financial assistance to evelopin; Pnr outside o quota i itL :mA otter
conditions; wheres the uronans outo wr"er to limit aouP assistance to within
the quotas and standard conditions.

It is i.ly thAt som co romie will achieved on this point; which
might res0 t i br ing up thWeevelap1 countries into three grouns, a few
immediate; or soon admissible to t e advanced ountries' group (Australia and
exico for instaie); others that ul b. a ibule or special ?unds assisnce

and woula, t reore, acet the conromise an the reinder, probably large in
number but weak in power, denied of access tc t: new liquidity.

On the ( mr band , ny retreat Nr co om l o t ctif en the attitude
o: the ur-ea s, r a urel uropean snt n, but loui also coalesce the
develoing countri on the opposition. Ahis co.niton would not be accentable
either to the Khited States or to the Unitp c inom, and I feel that the
uIropeans themselres probably would not vant t reonen negotiations anew, on a

comletely untri course, such a this :o p, e, but separate facilities
for advnced ant neveloping countries.

Tnder the circmstances, na ues n i se should develop in the Group
of Ten, it Vo id : t it Wiiht b .t;to1 nentrate on the procedure,
purposes and conditions und er Mih Vigou:it i Oe Mde availaUle to develop-
ing countries, than to try at this tine ti divert negotiations to a new approach.
Developing countrier probably iee tcot t a necl financing by the Fund and

nk in supe entary for , is so etin- i tredw obtained, or obtainable,
indenendently of any monetary re'or; no nor in this respect would induce their
foregoinj of liquidity, unless the amount Coule 1 e very large. On the other
han, any asistance under the present I qaot. and term conditions would not
give anything new or more than developing coutries could not obtain under the
present system.

The approach is likely to be one o opening intermediate and long term
lines of reserve credit to developing countries , unconditionally as to the use,
but limited in time and conditional in their effects. The extension of such
credits, however, would require judIgent in two respects, namely, the willingness
of the country to achieye and aintain ordrly n Stable aon stic and external
policies; and availability of resources adonato to sustain such policy over a
reaonable period of ti. Irrespective whether the e line o cr dit will be
managed by te onetary und o te International , their e tension nould
require a judgment as to manear and excae no icies, on the one hand, and
development policies and resources on the other . It ould seem unavoidbl e
that the two institutions should cooperate.
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Alexander Stevenson

Leverage

In recent years lenders, including the Bank, have been more and more
preoccupied with the problem of how their aid can be used to stimulate
better economic performance, usually identified with an increased growth
rate in the recipient countries. What a lender can do depends, of course,
on how much he is prepared to put in, where he is prepared to put it, and
how large his contribution is likely to be in relation to the resources
available to the recipient economy for development. What can be done will
also vary with the degree of receptivity in the recipient country and in
particular with the influence of people in its government who have the
same policy objectives as the lender. Furthermore, since development is a
continuing and complex process, turning the aid tap on and off suddenly
may do more harm than good.

Your memorandum to the Loan Committee on Costa Rica, dated January
17, raises some interesting questions in my mind on the use of leverage
and I wonder if we might not begin to think of some general principles.
For instance:

1. If the aim is to secure improvements in broad aspects of economic
policy, for example fiscal, monetary and exchange rate policy, influence
can best be exerted by offering to lend more if policies are made more
appropriate to stimulating healthy economic growth, less if they are not.

2. If the aim is to secure improved economic policies in a particu-
lar economic sector, the lender can exert maximum pressure and influence
by offering to lend more or less support to that sector, depending on
policy and performance in it.

3. In appropriate cases, where changes sought are related either
to a particular economic sector or to a particular program in it for which
money is being made available, influence can be exerted by planning a
series of loans making the granting of the second in some way dependent
on the success of the first.
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If these guidelines made sense, they would lead to the conclusion
that, to set up a multi-tranche arrangement related to a particular
program like that suggested for agricultural credit in Costa Rica in
such a way that the second and subsequent tranches are related to
improvements in performance in areas which have nothing to do with
agriculture or with the operation of the agricultural credit program,
would not be in general desirable. Wnether it is in this specific case
depends, however, also on political considerations and I have to leave
to you and to your judgment of the Finance Minister's judgment that it
would help him. In making that judgment you have also to take account
of which effect the approach will h.ave on the Bank's reputation in
Costa Rica in the long run.

/ 7
iS/uz
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Frank Ta-magna

Mnetary Reforni and Development

The attached me.narandum on !onetary Reforn and Development is
divided into four parts:

Part 1,, Developing Countries' Interest in 1lone tary Ref ora, summrizes
the views expressed at th last -P Ri meetings by delegates of develop
ing and advanced countries concernin.r turee main aspects of a monetary re-form, namely, whether it should be contained in a closed club, or aim atan open ystem; uether the creation of reserve assets shou ld in1p1/ or nota trar sfer £f real resources; an nether and how the provision of liquidityshould be related to development financing.

Part II, JonetajZ iReforn Pri2posals and Their Relation to DevelpingCountries, gopschppsl ner f-our main fieadin-) s; namely, those
based n greater automati'ity (.old standard and flexible rates); thosebaed on closer cooperation (composite gold standard, deposit - exchangeof currencies); and those based on discretionary international authority(Yund liberalization, fpernational aonetary authority, "sta"p" Dlan, com-mdity reserve plan).

Part ITT, Te Outlook if `oetar Reform and its Link Between Developedand Develpin ; Countries, provides an analytical comparison between the pro-posals formulated by JETAD (in its last October maeting) and an outline formonetary reform advanced by Governor Carli in a speech early in November.

The last Part IVConclision, ad~vances the idea of a "link" that wouldextend -. ew reserve sysen too ther countries, on a case by case basis,thr2ug tie joint intermediation if the International Fund and Bank.

Altha o;h it is ninceutaall eossi le to work out procedures and pro-visions under which - inetary re i- could aPply si tultaneasl and uni-orly both to advanced and developing countries, there are ftnda ertaldifferences in views and ,, rooses >etween the two :;riups, wnici ay bebriefiy stated as follows:

(a) Advanced countri e feel that reserve creation should nothave t e > arpose of transferrin; real resources, but shodld be intendedexclusively (or priaarily) to facilitate adjustinent processes;

(b) Developing countries fel that liquidity creation unrelatedto development, would be meaningless, and advocate an infusion of liquiditythat would free other resources and, in need, ce available for acquiringa ditional resources for develoot. nt Puroises.

In view of the strong views ield by tie tropean countries and therecognition that developin' co intries are offerin; , it isn't likely thatany accord will be reached )n ionetary ref >r , that did not accept the
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principle, that liquidity creation and transfer of real resources are
distinct proble.s and tat the adjustqent process is an indisensable
test for the acceptance of any cointry in a viable system. nat is
proposed in this riorarda is a selective broadenin of the restricted
group of advanced countries to otaer comintries, upon the deLoristration
of their ability to pursue financial policies and conduct development
ornlrais consistent with doestic stability and internatinal cotnit-
nents. A new reserve syste, p rovided with c:vroncins contributed by
the advancd cOlntrias, could serve in an interi way for the extension
of lon- r-a reserve loans t> developin; countries, which in the judl:ent
of tie .. .. j, 1. .. appearedt it be n t etr way to -a.h a .asi-
tion >1 strr ;t- ao p raalc t> tn n t 0 e avanced c -nurins. Tiere
is a basic question as t wnetner n -t art ai new reserveg, that advanced
countries w tid nake availarle Ior a "ink" with developing ao>ntries,
n id be Y l eb nd thinly df"" -' ir a all lotas :Dr azny countries,
or b; aeld for 9e in ubstartiv- a .unts at sae uecisive point, to
sup art oI speed the adv ce a "t o those lead in; and str>nger develaping
zitntries, acaut to attain partiim tian in the mana,?ing; grou of tie
world's reserve systen

cc: 1r. Pa:lo Ton
r. atrick de :ntenay
~r. -aulA Pereira Lira


